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TO OUR READERS
This issue presents Lepidoptera News in a revised format and in line with our color journals. As noted to the membership

in past issues, Lepidoptera News will now also have regular articles, in addition to member news, letters to the editor, book
news, and other News features. Authors will now have a venue for publication without page charges. Only color will be at an
extra charge. Color can be added on the inside covers, front and back, at modest cost (separate color inserts are also possible
but the charges for these will be higher, due to added work for the printer).

Our Lepidoptera News cover and masthead page are changed with this issue to reflect the more extended role of
Lepidoptera News. Line art or color photographs for covers are always welcome whenever you find or draw an appropriate
image. Scientific articles will have the same peer review and referencing in Zoological Record as do articles in our color
journals, Holarctic Lepidoptera and Tropical Lepidoptera; the only difference is the page charges needed for the full-color
journals due to the excessive costs involved in having color dispersed throughout an issue. We have also transferred Lepidoptera
News to a perfect bound binding process: this has been considered for some time inasmuch as 60-page issues nearly approach
the limit of what one can bind with spine stapling. The printer uses a good binding, so the perfect binding should hold up well
even with active use.

In this issue we have reprinted an interesting essay from Scudder's 1889 Butterflies of New England: any member who
can decipher the identity of "C.H.B." is encouraged to send in a report. Nothing in Scudder's work could be found to identify
this art historian. The images have been added to the current reprinting of the text (the Greek text sections are from the original,
however).

This issue also starts a new series of faunal treatments of Lepidoptera. Most books that treat the fauna of a particular
region generally have an introductory section on aspects of the region as they pertain to Lepidoptera, such as vegetation, climate,
seasonality, habitats for different species of Lepidoptera, and so forth. Such introductions are exceedi~gly useful in planning
trips to such regions, so we have contacted authors and/or publishers where possible to obtain permission to reprint such sections
from various books. These faunal synopses and introductions should be useful to members and we hope to continue them as
space permits, hopefully with a new region with every issue of Lepidoptera News. For March 2002, we have the introductory
notes provided by the late Jan Kielland, from his book entitled Butterflies of Tanzania. Most of these notes that will be reprinted
will involve books on butterflies, since few such works exist for moths, but clearly the introductory notes will serve enthusiasts
of either group.

We have some scientific articles in this issue, plus another of Gerardo Lamas' updates on butterfly literature for the
Neotropical region. The literature reviews are part of Dr. Lamas' earlier compendium on the Neotropical butterfly literature
which ATL published a few years ago (in the Atlas of Neotropical Lepidoptera series), as well as part of his editing of the new
butterfly catalog for the entire Neotropical region which we hope will be ready for printing later this year: this catalog is a
collaborative effort of several specialists and will be the first modern, comprehensive, and detailed nomenclatural catalog for
the Neotropical butterflies, for the area from the U.S.-Mexican border south to Cape Horn, including the West Indies.

J. B. HEpPNER

Executive Director

NOTES FOR MEMBERS
I. 2003 Annual Meeting: September 25-28 in Gainesville, Florida. The 2003 meeting will be a Lepidoptera symposium to coincide with the opening
of the new McGuire Center for Lepidoptera Research. The meeting and festivities are planned as a 2-year sequence, with the first phase (2003) for
the building opening and the second phase (the 2004 meeting) for collection opening after an 18 month long curation effort to organize the initial
collections that will be housed in the McGuire Center.

2004 - ATL Annual Meeting and Lepidoptera Symposium, Gainesville, Florida (date to be announced)
2006 - Lepidoptera symposium and joint meeting of ATL and the Lepidopterists' Society, Gainesville, Florida, June 30-July 3.

2. Annual Photo Contest: deadline is March 15 each year, but for the second year there were insufficient entries to be able to hold any contest.
Once the membership wants another photo contest, then we can renew this effort, perhaps every 5 years. The submitted photographs for 2001 and
2002 will be selected for possible journal covers.
3. Cover Photos: members can note that color photos for journal covers are always sought. ATL does not pay photo fees, but you do have the
gratification of having your photo selected for one of the front or back covers. Photos should be exceptionally sharp and in our page proportion.
4. ATL Debentures: a number of ATL members have already taken advantage of our interest rates and invested in ATL debentures. Please let us
know what you can do to help! Returns of principal (at end of period) and interest (paid annually) are guaranteed.
5. ATL Home Page: see it at http://www.troplep.org.Coming soon: more color photo files of worldwide butterflies and moths!
6. ATL Photo Archives: Consider ATL as the ultimate depository for your valued color slides of moths and butterflies and larvae. Do not let your
investment of time and effort go to relatives who may not appreciate photographs of Lepidoptera; donate them to the ATL Photo Archives. You are
welcome to send listings of your holdings to add to the ATL Photofile database: let others know what species you have recorded on film.
7. Life memberships: ATL life membership is a single payment of $2,000 (or $400 per year for 5 years).

ELECTIONS
Results of the 2001 vote make Dr. Thomas C. Emmel President for 2002:

For Vice-President, Dr. Philip DeVries was elected.
Candidates for other offices were re-elected for another year of service.

Dr. Thomas C. Emmel, USA 145 votes



LETTERS

Miami Blue: Further Comments
In regard to the Miami blue, Cyclargus thomasi bethunebakeri

(sometimes classified in the genus Hemiargus) we all agree that this
subspecies is rare. However, the two known Florida populations were
discovered only recently and we simply do not know enough about the
overall status of this butterfly to truly justify listing. In the very least,
survey work is required to identify other potential habitats where the
species may still survive. An understanding of known population sites
is paramount before any suitable level of regulation, management,
and/or recovery efforts are possible.

On the surface, the immediate listing of the Miami blue may seem
like the proper thing to do, but may be seriously premature. The
listings of the Karner blue (Lycaeides melissa samuelis) and the
Mitchell's satyr (Neonympha mitchellii mitchellii) in 1992, and N. m.
francisci in 1994, were supported by detailed data on their limited
distributions and absence from many potential habitats. Organized
surveys (even using aircraft) were conducted. In these cases, docu
mented evidence of rarity and serious threats to their endangered
habitats warranted listing. Conversely, no such studies have been
undertaken for the Miami blue, which does not require endangered
habitats in which to thrive. Immediate listing also ignores the potential
for successful recovery without regulation.

This situation recalls the rediscovery of the Florida Attala butterfly
(Eumaeus alala) in South Florida during the early 1980s. In fact, the
scenarios are virtually identical. This butterfly, also a lycaenid, had not
been seen for a number of years and was suddenly rediscovered by a
relative of a amateur lepidopterist who photographed some "pretty
butterflies" during a peaceful walk down the beach of a park in
Miami-Dade County (Crandon Park). These photos were forwarded to
other interested parties, including Dave Baggett and Roger Hammer,
who confirmed the identification and visited the site. After this
momentous discovery, one of the available options was to petition for
federal listing. Nonetheless, listing was not pursued because it could
have complicated studies necessary to further understand the ecology of
the only remaining population of the species in Florida. They devel
oped recovery plans and it was their combined reintroduction efforts
that ultimately allowed the species to reach the level of abundance
enjoyed today. The rest is history. Butterfly gardeners began planting
cycads to get the Atala into their gardens. It has become a symbol of
species resurrection by everyday nature lovers who believe they are
contributing to the survival of a formerly rare species. It is very likely
that this recovery initiative would not have been as rapid (or as
successful) if the Atala butterfly had immediately been listed. Although
it is often referred to as a "threatened" species, it has never been
regulated by federal or state authorities. It remains unlisted (to the
delight of those spraying cycads for troublesome larvae), continues to
thrive, and is expanding with the help of hostplant cultivation.

If recovery efforts are required for the Miami blue, several
lepidopterists here in Florida (myself included) have experience with the
butterfly and could prove instrumental. Tom Emmel and Ron Boender
could be approached for logistical support for any captive breed
ing/reintroduction efforts. If funding is an issue, donations could help
maintain the initial stages of this venture. This type of funding may
also be more accessible, especially in light of a tight USFWS budget for
South Florida projects.

If this butterfly is conducive to recovery efforts, folks may be capable
of encouraging (or even introducing) this beautiful, endemic little
butterfly into gardens planted with balloon-vine and acacias. On the
other hand, if the subspecies is successfully listed, private participation
will be limited. Any direct handling of the species, even by well-inten
tioned gardeners, will be prohibited. We should not overlook this great
source of knowledge and enthusiasm as a valuable means to assist this
butterfly.

JOHN CALHOUN
Palm Harbor, Florida

Lepidoptera Mortality Documented on Roads
The recent paper by McKenna et al. (2002. Mortality of Lepidoptera

along roadways in central Illinois. J. Lepid. Soc., 55:63-68) has
provided the first documented study of the massive numbers involved
in road kill of butterflies from passing road traffic in such heavily
congested areas as much of the eastern United States. The study site
was in central Illinois, and based on the resultant estimates from the
study, the weekly toll of killed butterflies along Illinois roads comes to
about 20,000,000 butterflies, not to mention millions more of other
insects. Presumably, similar figures should be valid for other heavily
populated regions like parts of western Europe, Japan, and other
countries with considerable motorized road traffic.

This new study presents us with the most clear example of why
individual collectors of butterflies cannot possibly do any damage to
butterflies to any significant extent, with the possible exception of cases
of extremely localized and rare species that may warrant listing as
officially protected species (yet see the notes about the Ehrlich study
below). One can imagine how many Karner blues get killed by road
traffic every year, which probably is more than collectors could capture
if allowed to do so. Clearly, readers who have an anti-collector
mentality can verify for themselves that this new study on butterfly road
kill demonstrates beyond any doubt that even 1000s of butterfly
collectors could not possibly collect millions of butterflies in a single
week, as are exterminated simply by passing cars in just one state of the
United States, and yet the butterfly species in central Illinois are still
present year after year. Multiply the Illinois figures by 48 states in the
main area of the United States, and even reduce the numbers to only a
quarter of the Illinois estimates, and one gets about 240,000,000
butterflies killed by road traffic in a single week on American roads, or
about 6.2 billion butterflies during the warmer 6 months of the year
(April to September)!

The Illinois estimates also concluded that about 500,000 monarch
butterflies could be involved at certain times of the year in weekly road
kills: multiply this figure by about 10 weeks during migrations and
other flight activity, and add in similar estimates for only about 20
other states (let alone where all the monarchs are distributed), and one
comes to a figure of 100,000,000 monarchs killed by road traffic in a
single year during migrations and local flights. This is nearly as much
as were evidently killed in the 2002 winter freeze episode in the
Mexican retreat for over-wintering monarchs. One can see that these
and other butterflies have remarkable biological capabilities of
reproduction to maintain their numbers against all these and other
hazards.

One thing this new study clarifies beyond a reasonable doubt to a
logical conclusion - and does so much better than past studies where
hilltopping butterflies were collected in numbers to determine possible
collector impact on localized populations and resultant conservation
aspects for butterflies (Ehrlich study; see Pyle, Bentzien and Opler,
1981. Insect Conservation, Ann. Rev. Ent., 26:233-258) - is that there
are many more butterflies around than one thinks, and that they survive
road dangers, parasites, bad weather, spiders, etc., and many other
dangers on the way to adulthood and as adults, in addition to just
crossing the road. Thus, other than for a few rare species, most
butterflies cannot possibly be impacted by the few butterfly collectors
who do some recreational collecting; even commercial collectors could
not collect so many specimens as the road kill study indicates. Even in
Taiwan, where the commercial collection of butterflies has been on
going for decades, amounting to millions of specimens per year, not so
many butterflies are taken out by colelctors there as are removed in a
single week of road kill in just one state in the United States.

The experiment alluded to above, to collect all available butterflies
from a study area to see if the species from a local population could
recover, was conducted by Paul Ehrlich as part of his 20 year study of
checkerspot butterflies in California and other western states: this was
done both with intense collecting at one time and by studying a natural
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decline due to a severe drought during some years. Ehrlich found that
some of the Euphydryas (Nymphalidae) butterflies involved in the
studies are well adapted to severe reductions in numbers in local
populations, and could recover very well (see the summary in Ehrlich.
1983. Chapter 9. Genetics and the extinction of butterfly populations.
In Genetics and Conservation: a Reference for Managing Wild Animal
and Plant Populations, 152-163.). Ehrlich noted that "for insect
populations similar in their dynamics to Euphydryas, conservation
biologists need not concern themselves with the genetic effects of
temporarily small population size." Not all butterflies, of course, have
genetics and behavior traits for survival like these checkerspots of
western North America, but small population size for many butterflies
is not always something to be overly concerned about in terms of
conservation and any resultant anti-collecting laws, particularly when
so many other factors also impact butterflies, like road kills, for
example. One can consider the numbers of road kills of the Schaus
swallowtail on Key Largo in the Florida Keys: if collecting were such
a serious threat to the species, then road kills would seem to be equally
so, and thus by the same logic, Florida should close the North Key
Largo road that passes through the land preserves under protection for
this species and other Keys wildlife. However, as the McKenna et al.
study shows, reductions such as road kills, will not impact most species
enough to endanger most butterfly species, even with the large numbers
of road kills involved; and one can add that collecting by recreational
butterfly collectors will likewise have no significant effect.

My past notes in Lepidoptera News on the lack of credibility in the
hysteria against collectors that abounds around the world (viz. the anti
collector laws in Germany and other countries) is only further supported
by this road kill study from Illinois. However, should we stop our
conservation efforts? Not at all, but we need to focus on habitat
preservation and not let collectors be the scapegoat to be used by the
anti-hunting/anti-collecting groups as a ficticious explanation for the
supposed demise of butterfly abundance or reductions in any particular
species. The anti-collector laws are just cosmetic, since reductions in
habi tats is what really dri ves butterflies and other wildlife to extinction.
This brings to mind the recent flurry of activity regarding the Miami
blue, which is probably only low in numbers because of natural
fluctuations and the impact of reduced habitat, not because of collectors.
No hostplants, no butterflies.

J. B. HEPPNER
Gainesville, Florida

FSCA Specimens Distributed by Kimball
One of the features of what now is a by-gone era was the latitude

given researchers at some museums. Before 1900, many museums did
not verify very well what specimens were given out as loans, or even
freely gave away specimens to various researchers. Some 45 years ago,
when Charles Kimball started working on the Florida Lepidoptera, the
Florida State Collection of Arthropods (FSCA), in Gainesville, Florida,
was his home base and the institute which ultimately published his
well-known catalog of the Florida fauna (Kimball, 1965; also see
Heppner, in press). During his years of study to identify all the Florida
species of Lepidoptera, which continued until the time he died in 1982,
Kimball sent specimens from his personal collection, as well as from
the FSCA, to any specialist willing to examine them to try to get them
identified. Many of the specimens from the FSCA were over time
apparently just merged into other museum collections after Kimball
died.

The procedure Kimball used was all done with the approval of the
FSCA at the time and no formal loan documents were ever written up
for these transactions: this is not any criticism of Kimball - he
continued hard at work trying to get these specimens identified until the
year he died - but is just a result of FSCA procedures at the time and
the lax attitude of recipient museums not to return this material. As a
result, FSCA specimens are distributed among most of the well-known
specialists and museums in the United States, particularly for micro-

moths. Kimball divided his private collection and gave about half of it
to the FSCA over the years, while the remainder was kept at his home
in Cape Cod, Massachusetts, and was ultimately willed to Harvard
University and now resides at the Museum of Comparative Zoology
(MCZ), Cambridge, MA. No doubt some of the specimens Kimball had
borrowed from the FSCA and not yet returned before he died, are also
now mistakenly at the MCZ. Likewise, a number of Microlepidoptera
that Kimball had from the FSCA are mistakenly still at the National
Museum of Natural History (USNM), Smithsonian Institution, Washing
ton, DC, as well as other museums.

Over the years since 1983, I have been trying to have FSCA
specimens returned from various museums and specialists in the United
States, particularly when research papers have come out with specimen
records that clearly pertain to FSCA specimens, but are marked in the
publication as belonging to whatever museum collection the specimens
currently are housed at. Some of this may be from some misunderstand
ing on the part of curators and what Kimball may have told them, but
in any case almost none of these specimens have been returned. Some
FSCA specimens have even become holotypes of new species and
deposited at other museums (at least a few such cases may involve
specimens now at the USNM).

The FSCA now has a modem and documented loan policy in place,
just as at other major museums, but the material Kimball studied is
largely still extant. Museums that received FSCA specimens from
Kimball should be aware of this matter and return such specimens. On
the other hand, any specimens collected by Kimball himself, or by some
of the collectors he regularly obtained specimens from, obviously need
to be considered Kimball material that can now remain wherever it is
left: this would include specimens collected in Florida by Paula Dillman
(Oneco), Shirley Hills (Pensacola), J. F. May (Weekiwachee Springs),
and Mrs. Spencer Kemp (Key Largo), plus some of those from the late
Harry O. Hilton (Shalimar and Ocean City, FL). In some cases the
FSCA supplied light traps and other supplies to these persons and
Kimball processed the material collected, organized it and identified
what he could, or sent specimens to various cooperating specialists to
help identify them. However, much of the material from these collec
tors, was also deposited in the FSCA, besides what Kimball distributed
to other museums or kept himself.

Specimens clearly belonging to FSCA come from a number of
collectors in Florida, mainly those employed by the Florida Dept. of
Agriculture or by the University of Florida. As far as I am aware,
virtually all specimens can be identified as FSCA property by being
collected by these individuals over the years; Kimball only borrowed
the unidentified material to have the specimens properly identified. The
following collectors are involved with FSCA specimens up to 1982
(with notation as to the probable main locality for specimen data from
Florida or the person's home base in Florida):

Adkins, T. R. (Ocala)
Ayers, C. I. (Gainesville)
Baker, G. H. (Vero Beach)
Baranowski, R. M. (Homestead)
Betts, H. M. (Macclenny)
Brown, A. C. (Gainesville)
Dekle, G. W. (Gainesville)
Denmark, H. A. (Gainesville)
Dickinson, C. L. (DeFuniak Springs)
Dowling, Jr., C. F. (Miami)
Foster, R. E. (Gainesville)
Frierson, P. E. (Gainesville)
Genung, W. G. (Belle Glade)
Habeck, D. H. (Gainesville)
Henderson, W. P. (Groveland)
Hetrick, L. A. (Gainesville)
Hill, L. B. (Largo)
Kelsheimer, E. G. (Bradenton)
King, J. R. (Ft. Pierce)
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Knight, R. A. (Gainesville)
Kuitert, L. C. (Gainesville)
Link, O. D. (Gainesville)
Lloyd, J. E. (Gainesville)
Mead, F. W. (Gainesville)
Merkel, E. P. (Olustee)
Miller, R. H. (Monticello)
Perry, J. W. (Gainesville)
Phillips, A. M. (Monticello)
Poe, S. L. (Bradenton) (later moved to Virginia)
Poucher, C. (Winter Haven)
Snell, R. R. (Homestead)
Stegmaier, Jr., C. E. (Hialeah)
Tappan, W. B. (Quincy)
Tissot, A. N. (Gainesville)
Wade, Sr., G. F. (Bushnell)
Wagner, W. E. (Vero Beach)
Watson, 1. R. (Gainesville)
Weems, Jr., H. V. (Gainesville)
Whitton, G. (Clearwater)
Wilson, J. W. (Sanford)
Wolfenbarger, D. O. (Homestead)
Woodruff, R. E. (Gainesville)

Specimens collected by the former staff members of the FSCA 
Dekle, Denmark, Mead, Weems, and Woodruff - also belong to the
FSCA, including what most of them also collected in many areas
outside of Florida (e.g., Weems' specimens from any number of states
such as North Carolina, West Virginia, Georgia, Ohio, and even
Arizona, plus exotic areas like Mexico). Likewise, any older Florida
specimens labelled "State Plant Board" belong to the FSCA.

The following persons, among others, donated Lepidoptera to the
FSCA before 1982 and some of these may have been sent by Kimball
to various specialists as well:

Baggett, H. D. (Jacksonville, FL): most of his collection came to the
FSCA, from 1980-92, but some groups were dispersed (e.g.,
Baggett sent some of the Tortricidae to the Mississippi Entomo
logical Museum, Mississippi State University, MS).

Brou, Jr., V. A. (Abita Springs, LA): donated large numbers of moths
from Louisiana since 1972; FSCA also acquired his 45,000
specimen world-wide Sphingidae collection, with the help of
Howard Weems.

Davidson, W. M. (Orlando, FL): some specimens came to the FSCA
from 1968-84.

Dykstra, A. M. (Canton, MO): some specimens came to the FSCA from
1978-82.

Fairchild, G. B., (Gainesville, FL): mostly specimens from Nova Scotia
and Florida, from 1968-93.

Fernald, H. T. (Orlando, FL): most of the Fernald collection is at the
USNM, but specimens Fernald collected in his retirement in
Orange County, Florida, were donated to the FSCA in 1952.

Frost, S. W. (College Park, PAl: some specimens from Archbold
Biological Station, Lake Placid, FL, were deposited by Frost with
the FSCA in 1968.

Fuller, S. V. (Cassadaga, FL): collection donated to the FSCA from
1960-68.

Grimshawe, F. M. (Florida City): her remainder material came to FSCA
from 1962-70.

Heitzman, 1. R. (Independence, MO): has donated to the FSCA large
numbers of Lepidoptera since 1968, mainly from Missouri and
Arkansas.

Heitzman, Roger L. (College Park, MO): donated his collection to the
FSCA from 1974-97.

Hilton, H. O. (Ocean City, FL): his private collection was donated to the
FSCA from 1964-89.

King, H. L. (Sarasota, FL): collection donated to the FSCA from 1968
84.

Plomley,1. M. (Hollywood, FL): his collection was donated to the FSCA
in 1994 but Kimball saw specimens before 1982.

Reinthal, W. J. (Knoxville, TN): collection donated to the FSCA from
1970-82.

Strickland, G. T. (Baton Rouge, LA): microlepidoptera donated to the
FSCA from 1972-76.

Woodcock, H. E. (Chicago, IL): most of his collection went to the
Canadian National Collection, but many Microlepidoptera were
donated to the FSCA in 1960.

Zeiger, C. F. (Jacksonville, FL): collection donated to the FSCA from
1962-87.

Most museum staff do not have time to search their collection for
specimens belonging to other museums that may have been inadvert
antly mixed in with their collection if no loan Pilpers are involved, but
persons writing research papers based on specimen data should be
aware of the origin of specimens, including FSCA specimens labelled
with collector names known to involve only FSCA material. Over the
years, I have noted a number of papers where collection data is listed
for Florida species and where collector names indicate that these
specimens undoubtedly belong to the FSCA, yet are listed as belonging
to the USNM or some other museum.

The above listings clarify the identifying labelling of FSCA speci
mens by the name of the collector, and whenever such specimens are
located they should be returned to the FSCA. Clearly, if holotypes are
selected from specimens that are among certain FSCA material, the
author is obligated to verify the correct status of such specimens and
not immediately assume they belong to the current host museum
collection. Some museum staff may just ignore such matters and keep
all material sent around by Kimball, particularly since he has died and
the FSCA has no official paper trail to know what Kimball borrowed,
but the first list of collector names above, with clear attachment to the
FSCA, indicates to all that these actually are FSCA specimens.

There is always some sharing among museums, particularly when a
specialist gives identification services and retains a small sample of the
specimens sent for identification, and the FSCA does likewise, but most
of what Kimball sent for identification the last few years before 1982
and then left at various museums, has since not been returned to the
FSCA, even after 20 years or more. Any holotypes from such speci
mens should clearly be returned to the FSCA. It is hoped this notice
will alert taxonomists working on specimens with the above listed
collector names (of the first list) affiliated only with the FSCA, that
these specimens belong to the FSCA and not the current host museum,
and should be returned to their rightful owner when their studies are
completed.

1. B. HEPPNER
Florida State Collection of Arthropods
DPI, FDACS, P. O. Box 147100
Gainesville, Florida

Heppner, J. B. (ed.)
(in press). Lepidoptera of Florida. Part i. introduction and Catalog. In

Arthropods ofFlorida and Neighboring Land Areas. Vol. 17. Gaines
ville: Fla. Dept. Agr. Consumer Serv., Div. Plant Indus. 656pp (55
pl.).

Kimball, C. P.
1965. The Lepidoptera of Florida: an Annotated Checklist. In Arthropods

of Florida and Neighboring Land Areas. Vol. I. Gainesville: Fla.
Dept. Agr. Consumer Serv., Div. Plant Indus. 363pp, 36 pI.

Further Postscript to Mail Irradiation
In confirmation of what was noted last issue about future results to

the U.S. mail system once irradiation of the mail becomes routine, the
following note was received in January from Dr. Scott E. Miller,
Chairman of the Entomology Dept., National Museum of Natural
History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. (all Smithsonian
mail, as other government mail in Washington, already is being
irradiated):

"Lepidoptera News 2001 #2 and 3 just arrived, fried by the irradiation
process now used to protect government mail from anthrax. If possible
I'd appreciate replacement copies."
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Dr. Miller noted that his paper copies were in such bad condition
(brittle, discolored and prematurely aged), that he asked for replacement
copies. He also noted that the Smithsonian has a special mail box open
now for incoming mail so it will not be irradiated:

P. O. Box 37012, National Museum of Natural History, Washington,
DC 20013-7012.

Correspondents should use this new address, plus adding the room
number or mail routing number for the person within the museum as
before. Mail that goes to the old address is routed to Ohio for special
irradiation and then returned to Washington, a process that takes about
2 months. In December, researchers at the Smithsonian were just getting
their mail that was held in the system since September and October,
2001.

Re: Your Letter in the September 2001 Issue
Entitled "NABA Calls Collectors Immoral"

I am an avid collector and a charter member of NABA, and while I
agree with much of what you wrote, particularly about the positive role
that collecting can play in the education of the young, and, of course,
that habitat destruction and degradation - not collecting - is the cause
of butterfly declines, I felt that some of what you wrote is unfair to
NABA members.

First, although Dr. Glassberg is the founder and President of NABA,
he is not NABA. NABA is neither pro-collecting nor anti-collecting,
Many NABA members, and many lepidopterists who support NABA by
writing articles for American Butterflies or by providing photographs for
it, collect specimens. Off the top of my head, I can think of Dr. Emmel,
Dr. Covell, Dr. Burns, Dr. Robbins, Dr. Gall, Dr. Sperling, Dr. Wright,
Jeff Ingraham, and, I am sure, many others. [Also], Dr. Glassberg did
not call all collectors immoral, only those who would collect from a
population that is known to be on the verge of extirpation. Whether
such a practice is immoral or not is certainly a matter of opinion, but
saying that that type of conduct is immoral is a very different thing than
saying that all collecting is immoral.

Second, I do not think it is constructive to liken Dr. Glassberg's
opinions on collecting, whatever they are or are not, to the "Big Lie"
of the Nazi's. The lies of the Nazi's led to the deaths of millions of
human beings. The worst that could happen, assuming, for the sake of
argument, that Dr. Glassberg or NABA advocated a complete ban on
collecting, is that a law banning collecting would be passed. I hope
never to see such a law in this country, and, if one is ever proposed, I
will oppose it. But even if it was passed, such a law would hardly be
the equivalent of living (or being murdered) under Nazi rule. As you
point out, such bans are already in place in most European countries,
and, of course, NABA had nothing to do with them.

I agree with you, that in order to avoid unnecessary and unwarranted
collecting restrictions, collectors should work with government agencies
to help educate them about the positive role collectors play in discover
ing, documenting and, yes, preserving biodiversity. Recreational hunters
and, to a lesser extent, people who fish for sport, have opponents, but
these sportspeople have been very successful in convincing state and
federal wildlife agencies that their activities do not harm the environ
ment. Collectors need to educate these same agencies that their
recreational activities are not harming the environment and result in the
accumulation of data that we can share with agencies and the scientific
community, all to the ultimate benefit of the public at large.

Finally, you bring up a subject that is quite important vis a vis
NABA's attempt to have the Speyeria idalia population on a military
base in Pennsylvania recognized as a distinct subspecies. This effort is
necessitated by the provisions of the ESA that allow a geographically
isolated vertebrate population to be protected but not an invertebrate
population, unless it is described as a subspecies. I have recently co
authored an article on this very subject.

HARRY ZIRLIN
New York, New York

[Editor's Note: In my previous letter about NABA, I certainly did not mean that
any so-called "big lie" in regard to NABA and collecting being bad (or collectors
immoral) made NABA equivalent to the Nazi use of this propaganda technique
and its relation to deaths in WW2. It was not about the Nazi's and the war, but
about the perfection of their propaganda techniques. My point was merely that
the same technique is being used in terms of information broadcasting by NABA
to some extent; not very overtly, but nonetheless in most NABA editorials one
always can read the nuances or outright statements that collecting activity is not
good or should not be done, and that only butterfly watching is the thing to do.
The manipulation I wrote about pertains to not also educating NABA members
on how much more collecting is still needed if we are to know the biologies of
all butterflies, let alone the moths, and that recreational collectors do not inflict
any significant harm on butterfly populations. One does not have to promote
collecting and still educate the readership that collecting is needed and not a
significant factor regarding the conservation of butterflies. As for some of the
European countries, they are just using collectors as a scapegoat on which to
blame butterfly decline, something which I do not want to see happening in this
country.

As to hunters and sportfishers, and their lobbying efforts with local and
national governmental agencies, clearly their several million members have
greater impact and financial resources than do the barely 2000 or so U.S.
butterfly collectors. Also, the dearth of any evidence of impacts on butterfly
populations by collectors is overwhelming and also involves the vast differences
in biology and reproductive capacity of butterflies versus such familiar animals
as birds, but that is what NABA ignores in its literature for members, thereby not
refuting the idea that butterfly collecting should not be done.

The matter of the regal fritillary (Speyeria idalia) still is pseudo-science in
trying to fabricate a subspecies where there is no biological evidence to
substantiate this: the fact that the Endangered Species Act (ESA) requires a
named subspecies to have an invertebrate listed as endangered does not mean
that one goes around naming subspecies just to get them listed. If this is done
time after time (as has possibly already been done in the case of some named
subspecies of California butterflies), then there is a danger that in the long run,
authorities in the United States will eventually tire of this game and reject future
claims to list butterflies unless entire species are endangered (and the latter is
true for only a single butterfly species so far in the United States, the other II
listed taxa all being localized subspecies of otherwise thriving species). The regal
fritillary populations east of the Great Plains are now isolated due to habitat
destruction, as far as is known, yet they are still not isolated long enough to be
considered subspecies. I think the best impact for the future is to make sure all
varieties of habitats are preserved somewhere, since even small areas can be
enough for butterflies to thrive in many cases, as long as the hostplants are there
and the habitat allows enough adult interaction for normal mating behaviors.
J,B,H,]

Loss of Biodiversity and Immoral Collectors
Two of the editorials in recent issues of the Lepidoptera News

deserve comments. What follows are my opinions, such as they are. I
have unpopular beliefs regarding conservation and collecting.

As Paul R. Ehrlich indicated in his Presidential Address (Lepid.
News, June 2001), most of Earth's biodiversity will go extinct before it
can be described. We should just accept this and do our best to study
all the remaining species we are able to before they are gone, including
biological and ecological studies, nomenclature, and simple field
collecting. This loss of life will increase as the human population
increases. It makes no difference that there are now more conservation
organizations doing more work than ever before. In the past 50 years,
during which time conservation organizations have enjoyed the greatest
membership and largest financial support, we have lost more habitat and
species than in any other time in human history. Makes one wonder
what, if any, real accomplishments these organizations have made that
will actually endure for the next century. True, many wilderness areas,
national parks, regional parks, and sanctuaries have been established
directly due to the efforts of these organizations and conservationists.
But in the future, these protected areas will be under increased pressure
from the legions of additional humans that will populate the world.
Regardless of how secure we feel our wildlife sanctuaries are now, any
government in the world can declare wildlife preserves eminent domain
and take them for resources in what is perceived to be the emergency
of the time. Does anyone really think that a government of, for
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example, a large tropical country in the Amazon basin is going to tell
its starving, shelterless hordes of people, "Sorry, you can all starve to
death, but this government is saving this forest for the eco-tourists and
conservationists!" Any such government would be overthrown immedi
ately. If not, it would be voted out quickly for neglecting its people.
After all, what appears more important to the vast majority of people,
a poor starving child in the arms of its starving mother, or saving the
last square mile of forest for "future generations"?

What I find most remarkable is the inability of most so-called
environmentalists to equate increased childbirth with loss of habitat.
Even our most outspoken environmentalists are hypocrites. On a planet
with over 6 billion people, no one who considers himself or herself to
be an environmentalist, or claims to even care about the environment,
adds to the greatest environmental problem of all, overpopulation, by
making more babies. It is as simple as that. If 6 billion people are too
many, then your 6-billion-and-first will also be too many. Yet not only
are our lepidopterist organizations filled with people making more
babies, even Sierra Club and Nature Conservancy members are busy
popping out more babies as if there were an unlimited amount of space
and resources available for their offspring. Former Vice President Al
Gore, author of Earth in the Balance, has four children; the late Carl
Sagan had five. The only lepidopterist and environmentalist couple I
know who actually follows their belief is Julian and Kathy Donahue,
who have no children (bless them!). Surely there must be more. And
before you ask, no, I have no children, and never will, by choice. Yeah,
yeah, if my parents had thought the same way as I do, I wouldn't be
here. But when I, an only child, was born, the world still had 75% of
its forests. It certainly didn't have six billion people.

It is time for everyone to make a decision. You are either part of the
solution or part of the problem. There is no other choice. You make a
baby, you destroy enough habitat to provide it with 4905 Ibs. of beef,
5777 cubic feet of timber, 290 tons of coal, 80,598 gallons of petro
leum, 13,653 lbs. of vegetables, 18,046 eggs, and kill 1123 Ibs. of fish,
just to name a few necessary resources. Your baby does not replace you
since you do not disappear when it is born. Thus, baby makes three (or
four or five, etc.). Some argue that Americans consume too much
compared to people in other parts of the world, that our consumerism
is responsible for the accelerated destruction of habitats: 24 acres per
American vs. 5.2 acres for most of the rest of the world's population
(Edward O. Wilson, How To Save Biodiversity, in Nature Conservancy,
Spring 2002). But 280 million Americans destroying 24 acres apiece
will cause only 4.67% of the destruction that 5.72 billion people
destroying 5.2 acres apiece in the rest of the world will. Many
Americans do consume too much, but if there were half as many people
here, there would not be twice the amount of resources left (only 2.3%
more). Besides, Americans contribute more financially towards
conservation than most other people in the world do, and our birthrate
is not nearly as high as it is elsewhere.

Look no further than your own offspring for the number one reason
for habitat destruction. All of this does not mean I dislike or begrudge
my friends and colleagues because they have families: I do not. They
are good people, all of them. We simply all make decisions that affect
our future and the future of our world. Do not expect someone else to
make the sacrifices for you. No public figure or world leaders will
advocate negative population growth because to do so is so very
religiously, socially, economically, and politically "incorrect". Reli
giously incorrect, because after all (if you believe this stuff) God said
to go forth and multiply (but multiply geometrically and destroy all of
His other living creations in the process?); socially incorrect, because
the family is sacred and people are taught from birth to keep the family
tree going and pass on a living legacy because they are not "complete"
unless they have reproduced; economically incorrect, because without
population growth, there can be no economic growth; and politically
incorrect, because any politician who advocates negative population
growth commits political suicide for all of the preceding reasons.

So there really is no hope for saving much of the remaining natural

world. Each new generation is born into an increasingly depauperate
biota, and they naturally assume that this is the norm since they have
nothing with which to compare it. The less diversity they see, the less
motivated they are to save what is left. Go out and enjoy what's left
while you can. Two hundred years from now the only remaining natural
areas may have less diversity than a vacant city lot.

On to the editorial by J. B. Heppner, "NABA Calls Collectors
Immoral" (Lepid. News No.3, Sep 2001). There is no need to reiterate
what Dr. Heppner has more than adequately criticized about the
hypocrites in NABA. Why do I call them hypocrites? Each and every
one of them who drives a car to a observation field trip location is
responsible for the deaths of thousands of innocent, beneficial butter
flies, moths, flies, wasps, bees, etc. Mr. Jeffrey Glassberg, take a look
at the front of your radiator and windshield, and look at all of the
insects you killed for the most trivial of all reasons: they were simply
in your way! How immoral is that? These insects will never be used to
further science or biology, and they certainly are not usable as
specimens for collections. Automobiles indiscriminately "murder"
billions of insects every year, and the autos NABA members drive kill
their fair share. Read the staggering statistics yourself in the recent
article by Mckenna, Mckenna, Malcom, and Berenbaum (2001. J.
Lepid. Soc. 55(2):63-68, Mortality of Lepidoptera Along Roadways in
Central Illinois): an estimated 20 million butterflies killed by autos in
one seven-day period in Illinois! Are there even 20 million butterfly
specimens in all of the collections in the world? At least the few
specimens biologists collect will provide some use to science and
biology. Those splattered on your NABA cars will just be washed down
the gutter. And be careful where you step on those field trips. There are
a lot of tiny arthropods leading important lives in their own little
biosystems underfoot. NABA members should continue to make field
observations, as these may be important to future diversity studies, but
do not dare criticize the biologists among you who may be seeking and
contributing significant knowledge other than sight observations.

THOMAS E. DIMOCK
Ventura, California
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THE BUTTERFLY IN ANCIENT LITERATURE AND ART
by C.R.B.

III Scudder (1889), Butterflies of New England

The earliest known mention of the butterfly is in a Chinese story
belonging to the 6th century before Christ. In it is related how
Tschwangsang dreamed that he was a butterfly, and was told by his
teacher, Lao-tze, in explanation, that at the time of chaos he had
been a white butterfly whose soul, after its body had been swal
lowed by the Phoenix, lived on and appeared anew on earth in the
form of Tschwang-sang (Stephani).

In Greek literature, the butterfly first appears in the writings of
Aristotle, who says that butterflies are born from caterpillars,
caterpillars from cabbage leaves; he describes the chrysalis, noting
the fact that it moves when touched and also speaks of the egg, not
however as an egg, but as a hard substance, liquid within, which is
produced by butterflies; he also mentions the antennae. Aristotle
speaks of transformations in other insects, but Theophrastus in one
place says such changes are seen in butterflies only. Plutarch speaks
briefly of this three-fold form of life in cater illar, chrysalis and
butterfly. In Nicander, the <j>aAalVa is mentioned which "flutters
round the lamp" and the scholiasts annotate "the <j>aAalVa is called
\jfuXil with us; <j>aAalVa is a Rhodian name." Hesychius cautiously
defines a chrysalis as sprung "some say" from a caterpillar. The
words \jfuXil and papilio like the German Schmetterling, mean moth
as well as butterfly, and Ovid's "papilione" in the following lines
(Ov.M., 15, 376) is a moth:

Quaeque solent canis frondes intexere filis
Agrestes tineae, res observata colonis,
Ferali mutant cum papilione figuram.

Bottiger translates "ferali papilione" as "selbst sich sengendem
Schmetterling," suicidal butterfly one might say. Similar lines
attributed to Lactantius describe cocoons seen among rocks (De
Phoenice, 107):

Ac velut agrestes, cum filo ad saxa tenentur,
Mutari tineae papilione solent.

Pliny mentions the "papilio" seven times in his Natural History,
meaning by the word in four of these places, moth. He gives an
interesting description of the silk-worm and the formation of its
cocoon, of the bee-hive moth and the means of destroying it, a
subject which was treated by Aristotle and Columella before him.
A curious passage is that where he says, "the moth (papilio) that is
seen fluttering about the flame of a lamp is generally reckoned in
the number of noxious medicaments; its bad effects are neutralized
by the agency of goat's liver." In two of the remaining passages he
bor-rows freely from Aristotle, but he carries the origin of the
butterfly back to "the dew, which settles upon the cabbage leaf in
spring, and is thickened by the action of the sun." After romance,
a bit of fact from the same author is welcome:

"There are some who look upon the appearance of the butterfly as
the surest sign of spring, because of the extreme delicacy of that
insect. In this present year, however, in which I am penning these
lines, it has been remarked that the flights of butterflies have been
killed three several times by as many returns of the cold." (Bohn's
translation)

@

Fig. I. Lepidopteran motif on a gem (late Minoan, ca. 1550 B.C., Knossos, Crete
(Ashmolean Museum, Oxford).

Tertullian in speaking of different animals as opposed in their nature
to different elements says, "In like manner, those creatures are
opposite to water, which are in their nature dry and sapless; indeed
locusts, butterflies and chameleons rejoice in droughts" (P. Holmes's
translation).

Fig. 2. Lepidopteran motif carved in a Cretan axe (?1600 B.C.). The sphinx
moth, Smerinthus ocellatus (Linnaeus), may be the model for the motif.

We have seen that the word \jfuXil, meaning butterfly, first
occurs three hundred and fifty years Be, but \jfuXil, the soul, is
imagined with wings in the time of the Homeric poems; since in II.
xxii:362, Od., xi: 222, the \jfuXil is spoken of as flying away.
Finally in an epigram by Meleager (Anth. Pal., xii: 132) there is a
play upon the double meaning of the word:
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Here \jIUxi], or the human soul, is personified and is suffering for
her love to Eros who torments her, but her outward form is that of
a butterfly caught fast in birdlime.

Fig. 3. Mycenean gold medal (National Archaeological Museum, Athens, Greece)
with lepidopteran motif (ca. 1550-1500 B.C.). The female of the European
butterfly, Zerynthia polyxena, may be a possible model?

The infrequent mention of butterflies by ancient authors contrasts
strikingly with the frequency of their appearance in ancient art. "The
myth of Psyche," says Collignon, "was consecrated by art nearly
four centuries before Apuleius gave it a literary form." Stephani,
who thinks that the Psyche myth originated nearly three centuries
later, gives the same date, 250 B.c., as that of the first representa
tion of the butterfly in art. "It is seen in a sardonyx-cameo set in a
massive gold ring which was found in a grave on the peninsula of
Taman in 1877. It represents Eros stretching out his hand to catch
a butterfly which flutters before him at a slight distance from the

ground." Stephani describes the butterfly in art as: the child of
nature; the representative of vital energy common to all objects and
having almost always a prophylactic object; a type of the human
soul; and, in connection with Eros, Aphrodite and other divinities,
a type of the loving human soul. He cites many examples of the
first class, the oldest being found in two Series of Roman copper
coins. In one series the butterfly is seen alone; in the other a bunch
of grapes is added to it; they belong to the time of the second Punic
War, 218 B.C. A few of the silver coins of Rhodos, on which the
butterfly is seen, may be almost as old; but the greater part of them
must be assigned to the first or second centuries B.C. Roman gold
and silver coins on which butterflies occur belong to the last century
B.C.: on a gold denarius issued 19 B.C. a crab is seen which is
trying to catch a butterfly with its pincers; on a silver denarius a
butterfly is seen sitting on a lituus; there are also other silver denarii
on which a butterfly alone is seen.

Engraved stones of the time of the Roman emperors show a
butterfly hovering over a rose, several butterflies poised on an ear
of wheat. In a fresco a butterfly is seen fluttering near some
strawberries and figs, while from either side a bird approaches. A
butterfly on a grape vine, seen on a marble pillar, which must be
considered as a funeral monument, belongs to the same class, and
so do butterflies that a bird is about to attack; several funeral urns
in Montfaucon's Antiquite Expliquee show examples of this sort. In
a sepulchral cippus of the Villa Borghese a youth is seen surrounded
by a monkey, a dog, a bird and a butterfly; the butterfly sits on his
right hand, while a second butterfly close by is being devoured by
a bird, and a third seems to flutter among the leaves of a shrub.
This stone shows us that the butterfly was cherished and tended by
boys and girls as a pet.

Examples of the second class, where the butterfly represents vital
energy, are seen in precious stones that were worn as amulets. On
an amethyst a butterfly is seen sitting on a great human eye; on a
carnelian an actor with a mask is seen; on one side of him is a hom
of plenty, on the other a butterfly. On seven engraved stones the
butterfly is seen in connection with the peacock, whose tail was
considered as an emblem of blossoming meadows. In five of these
stones, the peacock drives the butterfly, which is attached by a
double thread, and in one place two ears of com are sprouting out
of the ground before the bird; in a sixth stone the butterfly carries
the great bird on its back. In a Herculaneum fresco a griffin, whose
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use on amulets is well known, is seen driven by a butterfly. In a
tomb lately discovered at Mycenae, little gold disks with butterflies
engraved on them were found. The specimens of pottery in this
grave were so rude, that it was at first thought to belong to a time
1200 years B.C., but an examination of all its contents makes it
seem probable that it is a tomb of Goths who were for a time at
Mycenae, who adopted the Greek custom of burying various objects
with the dead, and added to their own pottery articles belonging to
the spoils they had accumulated. These disks were doubtless
attached to garments and served not only the purpose of ornamenta
tion, but had the same prophylactic object that amulets have. A sard
on which a butterfly is added to a hom of plenty, a dolphin, a
rudder and a globe is doubtless a sailor's amulet.

Among the representations of the butterfly as the type of the
human soul, the Capitoline sarcophagus takes the first place. In it
Minerva places a clearly defined butterfly on the head of the newly
created being. A bronze medallion coined in the time of Antoninus
Pius shows the same scene, though the butterfly cannot be clearly
distinguished. On funeral monuments a butterfly fluttering over a
corpse, a skeleton or a skull is also a type of the soul. An interest
ing monumental relief which is now in the Palazzo Ricardi in
Florence shows a funeral pyre, several persons standing around it,
and a butterfly rising above the flames. A terra-cotta slab, now lost,
showed a sepulchral altar on which a fire appeared to bum; over the
altar fluttered a butterfly, and before it stood a woman pouring a
libation. In connection with this a monument found in Spain has
great interest; it bears an inscription beginning,

"Haeredibus mando etiam cinere[m] ut ... volitet meus ebrius papilio."

and doubtless means that his heirs were to make a libation at his
grave, so that "my butterfly may flyaway satiated."

Roman engravers loved to depict philosophers in their medita
tions on death and the life beyond by representing them with a skull
or skeleton before them and a butterfly hovering over it. In a scene
on an engraved stone, where, beneath a pig, two Erotes are
quarreling over a butterfly, Collignon sees "a very realistic symbol
of the spiritual and material life."

The butterfly as a type of the loving human soul pictures oftener
the sufferings than the pleasures of love. Bottinger thinks that the
Greeks may have fancied the many moths that gathered around the
torches of Eros, in festivities celebrated at night, to be souls of
maidens in love, burning themselves at the torch of the god of love.
In the Villa Maffei two Erotes are seen burning a butterfly over
their crossed torches, while their heads are turned away as in grief;
this may represent the purification of the soul, through suffering, in
love. On a carnelian stone Eros is seen with a hammer and a large
nail crucifying a butterfly. In St. Petersburg, "on a sardonyx vase,
which is engraved in relief, a bride is seen, while three butterfly
scenes show the kingdom of love; in one, Eros pursues a butterfly
with his torch, in a second he is driving in a mussel shell drawn by
two butterflies, in the third he is shooting with his bow at a
butterfly that hovers above" (Bottiger). The pleasures of love are
sometimes depicted, as when Eros kisses a butterfly. Occasionally
Eros is seen, with hands bound behind, suffering in his turn, and the
butterfly is sometimes present, endeavoring, Stephani thinks, to
loosen the bands that confine her master. The word 'I'UXTJ, like the
Latin anima, was used as a term of endearment by lovers. Gems and
rings given as love tokens often bore the inscription:

\jf"UXTJ, KUA,TJ, 'I'UXTJ, 'I'UXTJ (tOU odvu).
Soul, beautiful soul, soul (of so and so).

There are other stones corresponding to these, on which only a
butterfly and a person's name are engraved.

Fig. 4. Butterfly and dragonfly (?) on Aegean seals, Knossus, Crete (ca. 1500
B.C.). In each case, the "dragonfly" (left) may actually be some other prominent
insect on Crete, since the antennae are knobbed: possibly an owlfly (family
Ascalaphidae, Neuroptera), or one of the large antlions of southern Europe
(family Myrmeleontidae, Neuroptera). The "butterfly" (right) may be a European
lepidopteran with large eyespots, like the saturniid moth Saturnia pyri (Denis &
Schiffermiiller).

The pleasures and sufferings of love are often portrayed by
Psyche in maiden form, sometimes with and sometimes without
butterfly wings. Collignon says that Psyche is only the last of a
series of forms attributed to the soul by Greek artists. In painted
vases the different emotions of the soul are expressed by little
winged genii, flying by the side of the person whose emotions their
attitudes express. A terra-cotta bas-relief found at Milo shows the
soul of the gorgon taking the form of an EfoffiA,OV as it leaves the
body; it is still half caught in the bust whence it emerges. On
painted vases the following types are found: 1. The soul has the
form of a little hoplite fluttering near the dead warrior, showing on
a small scale the man as he looked when living. 2. It is seen as a
bird with a human head, or simply as a bird. An epigram of the
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anthology shows Plato as an eagle on a tomb looking at the sky. 3.
The £i:OWAOV has only a distant resemblance to a human body; a
little winged, slight figure without consistency, it flutters near the
stela of the dead man in many Athenian lekythoi. Byzantine art has
continued the tradition of Paganism; in the Death of the Virgin,
seen in all Byzantine churches, Christ holds in his arms the soul of
the Virgin, a little white-clad figure, in which a Christian translation
of the £i:OWAOV is easily recognized.

The myth of Psyche is depicted in a long series of statues,
engraved stones, funeral bas-reliefs and Christian monuments.
Psyche is tortured by Bros, who bums her with his torch; she stands
with her hands bound behind her; she falls at his feet in a supplicat
ing attitude; and she is held closely in his embrace. In some funeral
bas-reliefs Psyche is associated in the Prometheus-myth with the
allegory of birth and death. In the sarcophagus of the Bourbon
Museum, she is led up to the newly finished being whom she is to
animate, and turns her eyes away from the body extended before her
with a gesture of repulsion. On the Capitoline sarcophagus the
subjects are arranged with perfect symmetry: in the middle,
Prometheus models the figure of a man, whom Athene animates by
placing, a butterfly upon his head; further on, the man has just died;
from his extended body the butterfly flies away; a funeral genius
and a veiled woman are present; in the background are the three
fates. On each side of this central part the subject continues
symmetrically: on the right, Hermes, conductor of souls, leads
Psyche away; on the left she is reunited to Eros, whom she
embraces. A mural fresco in Pompeii, described by Collignon,
depicts Psyche with her hands bound behind her back, held by an
Eros, another Eros, wearing butterfly wings, bums her with two
torches, a third, flying above Psyche, pours upon her the contents
of a vase; both on the left and on the right of the group stands a
figure whose face is hidden. Otto Jahn points out the striking
analogy between this fresco and the epigram by Meleager, cited
above.

Collignon thinks that Psyche represents the immortality of the
soul, as a dogma, on Christian monuments, and as a poetic fancy,
on some Pagan bas-reliefs. Stephani thinks that the subject was a
favorite one on early Christian monuments, because Psyche and
Eros are often represented as idealized children, and Christians were
to become like children. He also says "no one will doubt that the
custom of using the group (that of Eros and Psyche embracing each
other) on funeral monuments has been caused by the belief that a
corresponding enjoyment in the life beyond would be insured,
through pictures of this sort, to the persons resting in these graves."

We see that the butterfly first appears in classic literature in the
fourth century B.C., with no symbolic meaning, but simply as an
insect. A hundred years later it is found on coins, alone and in
connection with natural objects, still evidently without symbolic
meaning. Two hundred years, later, about 60 B.C.,* we see in an
epigram of Meleager that the butterfly has now become a type of
the soul, and "the first works of art in which this idea is clearly to
be seen all date from times succeeding the beginning of the
Christian era" (Stephani). Stephani calls attention to the fact that the
three-fold existence of the butterfly is emphasized by ancient
authors, and says that it received the name 'JIUxfJ, life, because "the
ancients believed that vital energy, which they called 'JIUxfJ, reveals
itself in the butterfly, through the three very different forms which
it suecessively takes, much more strikingly than in all other
organisms." We notice in many interesting works of art, the
prophylactic power ascribed to the butterfly; we see its use as a pet
name; and we follow it, now symbolizing the soul, through the
drama of creation, trial and death; while in, some representations of
Psyche, the butterfly-winged maiden, we are carried with the
released soul to a world where it is reunited to the divine love.
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* Stephani emphasizes this date, in opposing the statement that the butterfly was
called IjfIlx1'l because in it was seen a type of the human soul.

EDITORIAL NOTES
The figures are added herein to the original unillustrated article in

Scudder's (1889) book. Fig. 1 is redrawn from a photograph in Davies
and Kathirithamby (1986); Fig. 2-3 are redrawn from figures in Manos
Jones (2000). Fig. 4 is from an illustration first reprinted in Davies and
Kathirithamby (1986).

The identity of "C.H.B." is uncertain. Scudder (1889) added the
article by C.H.B. on butterfly motifs in ancient art in his own classic
three-volume monograph on the butterflies of the eastern United States.
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ARCTONOTUS LUCIDUS IN SAN DIEGO COUNTY,
CALIFORNIA

(LEPIDOPTERA: SPHINGIDAE)

J. B. HEPPNER 1

June [Jan] 1963, male [this specimen presumably was collected in
Jan 1963 and incorrectly labelled, since no known flight
acti vity has been recorded in June for the species, particularly
in the southern end of its range. It is possible this single
specimen from 1963 was taken at lights.]

21 Jan 1965, male
23 Jan 1965, male
18 Feb 1965, female
26 Feb 1965, male

The Santee (San Diego Co.) records are as follows (all collected
by 1. B. Heppner; now in the FSCA):

Fig. I. Arctonotus lucidus, male (from Holland, 1903) (note that the illustrated
specimen is somewhat worn, since the light horizontal line seen on the mid-wing
vein of the forewing is an area where scales are missing; fresh specimens do not
have such marks). (wingspread ca. 45mm).

Rubinoff (2002) stated that A. lucidus adults do not feed and are
found only at lights. Inasmuch as the adults have an atrophied
haustellum, it is possible the moths I encountered were only seeking
humidity from newly watered grass and flowers, but they certainly
were active at dusk. An anonymous reviewer noted that these moths
may also have been following pheromone plumes, which is also
plausible. Frank Hovore (pers. comm.) also has notes on the species
flying at dusk east of Bakersfield, at Glennville (Kern Co.) and also
nearby at Posey (Tulare Co.). He notes (Hovore, pers. comm.) that
A. lucidus has been observed at these sites to fly at very low
temperatures for a moth, at about 30-40°F (- I °C to 6°C) and even
as low as 25°F (-4°C) at dusk and at lights: clearly a species well
adapted to winter activity during the mild winters of central and
southern California.

Ron Leuschner (pers. comm.) noted to me that his specimens of
A. lucidus were all collected in California at lights during Jan-Feb
(records in his collection date from 1955 to the present): from
Middletown, Lake Co.; Rancho California and Anza, Riverside Co.;
and Newhall, Los Angeles Co.I. Contribution No. 932, Entomology Section, Bur. Ent. Nema. Plant Path., Div.

Plant Industry, Rorida Dept. Agric. & Consumer Serv., Gainesville, Florida.

Florida State Collection of Arthropods
FDACS, DPI, P. O. Box 147100, Gainesville, Rorida 32614, USA

The recent papers on the elusive winter hawkmoth, Arctonotus
lucidus Boisduval, by Osborne (2000) and Rubinoff (2002), brought
back recollections of specimens which I collected near San Diego,
California. This unusual small species only occurs along the Pacific
Coast of North America, from southernmost California, and
probably also from northern Baja California (Brown and Donahue,
1989), north to coastal southern British Columbia, and also into the
interior in the north at least as far as western Idaho (Hodges, 1971).
Papers by Comstock and Henne (1942), Osborne (2000) and
Rubinoff (2002), provide the only original biological information
published for the species thus far.

The new paper by Rubinoff (2002) interested me in that it stated
that there was no evidence that the species had any diurnal activity,
thus contradicting what Hodges (1971) noted for the species, namely
that it could sometimes be found on flowers and in the daytime.
Comstock and Henne (1942) first reared the species but did not
mention any adult behavior in their paper; likewise, the paper by
Osborne (2000) also does not offer details of adult behavior.

My knowledge of the species in Santee, a town about 15 miles
inland from San Diego, involves crepuscular activity of the adults.
The species is relatively rare, possibly more so due to its winter
flight activity (which, however, corresponds to the real southern
California "spring" when much of the region along the coast is
green with fresh grasses, plus the first blossoming shrubs and wild
flowers); also, most collectors are not active at this time of year.
Holland (1903) illustrated and noted the rarity of this distinctive
sphingid, with its olive-green forewings and purple-brown edged
hindwings, so the identity was immediately clear. Thus, the
specimens of A. lucidus that I collected in Santee, first in 1963 and
then in early 1965, sparked my interest at the time inasmuch as the
species was considered a rare catch.

In 1965, the species was taken at dusk flying over a lawn and
near adjacent flowers (cultivated roses in this case): the activity time
period involved was when there was still enough light to see
brighter colors after the sun had already set (the exact time is not
recalled but for late Jan to Feb it must have been about 1830
1900h). Once the first specimen was taken in this way in Jan 1965,
daily searches were continued at dusk and more adults were found
until 26 Feb, although never more than one adult on any given day.
I recall the adults would fly low over the lawn at dusk and some
times even alight on the grass.

The actual site in Santee was my former residence at the time,
in a rather small residential area (about 90 houses) adjacent to and
surrounded on three sides by a still undisturbed natural hillside
shrub community typical for the region, so the nearest possible
native hosts for the species probably were no closer than about
100m.
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The estimated range of A. lucidus is shown in Fig. 2: the map
dots represent known collection localities for the species as
documented by Smith (1993), while the estimated range of the
species is demarcated by the solid black line. It is likely that the
species occurs in southern British Columbia, as well as in northern
Baja California adjacent to San Diego County, California. No
specimens of A. lucidus have been recorded for any lowland Great
Basin locality (the borderline exception is a record from Ada Co.,
Idaho, where the city of Boise is located), nor likewise from the
deserts of southern California. More searching is necessary in
remote regions and at the right season, but it appears A. lucidus only
occurs in the Pacific Coast Ranges and Sierra Nevada foothills and
then northwards to the Canadian border region. San Diego County
is fairly well collected, as are other parts of southern California, and
no specimens have been collected in desert areas even adjacent to
the chaparral hill sites just west of these desert areas. The plant
associations of San Diego County continue on into northern Baja
California relatively unchanged, at least as far south as the Sierra
San Pedro Martir, so A. lucidus is to be expected to also occur in
this region as well: the lack of Baja California records no doubt is
due to the lack of collecting in this region during the winter months
when A. lucidus is on the wing.

There has been one other species placed in the genus Arctonotus,
this being a resident of the Sinaloan region of Mexico, but this
species (P. terlooii H. Edwards) is now considered in the genus
Proserpinus according to the latest Neotropical catalog (Carcasson
and Heppner, 1996). D'Abrera (1986) still has it in Arctonotus and
even states it may occur in Arizona (this is presumed erroneous, as
there are no available specimens from Arizona), but Kitching and
Cadiou (2000) also have the species in Proserpinus in their recent
catalog.
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LEPIDOPTERA FAUNAL REPORT: TANZANIA

by JAN KIELLAND

EDITORIAL NOTE: This first reprint of a faunal summary from a published book presents the habitats of the butterfly fauna of
Tanzania. The faunal summaries usually presented in guidebooks for regions or countries are of use for future visits of enthusiasts
and nature watchers, by providing information on the region, its climate, vegetation, and habitats. This series in Lepidoptera News
will periodically present reprints from various guidebooks, so lepidopterists and others can benefit from the regional data.

Kielland's book, Butterflies of Tanzania (see dust jacket image in the frontispiece, p. 12), was published in 1990. The section
reprinted herein covers pages 11-34 in his book. My thanks to Antiquariat Goecke & Bauer, who have rights to the book from the
late Mr. Kielland, for permission to reprint this section (pp. 22-23 from the book are excluded since they deal with conservation
issues for Tanzania that now seem too out of date to warrant reprinting here).

Climate and Topography

Tanzania is situated between lOS and 11.75°S and 29.7°E and 40.4°E. The country enjoys a comparatively
stable climate, apparently more stable than Kenya, at least the northern parts of Kenya, which are situated
closer to the dry Sahel Belt.

The climate of western Tanzania, a belt from Tukuyu near Malawi to the Ugandan border, is more stable
than in most other areas in that country. To a great extent this is due to the 600 kilometre long Lake
Tanganyika, flanked on both sides by mountains and hills. The climate in the southern part is influenced by
Lake Malawi and the high mountains in the region, and the northern part by Lake Victoria. The whole of this
region enjoys a comparatively high rainfall, the highest occurring in the mountains of Tukuyu with rain
practically the whole year, enabling people to grow tea there. From Mbeya, north to near L. Victoria, however,
there are distinct dry and wet seasons. The wet season commences around the middle to the end of October,
which is the beginning of the so-called short rainy season in some other parts of the country (e.g. the Northern
Highlands). There is no distinct short rainy season in the west, but November to the end of December is a
period of heavy showers followed by sunny periods during part of the day. This is followed by periods of 2-3
weeks in January with little or no rain; this pattern may continue into February with little rainfall, although
there is almost always enough for the farmers. This is the period of the year which can be hazardous in other
parts of the country with the risk of no rainfall, and when even the short rains fail.

In March the rainfall increases in intensity, and this marks the beginning of the main rainy season in other
parts of the country. In the west the heavy rains usually stop towards the end of April, and in May only one or
two showers may occur. From May, until mid October, there is no rain whatsoever, except in the T ukuyu area
and Bukoba Region which are areas of high rainfall. The Mahale Mt. in Kigoma District may experience an
occasional shower in August.

The huge drier central plateau of Tanzania (zone 2) separates the moister western and eastern parts of the
country. In eastern Tanzania the highest rainfall is enjoyed by the Usambaras, the higher parts of the Uluguru
Mts. and the south-eastern edge of the Uzungwa Range of mountains. The further west one goes, from the
Uzungwa escarpment edge, the drier the climate becomes.

South of the Uzungwa Range are the Njombe Highlands which continue as far as the Kipengere Range, Mt.
Rungwe and Tukuyu, and the Livingstone Mts., bordering L. Malawi. A lower continuation of these mountains
stretches south bordering L. Malawi. When my friend T. C. E. Congdon and I visited Mbinga District and Kitesa
Forest, west of Songea, it was noticeable how the climate and vegetation changed the closer we got to L.
Malawi, from Brachystegia-covered hills to hills with evergreen forest on top. It was obvious that the climate
close to the lake was considerably moister than at Songea.

Zone 6 on map 1, containing the Northern Highlands, is comparatively arid, except for the high mountains
(e.g. Mt. Kilimanjaro, Mt. Meru, Oldeani-Ngorongoro) where the precipitation in the higher altitudes is quite
heavy, but restricted to the rainy season only. Several salt lakes exist in this area, containing water for part of
the year only (e.g. L. Eyasi, L. Manyara, L. Natron).
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Faunistic zones in Tanzania

LEPIDOPTERA NEWS

As every student of tropical butterflies will know, in countries with predominantly deciduous woodlands and
evergreen forests confined to isolated, high mountains and scattered lowland patches, woodland species
generally are widely distributed. On the other hand, a great number of true forest species are localized, or poorly
distributed, due to the isolation of their habitats.

The enormous, comparatively dry, middle part of Tanzania faunistically divides the moister eastern and
western parts of the country from each other. The fauna of western Tanzania is influenced from the north-west,
south and south-west, and differs considerably from that of the east, being isolated from it by the wide stretch of
drier and almost entirely deciduous habitats, extending from near L. Victoria, south into Zambia. This central
plateau effectively acts as an ecological barrier, separating forest species in the west from those in the east.
There might be other reasons as well, but this dry central plateau is certainly the main reason why the forest
fauna of eastern and western Tanzania are so different (see map 1).

Tanzania may be divided into the following zones, corresponding mainly with the zoogeographic distribution
of the butterflies, but which, to a certain degree, will also apply to other fauna and, to some extent, the flora as
well (see map 1).

Zone 1.
This is the western zone with comparatively high rainfall and lush vegetation, divided into three subzones.

Subzone 1a.
This part is related to the Uganda-Zaire elements, particularly in the northern part of it. The Bukoba Region,
with high rainfall, has strong resemblance to the Ugandan flora and fauna.

This north-western part of the country has not been well collected, and some recent superficial collecting
near the Ugandan border turned up a number of species and races new to Tanzania, but all known from Uganda.
Thorough collecting would certainly reveal a lot more. The northern part of this subzone is characterized by
swamp-forests and forests flooded during part of the year. As one goes south this kind of habitat gradually peters
out into ordinary riverine vegetation and deciduous woodland, similar to that of the following subzones.

Subzone lb.
A large area comprising forest remains, riverine forests, many mountains and hills, intermingled with flat
savanna country and Brachysregia-clad hills, commences at the southern end of Burundi and reaches the plains
just south of L. Katawi approximately at the point where one starts to climb up to the Ufipa Plateau. It contains
a large number of species (well over 700) with many forest elements from the north (Uganda and Zaire)* and
woodland species, originating from the Zambia-Angolan woodland complex. It also contains a considerable
number of species and subspecies endemic to this area. This section is comparatively well collected.

Subzone 1c.
This subzone is separated from 1b by the low, dry Katawi plain, and the montane fauna on the Ufipa Plateau is
therefore quite isolated from montane areas of 1b, and this isolation is evident in the composition of the fauna.
It is possible that this area fits closer to subzone 3a than to lb, but some montane elements (e.g. Papiliojacksoni
kungwe, Colotis elgonensis nobilis, Aphnaeus eriksoni kiellandi) are endemic to both 1b and lc.

This area has been moderately collected, but mainly in the forests of Chala, Mbuzi Mt. and Bisi Mt., and not
at all closer to the lake.

Zone 2.
This is the enormous central plateau of Tanzania, extending from L. Victoria in the north to the Zambian
border in the south, bordering on Zone 1 in the west and reaching the western slopes of the high mountains
in the east, and includes Dodoma town and its surroundings. The elevation is generally between 1100 and
1300 m.; a few highland plateaus reaches 1700 m. Most of it is covered with Brachysregia-like woodland, but
areas in the north are alternately woodland and thornbush and thorn-Acacia. Between Dodoma and Tabora
there are large tracts of very thick, deciduous bushland. Considerable areas around Dodoma consist mainly of
thorny vegetation.

* Surprisingly, it seems [0 be more closely related [0 eastern Zaire than [0 Uganda and subzone lao
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This zone is the driest part of Tanzania and contains practically no evergreen vegetation*. The southern and
central parts of it have in fact been too little explored, due both to the difficulty of access to them and to their
less-interesting fauna. (In dry woodland it is not easy to discover anything new, in contrast to more moist
montane areas subject to endemism.) As far as I know, the higher plateaus of the area have not been explored
with regard to insects.

Zone 3.
I have divided this zone into three sections, including the Southern Highlands and the Uzungwa Range. It
generally consists of high, to very high, country.

Subzone 3a.
This area is separated from lc by a comparatively narrow gap of the dry and fairly low country of zone 2. It
includes mountains around Mbeya town, and extends south to T ukuyu and the Malawian and Zambian border,
and east to a slightly drier and somewhat lower country between Makombako and Mufindi. The bulk of it is very
high country from around 2000 m. to the summit of Mt. Rungwe (2960 m.). North of Mbeya it borders upon
much lower and drier country containing woodland and thornbush. To the south it borders upon Zambia,
Malawi and L. Malawi, and zone 5 (south of the high country around Njombe). Its fauna is influenced by
elements from northern Malawi and the Uzungwa Range (section 3b). Endemism is not marked, but it contains
a few localized species and races.

Subzone 3b.
This is a continuation of the Southern Highlands in subzone 3a, but with a slight depression where they meet
(about 1600 m.) which cannot be much of a barrier. It includes the Uzungwa Range with the Iringa Plateau and
Image Mt., and borders the Ruaha River in the north-east. This river runs through a deep valley (500-600 m.)
covered in thornbush and thorn-Acacia, forming all. ecological and topographical barrier between 3b and the
mountains further north and north-east. The western part of 3b borders the dry Ruaha plains, commencing zone
2. This western part of 3b (Uzungwa Highlands and Iringa Plateau) is a lot drier than the mountains bordering
the eastern part of it, with the Uzungwa escarpment. This scarp drops down to the Kilombero Valley which
makes the south-eastern boundary, bordering 3c with the Mahenge Highlands on the other side. Mr. T.C.E.
Congdon (personal communication) informs me that the mean rainfall of the south-eastern part of Mufindi
approaches 2000 mm. close to the eastern escarpment. The Uzungwa Range contains a fair amount of
endemism, and due to the altitude range and varied climate (moist and dry areas) and also due to large tracts of
montane and lowland forests, the species density is high for a section of eastern Tanzania (close to 500 known
species).

Subzone 3c.
Situated to the east of 3a and 3b, this area consists of large tracts of swamps and savanna country (the
Kilombero Valley, excluding Magombera Forest and parts of the Selous Game Reserve). The south-eastern
section of it (Ulanga District) is hilly, and apart from woodlands and some open grassland, it also contains a
number of 1~)Wland and submontane forests, notably Muhulu Forest, close to Sali Mission. This forest is situated
on a ridge (1600 m.) and overlooks the uninhabited Mbaraka Mts. to the south where several patches of forest
can be seen on hilltops. Masagati Forest is a lowland forest (350- 500 m.), situated at the western corner of 3c,
containing hills and marshy valleys with a surprising number of butterfly species (on a single collecting trip,
lasting 21 days, 205 species were recorded). A lowland forest species (Le. Euphaedra neophron) is here
represented by a distinct race, differing from populations found below the Uzungwa rift and further east. This
indicates that Masagati Forest must have been isolated for a considerable time; but generally, the fauna of 3c
corresponds with 3a and 3b.

Zone 4.
This is also divided into three subzones. Its mountains are much more discontinuous than in zone 3, and
consequently, endemism is much more developed. Almost every sizable mountain in this area has its endemic
species and subspecies, even mountains close to each other.

Subzone 4a.
This is a small area, mostly comprising a cluster of isolated mountains called the Rubeho Mts. These mountains

* A few isolated patches of zone 6 and subzone 4c are even drier.
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are situated between the Ruaha River (which forms the boundary between 3b and 4a) and the Central Railway
Line to the north. The western part of the Rubehos is drier than the eastern and adjoins zone 2. The main
mountains are Mangalisa Mt., with the Mangalisa Forest Reserve (1900- 2300 m.) covering the upper ridges
and hills of the mountain; Wotta Forest Reserve, a small forest (1900- 2100 m.) situated at Kibakwe Mission;
Chugu Me with Mafwemiro Forest (1700-2100 m.), and Ukwiwa Forest Reserve (1600-2000 m.). A saddle
of 1700 m. elevation connects Mafwemiro Forest with Ukwiwa Forest, but at this point (Mbuga Mission)
cultivated land is disrupting the two forests which undoubtedly must have been connected not very long ago, as
scattered evergreen vegetation and patches of forest occur everywhere. Several species and subspecies are
endemic to these mountains.

Subzone 4b.
This is a comparatively large area, comprising four main mountain areas (Uluguru Mts., Nguru Mts., Nguu Mts.
and Ukaguru with Kiboriani Mts.). The Kiboriani stand a bit apart from the Ukagurus. Scattered in the plains
north of the Ukagurus are several small mountains or hills with evergreen forest near the summit (e.g. Njoge
Me) and surrounded by rather dry thornbush, Acacia and other kinds of woodland. The fauna on the Ukagurus
and Kiboriani is somewhat related to that of the Rubehos, but it also has affinities with mountains in section 4b.

Nguru Mts., Kanga Me and Nguu Mts. are all closely related faunistically and share some endemic taxa. The
Nguu Mts., however, are much lower than the others (maximum 1600 m.) and therefore lack several of the
more montane species. Kanga Mt. is very steep and reaches just over 2000 m. above sea-level, with forest
covering most of it above 1000 m., and also down to 450 m. in places. Nguru Mts. are the highest, next to the
Ulugurus, with peaks reaching up to 2400 m. This mountain range is very rich in endemism and was originally
covered in forest down to the plains at 400 m., as at Turiani, but only small patches are left at 600 m. up to
900 m., and much of the forest up to 2000 m. has also been cut down.

About 70 kilometres south of the Ngurus is another isolated, larger mountain range, the Ulugurus, with two
main parts (South Uluguru and North Uluguru), but connected by a saddle approximately 1700 m. at its lowest.
One might therefore assume that this saddle could not act as a physical barrier, but apparently it does - at least
to two related species of Uranothauma (Lycaenidae), one on each part of the mountain range, namely U. uganda
endemic to North Uluguru and U. lukwangu1e endemic to South Uluguru (the Lukwangule Plateau). U.
lukwangu1e occurs between 2400 and 2600 m., while the other flies lower down, between 1900 and 2140 m.,
which is the summit of Bondwa Mt.

The Ulugurus are very rich in species (over 430) and endemism abounds. A few Southern Highlands-Nyassa
elements have penetrated to the Nguru and Kanga Mts. along the chain of mountains from Iringa over Image
Rubeho-Ukaguru, but the deep cleft of the Great Ruaha River has prevented movement of many high altitude
species.

There is some affinity between the fauna of the Nguru Mts. with that of the Ulugurus, but in many aspects
the Ulugurus stand by themselves.

Subzone 4c.
The most important parts of 4c are the East and West Usambara Mts. and the South Pare Mts.; these mountains
are surrounded by low, savanna country, but between East Usambara and the coast much of the country was
originally forested, but now hardly any of this is left. W. Usambara reaches 2200 m., while E. Usambara is not
much more than 1000 m.

During my investigation of the Pare Mts. with regard to the butterfly fauna, I found that the part of it called
'South Pare' is decidedly more closely related to the West Usambaras than to North Pare, and that North Pare is
closer to Me Kilimanjaro, and to the Lossogonoi Plateau, which includes Me Lossoganeu.

Both Usambara and South Pare have separate endemic taxa, but several are shared between them. They also
have some relationship with the Teita Hills in the south-eastern part of Kenya. Although the Usambara and
Uluguru mountains are among the best-collected areas in Tanzania, this does not mean that there is nothing
new to science still to be found there; on the contrary, new taxa are continually being discovered.

Zone 5.
The western part of southern Tanzania has mountains reaching 1900 m., the highest ones situated close to L.
Malawi. The part of it which is close to the lake receives much more rain than further east, and consequently
most of the forests are found there, but much has been cut down and only patches are left (e.g. Kitesa Forest
Reserve). The fauna of these mountains comprise species related to both Malawian and Southern Highland
elements. A few subspecies and forms, typical of Malawi occur here.
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Zone 6.
A large zone, divided into three, with section 6a being much larger than the other two. This is the zone I shall
refer to as the 'Northern Highlands'.

Subzone 6a.
This section includes most of the montane areas in the Northern Highlands. The Oldeani-Ngorongoro Range
includes volcanoes such as Loolmalasin, Lemagrut, Oldeani, Nainokanoka, Embulbul and Ngorongoro Crater.
On the plains to the north-east the volcanoes, Gelai and Kitumbeine, are forested to a certain extent, but much
of the forest on Kitumbeine has now been cut down. South of Serengeti, in the Mbulu Mts., there are still two
large forests, the Nou and Marang, and a smaller one, the Hasama. Nou Forest extends up to 2400 m. and the
others from 1700 to 2100 m.

The Mbulu Mts. are crystalline formations, not volcanic ones. The species density in the recent volcanic
formations is lower than in the crystalline formations like Mbulu.

The western and southern parts of 6a are bounded by the drier and lower zone 2, south of Kondoa and
Singida. Mt. Hanang (3418 m.) and Kwaraha Mt. (2415 m.) are in these two parts.

The northernmost part of 6a is not sufficiently collected to enable me to judge where to put its boundary
correctly, so the one I have put in map 1 is merely the result of guess-work. I have not collected on Gelai and
Kitumbeine, but as they are volcanoes I have to assume that their faunas will be related to those of other
neighbouring volcanoes. I have not collected around Loliondo, close to the Kenyan border, and I know of no
records from there. * The mountains there are a continuation of a mountain range crossing the border with
Kenya, where the montane fauna is not quite the same as in 6a, but nevertheless some Kenyan elements must
have spread into the mountains of 6a through Loliondo and Serengeti, such as Papilio chrapkowskii (in the
Oldeani-Ngorongoro, Mt. Kwaraha and Mbulu forests), and Charaxes druceanus septentrionalis (Mbulu forests).

The highest mountain in 6a is the 4566 m. high volcano, Mt. Meru (the type-locality of Papilio sjostedti).
Between Me. Meru and the Oldeani-Ngorongoro Range are the two old volcanoes, Monduli and Losimingor,
both of which I have not collected on, but their fauna is undoubtedly similar to that of Me. Meru, the butterfly
species of which are closely related to those of Oldeani and Ngorongoro. Just to the south of these mountains, in
the northern part of the Masai Plains, is a solitary mountain with forest on top, called Lolkisale (2132 m.). My
visit to this forest proved that its fauna was very closely related to thac of the forests of Oldeani and Ngorongoro.

Subzone 6b.
This small area contains Me. Kilimanjaro, North Pare Mts. and the mountains of Lossogonoi Plateau. All these
mountains are well separated by arid plains with grass and thornbush vegetation. North Pare and the mountains
at Lossogonoi, as well as part of West Kilimanjaro, are crystalline formations, while East Kilimanjaro is
volcanic. They have an affinity with 6a inasmuch as they (at least Kilimanjaro and North Pare) have some
endemism in common in connection with Me. Meru. North Pare has also been influenced by some Kenyan
elements.

Subzone 6c.
Of this I know very little, if anything. It consists of hilly country, connecting this subzone with the Kenya
highlands, and should produce a number of species and subspecies typical of the neighbouring part of Kenya.

Zone 7.
Likewise this is an area I have never collected in. It is hilly, but with a lower elevation than 6c. Its fauna has an
affinity with that of Kenya, and some races of butterflies have not been recorded from elsewhere in Tanzania
(e.g. Charaxes smaragdalis homonymus). This zone has been little looked into with regard to butterflies.

Zone 8.
Consisting of plains and rolling country with Brachystegia and other kinds of woodland, part of it includes most
of the Selous Game Reserve and the Rufiji River basin. All of it is comparatively low-lying country; the
southern part of it, however, is hilly. Few records are known from this area.

* Recently Mr. J. P. Lequeux's African collector obtained Charaxes ansorgei !vira in Loliondo, previously only known from the Loita Hills in
Kenya.
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Zone 9.
This is the coastal zone, commencing at the border with Mozambique and terminating on the Kenyan border.
I have divided it into two subzones.

Subzone 9a.
This is the northern part which differs to a certain extent from the southern section. The boundary line
between 9a and 9b is vaguely detennined, as most of this vast area of southern and central Zone 9 has very
difficult access, with roads almost nonexistent. Consequently, very little collecting has been carried out, but at
least, the southern part of it, the Rondo Plateau, close to Lindi, contains elements not encountered in 9a and
vice versa. Within 9a several interesting lowland forest patches lie like the Pugu Hills near Dar es Salaam,
Kiono Forest just west of Sadani, and others between Sadani and Tanga. The main vegetation type in 9a is
moist deciduous woodland, often very dense and intermixed with lianas. Other forest patches are situated
further inland, east of Handeni. 9a is the area which contains most of the tiny Baliochiln species (Lycaenidae).
Some species have been found only in this section and in corresponding habitats of south-eastern Kenya (e.g.
Neptis rogersi, Nymphalidae).

Subzone 9b.
The western part of 9b is clad in woodland; the section of it closer to the coast is wetter and there is a succession
of sandstone plateaus stretching northwards and reaching up to 900 m and often clad in evergreen forest. Some
of the forest patches are larger and commence close to the Mozambiquan border at the Konde Plateau, and
continue north to Kilwa, or close to the boundary of 9a. These forests are not generally known, and no
collecting has been done there, except lately in the Forest Reserve on the Rondo Plateau which I have visited
twice, the last time with Mr T.C.E. Congdon of Mufindi. We made some interesting finds; two entirely new
subspecies (i. e. Charaxes acuminatus rondonis and Pseudathyma lucretioides rondo) and the new species Pentiln
rondo, described later, and Euthecta cooksoni, known only from Mozambique.

Zone 10.
This is Pemba Island, just off the coast from Tanga. It is a very interesting island and contains a number of
endemic taxa, in contrast to Zanzibar. This is because Pemba has been isolated from the East African mainland
for a long period, while Zanzibar's isolation is more recent. The northern part of it contains a large forest
reserve, (i.e. the Ngezi Forest), and a few small forests at Ras Kiuyu, north-east ofWete. Several endemic taxa
have so far been described from Pemba Island, and more are almost certain to follow, as collecting there has not
been done very systematically. (It is not easy to collect on Pemba these days, as special permission must be
obtained first, from the authorities on the island itself.)

Zone 11.
Most of this faunistic zone is Kenyan, of which only a small part extends into Tanzania at Mt. Longido
(2630 m.) and the Meto Hills (2200 m.), both crystalline formations. The butterfly fauna of both these
mountains turned out to be very closely related to the fauna of Kenya, and a number of races and species also
occurring in Kenya were obtained.

Taxa occurring in Kenya also, but not elsewhere in Tanzania, are as follows:
Charaxes xiphares walewandae (described from Mt. Oldoinyo Orok, in southern Kenya, by Mr S.c. Collins),
Mylothris jacksoni which was obtained on both mountains, and Papilio mackinnoni reductofascia (to be described
later in this work) also occurs just inside Kenya on Oldoinyo Orok, and Ypthirna simplicia has been found on the
Meto Hills. If one includes in Zone 11 what occurs in neighbouring Kenya, several taxa will also be found to be
endemic to that zone.

Zonal and subzonal endemism
Below is an account of the number of known endemic species and sub-species for the various zones. The
habitats they occupy is also indicated, whether highland or lowland forest, woodlands or montane grassland. A
species or subspecies is endemic to a certain mountain or a certain area if it is not known to occur elsewhere.
One may also say that a certain species is endemic to Tanzania if it does not occur in any other country. In some
cases, however, a species that one originally regarded as being endemic to one mountain may have been
overlooked elsewhere and later turns up somewhere else, but the species I have listed below are, at least for the
time being, termed 'endemic'.
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Species Habitar Ib Ic Z 3a 3b 3c 4a 4b 4c 5 6a 6b 6c 7 9a 9b 10 11

Papilio homimani mbulu K Hf •
Papilio hornimani mwanihanae K F, Hf •
Papilio desmondi magdae Giff. Hf • •
Papilio mackinnoni reducwfascia K Hf •Papilio mackinnoni mpwapwana K Hf •
Papilio nobilis mpanda K F. Hf •
Papilio fulleborni rydoni K Hf • •
Papilio jacksoni kungwe Con Hf • •
Papilio sjosredri sjosredri Aur Hf •
Papilio sjosredri atavus Le Cerf Hf •
Graphium angolanus ssp. n W •
Graphium leonidas pelopidas Ob W •
Graphium poggianus wranghami K F •
Graphium poggianus kigoma B F •
Graphium ponhaon ranganyikae K F, Hw •
Pieris brassiCllides meridionalis J&T Hoh •
Coloris elgonensis nllbilis C Hf • •
Belen. raffrayi simi lis K Hf, Hoh •
Mylorhris pluviara Ta Hf •
Mylorhris crawshayi leonora Kruger Hf •
Mylorhris kiellandi B Hf •
Mylorhris sagala mahale K Hf •
Mylorhris sagala oldeanensis K Hf •
Mylorhris sagala seminigra T Hf •
Mylorhris rubricosta ssp. n Hs •
Mylorhris superbus K Hf •
An1auris echeria meruensis Ta Hf •
Amauris hyalires makuyuensis C F •
Amauris ranarea rukuyuensis K F, Hw •
Aphys. pigmenraria kanga K Hf •
Aphys. pigmenraria songeana K Hf •
Aphys. pigmenraria uzungwae K Hf • •
Aphys. pigmenraria mbulu K Hf •
Aphys. pigmenraria seminigra K Hf •
Bicyclus pareensis K Hf •
Bicyclus similis Cond Hf •
Bicyclus r3manicus Cond Hf •
Bicyclus uzungwensis K Hf •
Bicyclus uzungwensis granri K Hf •
Henotesia elisi uluguru K Hf •
Henoresia ubenica mahale K Hf •
Henoresia ubenica uzungwa K Hf •
Physcacneura robensi K W •
Neira orbipalus K W •
Neira orhipalus congdoni K W •
NcoCllenyra tulleborni Thur Hoh • •
Neocoenyra fuligo K Hoh •
Ncococnyra heckmanni heckmanni Thur Hoh, Hf •
Neocoenyra heckmanni uzungwae K Hoh, Hf •
Neococnyra heckmanni mangalisa K H'lh, Hf •
Neocoenyra heckmanni kennethi K Hf •
Neocoenyra heckmanni songeana K Hllh, Hf •
NCllcoenyra jordani jordani Rebel Hf •
Ncocoenynl jllrdani seprenrrionalis K Hf •
Neocoenyra minoni Pinhey Hoh •
Ncocoenyra parallelopupillata Karsch Hf •
Ncocoenyra peters; K H •
Cymorhoe amaniensis Rydon F •
Cymorhoe autivillii aurivillii S Hf •
Cymorhlle aurivillii renuifasciae Rydlln Hf •
Cymorhoe aurivillii larifasciara Rydon Hf • • •
Cymllthoe aurivillii nguru Rydon Hf •
Cymorhoe collinsi Rydon Hf •
Cymothoc coranus kiellandi Bearain F •
Cymorhoe lurida azumai C F •
Cymorhoe magambae Rydon Hf •
Pseudarhyma uluguru K Hf •
Pseudarhyma lucrerioides rondo K F •
Pseudarhyma plutonica cxpansa K F, Hf •
Euriphcne salirina iranii C F •
Behacria orienris insularis K G. F •
Bebaeria sophus ochreata C F •
Euphaedra nellphron rydllni How F •
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Species Habitat Ib Ic 2 3a 3b 3c 4a 4b 4c 5 6a 6b 6c 7 9a 9b 10 11

Euphaedra neophron kiellandi Hecq F •
Euphaedra neophron violacea B F • •
Euphaedra sarcoptera nipponicorum C F •
Pseudo boisduvali pemba K F •
Pseudo deludens reducta K Hf •
Pseudo dcludens tanganyikae K Hf •
Neptis incongrua izidoro K Hf •
Neptis incongrua nguru K Hf •
Neptis aurivillii ufipa K Hf •
Neptis ochracea reducta K Hf •
Hypolirnnas antevorta Dist F •
}unonia westermanni splendens Sch F •
Issaria baurnanni orintalis K Hoh, F •
Charaxes acurninatus rondonis K F •
Charaxes acurninatus usambarensis v.Som F, Hf • •
Charaxes macclecryi V. Som F, Hf •
Charaxes cynthia mukuyu v.Som F •
Charaxes brutus roberti Tur F •
Charaxes druceanus praestans Tur F, Hf •
Charaxes lucyae lucyae V. Som Hf •
Charaxes lucyae mwanihanae K Hf •
Charaxes lucyae gabriellae Tur Hf •
Charaxes lasti magombera K F •
Charaxes lasti kimbozae K F •
Charaxes smaragdalis kigoma v.Som F •
Charaxes rnixtus tanzanicus K F •
Charaxes xiphares kilimensis v.Som Hf •
Charaxes xiphares kiellandi PI Hf •
Charaxes xiphares sitebi PI Hf •
Charaxes xiphares nguru Collins Hf •
Charaxes xiphares walwandae Collins Hf •
Charaxes pythodoTUS pallida v.Sam W, Sh •
Charaxes jahlusa kigomaensis v.Som F, Fm •
Charaxes etesipe pemba V. Som F •
Charaxes sp. n. F •
Charaxes blanda blanda Roth Wi •
Charaxes pernbanus Jord Fm •
Charaxes usambarac v.Som & Jack F, Hf •
Charaxes usambarae maridadi Collins F, Hf •
Charaxes chunguensis White & Grant Hf •
Charaxes gerdae Rydon F, W •
Charaxes grahamei V. Som F •
Charaxes zclica toyoshimai C F •
Charaxes ansorgei ufipa K Hf •
Charaxes ansorgei kilimanjarica v.Som Hf •
Charaxes ansorgei rydoni v.Som Hf •
Charaxes ansorgci simonsi Tur Hf •
Charaxes castor arthuri v.Som F •
Charaxes tavetensis pemba v. Som F •
Charaxes pollux maua v.Som Hf • •
Palla publius kigoma C F •
Ariadne enorrea archeri C F, Fm •
Salamis cacta amaniensis Vos F • •
Bern. quadricolor uluguru K Hf •
Bern. quadricolor mahalc K Hf •
Bern. quadricolor morogoro Sh Hf •
Acraea baxteri oldeani K Hf •
Acraea acuta rubrobasalis H Hf •
Acraea acuta nigromaculata K Hf •
Acraea acuta ngorongoro K Hf •
Acraea alicia mbulu K Hfm •
Acraea alicia uzungwae K Hfm •
Acraea boopis ama Pierre F •
Acraea cerasa kiellandi C F •
Acraea egina pembanus K Fm, F •
Acraea kappa Pierre F •
Acraea Iycoa fallax Rog. Hf • •
Acraea ntebiae kigoma K F •
ACTaea punctimarginea Pinhey F • •
Acraea rahira mufindi K S •
Acraea rohlfsi Suff F •
Acraea orestia sambar Stoneham F •
Abisara neavei mahale K F •
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Abisara neavei congdoni K F •
Alaena ierrulineara H-S W •
Alaena kiellandi C W • •
Alaena madibirensis Wich W •
Pentilla mndo K F •
T elipna sanguinea kigoma K F •
Ornipholidoros nguru K Hi •
Ornipholidotos kigoma K F •
Mimacraea gdinia gelinia Ob Hi •
Mimacraea gelinia nguru K Hi •
Baliochila pseudoiragilis K Fm, W • •
Baliochila nguru K Hi •
Baliochila pringlei St Hi •
Baliochila congdoni K F •
Aphnaeus eriksoni kiellandi St W • •
Spindasis tanganyikae K Hoh, W •
Spindasis collinsi K Hi •
Aloeides 01010010 kicllandi C Hoh •
Aloeides conradsi conradsi W,Oh •
Epamera congdoni K Hi, Him •
Epamcra congdoni uluguru K Hi •
Epamera silanus alticola St Hi • •
Epamera nolaensis amanica St Hi • •
Etesiolaus pinheyi K F • •
lolaphilus montana K Hi •
Virachola monrana K Hi •
VirachL)la ufipa K Hoh •
Virachola O1panda K Him •
Pilodeudorix wdgersi K Hi • •
Anthcne madibirensis Wich W •
Anrhene monrana K Hi •
Anrhene hobleyi ufipa K Hi •
Anrhene sp. Hi •
Anthene uzungwae K Hi •
Anthene O1panda K W •
Triclema kimbo,a K F •
UranL)thauma uganda K Hi •
Uranothauma usambarae K Hi •
Uranorhauma lukwangule K Hi •
Uranothauma nguru K Hi •
Uranothauma kilimensis K Hoh •
Uranothauma heritsia chibLlI10ranus Aur Hi •
Harpendyreus marungensis mangalisa K Hrs •
Harpendyreus bergeri St Hrs •
Harpendyreus bOOla B. B Hrs •
Harpendyreus aequawrialis vulcanica J&T Hi • •
Lepidochrysops chaIa K Hoh •
Lepidochrysops anerius kidlandi St W •
Lcpidochrysops carsoni B W • •
Lepidochrysops mpanda Tite Hoh •
Lepidochrysops kilimanjarensis Srr Hoh •
Lepidochrysops kennethi K W •
Lepidochrysops dollmanni B. B W •
Celaenorrhinus kimboza Ev FI •
Celaenorrhinus F •
Cclaenorrhinus Hi •
Celacnorrhinus Hi •
Merisella congdoni de J&K Hi, Rs • •
Mctisella pcrexccllens mpanda K Hoh •
Merisclla carsoni B Hoh • •
Metisella How •
Sarangesa tricerata cnmpacta Ev W •
Asrictoprerus bruno Ev Hoh? •
Asricroprerus [Ura Ev Fm • •
Cerarrichia bonga Ev F • •
Chondmlepis simi lis de J Hi • •
Chondrolepis obscurior de J Hi •
Parj1ara guttana Ev F •

Total 50 10 3 11 25 3 10 48 26 2 19 11 2 5 11 2
Subwnal endemism 45 5 3 7 19 1 8 36 18 2 13 6 2 5 11 2

Zonal endemism 55 3 33 74 2 25 7 11 2
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Discussion
All the taxa endemic to the whole zone are included in zonal endemism. Species occurring in more than one
subzone are not included under the column of subzonal endemism.

Below are numbers of endemic species and subspecies in each subzone:

Subzone Species Subspecies Subzone Species

13 63 2
Ib 13 32 6b 3
Ic 2 3 6c
2 I 2 7
33 4 3 8
3b 7 12 93
3c I 9b
43 4 5 10
4b 15 22 11
4c II 7 Z
5 2

Subspecies

11
3

2
4

10
2
I

Both taxa in no. 11 occur just over the border in Kenya as well. Z means Zanzibar which is close to subzone 9a,
and perhaps should belong to it, but as it is an island I have made it separate.

In subzone la, 6c and zones 7 and 8 no endemic taxa are known, but collecting has been very superficial in
these areas. However, one would expect that 1a and 6c as well as 7 would be poor in endemism as they are
bordering on Uganda and Kenya with similar habitats. On the other hand, they contain a considerable number
of Ugandan and Kenyan elements which are not found elsewhere in Tanzania. Zone 2, although a huge area,
cannot develop many endemic taxa as there are few high mountains and practically no forest. Subzone 4b
consists of several isolated mountains (inselbergs), each of them with endemic taxa. It is therefore of interest to
specify the endemism of each separate mountain.

Uluguru Mts.
Kanga Mt.
Nguru Mts.
North Nguu Mts.
Ukaguru Mts.

19
2

10
1
1

eight species and eleven subspecies
one species and one subspecies
four species and six subspecies
subspecies
subspecies

Amongst endemic taxa in 3b eight are confined to the south-western part (Mufindi) and five to the north
eastern (Mwanihana Forest). The rest occur in both areas.
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Trapping Charaxes and other butterflies

In earlier days rhe females of Charaxes were lirde' known, They are nor arrracred ro wer ground and animal
droppings as rhe males are. Larer, people srarred ro use rraps wirh bair of fermented fruir, which is arrracrive ro
borh sexes, There are various ways of consnucrlng rhese rraps, some more convenient and efficient rhan orhers.

To srarr wirh I used rraps wirh plywood floors arrached ro rhe borrom of rhe clorh cylinder, wirh a gap
berween rhe clorh and rhe floor for rhe burrerflies ro enter. This is rhe kind mosr people are srill using, and
which is described in papers and books. This rype of nap is heavy because of rhe wood and rhe heavier wire
which is ofren used; in addirion ir is less easy ro ger rhe specimens our of a fixed rrap, and awkward ro pur rhe
bair in. The whole procedure rakes more rime. Below I will describe a merhod which I have been using for a
long rime and I will also mention anorher which is being used by a friend of mine, Colin Congdon. I rhink a
combinarion of rhe rwo would be rhe ideal rhing, ar leasr when you do nor have ro walk roo far.

My rrap consisrs of rhree lighr wire rings, pieces of good srring, a piece of whire clorh or canvas for rhe floor
and clorh mosquiro nerring for rhe sides and fOp, as illusnared.

Canvas can be used for rhe floor, or simple whire clorh which should be painted on borh sides ro make ir
warerproof. The clorh is bent over rhe circular lower wire frame and srapled on ro ir. Two lengrhs of srring are
fixed crosswise ro rhe rop frame, as shown, and lefr running down ro rhe floor plare and rhrough ir for abour 15
cm. and knorred below rhe plare ar rhe appropriare lengrh. Ir is imporrant ro leave abour 15 cm. exrra, below
rhe floor, as ir somerimes needs adjusrment ro ger rhe righr gap (4-5 em.) berween rhe floor plare and me
mosquiro nerring, which lengrhens somewhar when ir becomes wer. Also rhe srring rends ro shrink if nor of a
good qualiry, A piece of oil clorh or orher sriff marerial should be glued where rhe four holes in rhe floor plare
are made, ro reinforce rhe clorh or canvas, orherwise rhe knors on rhe underside will work rhrough afrer a while.
The wire ring above rhe floor plare is fixed only ro rhe mosquiro nerring and nor ro rhe srrings. In rhis way ir can
be slid up and down when you wish ro replenish rhe bair, which is pur on rhe floor rray, and when you rake
burrerflies our of rhe rrap. The usual merhod of fixing rhe mosquiro clorh direcr ro rhe floor nay, wirh a fixed 4
5 cm. gap, makes rhese operarions more awkward, and is also more rime-consuming. Ir is a good idea ro make
rhe floor rray a lirde wider rhan rhe ring above ir, making ir easier for the burrerfly ro enter. This is pracrised by
Congdon. His rraps are wider and deeper than mine, which may make rhem more effecrive, but he uses rhe
'fixed' merhod which I now find awkward in comparison ro rhe 'sliding' merhod, bur he does nor use a ring ar rhe
borrom of the nerring cylinder which other people do. This means rhar he can push up the marerial more easily
ro ger his hand in. Due ro rheir size his naps rake more space rhan mine, and are heavier when wer. Congdon
saves weighr by having only rwo rings, and by using aluminium wire, orherwise his naps would be considerably
heavier rhan mine. This does nor marrer, really, when operaring in places accessible by car. In remore areas, on
rhe orher hand, you may have ro walk for days, even weeks, and rhen a lighr pack is a blessing. I have had ro do
rhis in mosr places I have collecred in Tanzania, and rherefore developed rhis lighrweighr trap.

A nap of25-30 cm. x 60 cm., wirh painted clorh floor and rhin wire rings weighs 150 gm (1.5 kg for 10
rraps). Larger and heavier rraps may weigh two or rhree rimes as much. People usually use roo thick a wire. This
is nor necessary, as if it bends it can easily be snaighrened. Nor is it necessary ro weld rhe rings as some people
do. I bend the ends and pinch rhem rogerher wirh pliers afrer hooking rhem onto each other.

T raps are parricularly useful for rrapping rhe fasr flying Charaxes, which are orherwise difficulr ro carch, and
mosr of all for rhe females which do nor come down ro suck on wet ground, Bur many orher kinds of burrerflies
and wasps and beedes, not ro mention flies, are caught. (I have often thoughr how ideal such rraps would be for
diprerisrs! )

The success of napping depends a lor on what kind of bair you are using. Leopard or dog droppings are
excellent for many kinds of burrerflies, bur you would be lucky ro trap a female. Mashed, fermented fruits are rhe
mosr-used bair. Bananas in parricular, as rhey are nearly always available, and are really good for bait, bur rhe
bananas should be of the sofr kind, and well ripened, Sugar bananas (rhe shorr, rhick variery) are not suirable:
rhey go vinegary, and rhe resulr looks lumpy and hard, and rhe smell is unamacrive. Afrer being mashed rhe
bair should be lefr in a glass or plasric container for 6 ro 8 days. (Ir is nor necessary ro add sugar or alcohol.)
There is some effecr even afrer a couple of days, bur rhe older rhe bair is rhe berrer. I have used bair over six·
months old wirh excellent resulrs. Some people, rhough, use rhe skins of rhe bananas as well (dump ir all
rogerher in a container). I never use rhis merhod, excepr for a few experiments, because rhe skin spoils rhe
effecr afrer a few days. The mess jusr rors and becomes warery, and is rhen no good. However ir can be a good
idea ro make a small portion wirh peel and all which can be used for rhe firsr few days, until your proper bair
'ripens'.
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Butterfly collecting in Tanzania

GENERAL
To make a superficial collection of Tanzanian butterflies is no more difficult than in any other country; you can
just stop somewhere on the roadside if you have your own car, if you live in a village you can collect in the
vicinity of it, or if you are on holiday and are staying with friends you may collect in their garden. In this way
you can obtain a nice little collection, but you would be very lucky to get anything new (or otherwise) of
scientific value. For that, you need to know where to go, which is to the remotest and least-collected parts of
the country. The most likely places to find interesting species are on mountains, in particular solitary mountains
with montane forest, surrounded by low-lying, dry habitats. Most of such mountains contain endemic species or
subspecies, due to their long isolation from similar habitats. Occasionally, though, I have been disappointed
while visiting promising mountains. One example is Mt. Lossoganeu (written 'Lossogonoi' on some maps),
standing alone on the dry Masai Plains south of Arusha. I was pretty certain that I should get something new
there, but failed. It does not mean, however, that there is nothing new there; I could have arrived at the wrong
time of the year, or just been out of luck. My stay was only a few days, which is not enough for a thorough
search.

Another thing is worth mentioning if you wish to undertake serious collecting in Tanzania; you will need a
permit from the Game Department to collect butterflies, otherwise you may find yourself in trouble. If you
intend to explore a mountain for a few days, you will usually have to camp out close to where you intend to put
up your butterfly traps and do your netting. To avoid trouble you should first call on the District Office and the
local Office for Natural Resources in the area where you are collecting and show them your collecting permit.
Normally they will give you a letter in Kiswaheli which you can show to the local village office before you camp
up on the mountain, because these days people are very suspicious, no matter whether you are African,
European or of any other nationality. Collectors of natural history specimens are always subject to suspicion, as
people in general think that you are either out of your mind, or else are involved in something illegal or even
worse. In many areas (the worst of these being Ufipa and South Pare Mts.) people believe that strangers go
around cutting people's throats ('mchindaji' = cut-throat) in order to gather blood for sale to the hospitals!
How this belief has come about is hard to understand, but people living in remote areas have vivid
imaginations, and if they hear about somebody giving blood to hospitals (which of course is quite usual, and was
particularly so during the war), imagination can create wonders! A scientific team from the Malaria Institute at
Amani, in the Eastern Usambaras, had quite a rough time in South Pare when they wanted to take blood tests
for malaria! It even went so far that they had to fortify themselves inside the local police station, and the police
had to fire shots in the air and call for reinforcements from the district town, Same!

My sister and I once had a bad experience in Ufipa while camping by the roadside. That was before I knew
about this dangerous belief. I had heard talk about it from the Africans, but merely thought it was a joke.
Apparently, a woman had disappeared a few days before we arrived and we were blamed for it! In the bushland,
not far from Dodoma, prospectors were killed due to the same belief. As far as I know, in Kenya they have no
such belief, at least not one as serious, but there are many forested areas there where you should not go
collecting or picnicking, because there are many robbers about. We have very little of this trouble in the
outlying places of Tanzania; there you only get robbed in the towns! When you have been to a place once or
twice and people know you, it is always much easier the next time.

Even though the formalities that I have mentioned above are a nuisance and a waste of time (many people are
frustrated by the loss of time), I must say, as long as your credentials are in order, the officials in Tanzania
usually are very friendly and helpful.

A SAFARI TO ONE OF THE REMOTEST PARTS OF TANZANIA.
It would be impossible here to write an account of all my collecting expeditions in Tanzania. I will, therefore,
choose a single one which was quite rough, but nevertheless very interesting.

In December 1986 I planned to walk most of the way from Mpanda to Kigoma (see map 3) through some
uninhabited mountains with many interesting forests and mountain grasslands. As it would be mainly walking, I
left the car in Dar es Salaam (a Land-Rover I had borrowed from a friend of mine) and proceeded by train to
Mpanda in company with my friend's African collector, Jason. It was several years since I had gone by train
to Mpanda, and if I had known the condition of the train beforehand, I would certainly have taken the car
after all.

I travelled by so-called first class in a sleeping compartment for two. Even so, there were five of us in it.
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Luckily, I had the upper berth to myself, but the lower one contained three people and the fifth person sat on
the waterless wash-stand all night. I knew that pick-pockets and robbers had a particularly good time on the
trains, so when we found the door had a broken lock I put one of my aluminium net-handles crosswise between
the lower berth and the door. This was quite effective, and one would have had to push very hard to bend it.
The window had been smashed so we put the ladder across it, and I slept with a 'panga' (machete) on the upper
berth. Once during the night I thought it best to visit the toilet and found the corridor packed with people.
After spending half an hour climbing over sleeping bodies, trying not to trample on too many hands and legs, I
eventually arrived at the appropriate door. However, on opening it, I found the room used as a sleeping quarter
by half a dozen people, so there and then I gave up and started negotiating the way back to my compartment!

Anyway, we arrived safely to Mpanda, but as we were about ten hours late the train arrived close to eleven at
night. I had to look up my half-Arab friend, Salum Said, or 'Salumu Tumbu' (Salumu and Belly) as he was
called by everybody. He weighs 146 kg and only comes up to my shoulder. I have known him for more than
thirty years, and each time I am in Mpanda I have to stay with him. To book in at a hotel would be a grave
insult. Whether I turn up unexpectedly in the daytime or in the middle of the night makes no difference to his
hearty welcome. To my many protests, he orders his wife and children to dish up some food in the middle of the
night and the inevitable sweet tea with ginger which I have become very fond of.

Next morning Salumu took me out to Sibwesa in his Land Rover. For many years I did mica mining around
Sibwesa, and plenty of people who had worked for me still lived around there. I got hold of Elias ]enga, who had
been with me on collecting safaris the year before, and two other men of the Mbende hunting tribe, to help
carry food. Salumu took all of us back to Mpanda, and two days later he drove us a few kilometres past Katuma
Village from where we would have to continue on foot. My intention was to spend at least three weeks
exploring several forests on the Sandstone Ridge, situated between Katuma Village and L. Tanganyika, but the
two extra men I had with me to help to carry the food had an extraordinarily hearty appetite, so the time we
could spend in uninhabited areas was sadly shortened. On trips like this I always live very primitively, otherwise
the trips could not be realized; so all I carry with me for food is rice, beans, sugar, salt and some tea, and when
tea and sugar are finished I just carry on with water - as simple as that.

Owing to some very heavy rain during a whole day and night, we did not start off from Mpanda until it was
late, so the first day we walked only for three hours until it started to get dark. By then we had reached a Village,
the last people we should encounter for more than two weeks. From here on there used to be an elephant trail,
but as elephants and most other animals have been killed off in this area, their paths are now overgrown.
Anyway, as it was early in the rainy season and the grass still short it was fairly easy going up a gently sloping
ridge, leading up to a beautiful valley in which flows the Kampisa River (a small river flanked by quite extensive
riverine forest) which joins the Katuma River further downstream. I had camped here many times in the past
and we pitched camp at one of the places I had used before, just across the crystal-clear river. The place where
we camped is situated at 1500 m. above sea-level, and further on, opposite to where we had come down, the
valley is bounded by a 1900-2000 m. high ridge. Most of it is open grassland with small rivulets, flanked by
forest, running down the mountain-side to join the Kampisa.

To my surprise, elephants had been here some time back, eating the fruits of the uapaca tree, of which they
are very fond. We stayed in this peaceful valley, and collected, amongst others, Charaxes imperialis ugandica, Ch.
eudoxus mechowi and Ch. nichetes pantherina.

On the fifth day of our safari from Mpanda we climbed the high ridge with open grassland and scattered,
stunted trees and patches of forest, leftovers from a time when the whole mountain range must have been
covered with forest. I found the old elephant path, leading down to the upper reaches of the Katuma River. It
was badly overgrown, and in some places we had to deviate from it where it was overgrown with thickets. We
skirted the mountain-side until we reached the far ridge which we followed down to myoid camping site at
Katuma River. This is the place where lance caught a female Spindasis cynica, a Lyceanid otherwise apparently
only known from the holotype female from Solwezi in northern Zambia. I have repeatedly returned here to try
and get its unknown male, but in vain, and this time was no exception. Another rare thing which is very
difficult to obtain is Charaxes xiphares sitebi a few of which I have taken here and further up the river, at its origin
on Sitebi Mt., but there was no sign of it this time.

I camped there for five days and by then I had started to get sore feet due to the daily rain showers and the
continually wet grass, apart from all the rivers one had to wade through. These are sandstone formations, and
consequently loose sand is everywhere, and it gets into your shoes and rubs the soaked skin like sandpaper.

The next day was Christmas Day which we spent near the summit of Sitebi Mt. at 2000 m. It took us three
hours to get there from our camp at Katuma (1600 m.) and we spent the rest of the day collecting, but with poor
results due to too much rain. I now found that the maize flour for my men had dwindled drastically from over 30
kg to less than 10 kg, and I had intended to collect in several more places before we reached L. Tanganyika and
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people! We still had a long way to go before we reached the latter, and there was no telling what sort of terrain
lay in front of us, nor if we would meet with people before reaching the lake. I had been through that country
twice before, but the last time was fifteen years ago, when there were many more elephants to make paths. Now
most of the game tracks had disappeared and the vegetation itself had changed in that time. Consequently, it
would have been virtually impossible to follow the same paths that I had done before, and as I could not know
how many days we would need for the journey, I decided to move early the next morning.

I hoped we would be able to cross Luegele River in order to get to a village at Lubalizi for more food. We
followed the high ridge to a place where we had to turn right. All the way it is beautiful country with open,
grassy ridges and valleys with riverine forests. We saw a few buffalo, a herd of eland and, in several places, the
shy mountain reedbuck. That day we walked for eleven hours and camped in Miombo woodland beside a water
seepage. Before we had found a place to camp it started to rain buckets which drenched us and the campsite in
seconds. But we got a fire going, always a blessing in such weather.

There were plenty of mushrooms which we picked whenever we had an opportunity in order to increase our
rations. Sore feet were now also bothering two of the Africans, Elias and Jason, who were wearing shoes. The
two others, who wore open sandals, had no trouble at all. I had with me three bandages, using one on each of
my feet and one for Elias, together with ointment and cotton to keep the bandages from sticking to the sores.
To start in the mornings one had to walk slowly, but after about half an hour one got more or less used to it and
could speed up a bit.

The second day we also managed to walk quite a distance, due to the easy terrain, and again we camped in
pouring rain. The third day from Sitebi got us into difficult terrain with steep clefts and a large forest blocking
our way. I was quite excited to find this forest as it was one I had never seen before, and it looked very good for
butterflies, but we could not stop to collect in it as we were getting short of food, even though I was rationing it
by now; but I will certainly have that forest in mind for a future safari. I knew we were not far from the Ntakatta
Forest, a large forest which I have visited many times, but at that time there were people living nearby.
Apparently, now there were none as the paths had disappeared. Eventually we managed to find a way through
the thick forest.

Down in the valley we had to cross a rivet several times. Due to the rough terrain and high grass in the valley
we did not proceed very far that day before we had to camp. We passed several small fOtests which might have
been interesting, but we could not stop. Another thing was our feet, which were in such a state that we
probably would not have been able to do much collecting without resting for at least two days first, and for that
we had no food to spare. In that condition your feet hurt like fire as soon as you stop walking, so you either have
to sit down or carryon walking. By now there was hardly any skin left on my feet, on the soles or on top.

The next day I was certain that myoid friends at Luntampa (near Ntakatta) had moved; there were no regular
paths, only some footprints and marks in the trees made by a few hunters and honey gatherers. I then made for
the Luegele River, hoping to cross it so that we could replenish our food at a village about three hours' walk
beyond the river. At least I knew this still existed, as I was there the year before, but the river was in flood, so I
could not risk crossing it as three of the chaps I had with me could not swim at all! There was nothing else we
could do but to retrace our tracks for some distance and then cut across the wide valley until we reached the
hillside on the other side. It is no use trying to follow a valley floor covered with tall grass when there is no
proper path; the grass on the hillsides and ridges is nearly always much shorter and less affected by the thorny
climbers which infiltrate the grass in this valley. These climbers are a great nuisance and will cut the skin of your
legs to shreds if you walk through it for many hours. You can also judge the nature of the grass at a distance by
the trees and vegetation. Certain kinds of tree grow on poor soil where there will be short grass, while others
only grow where there is high and coarse grass. This is good to know when you are walking without a path.

On the fifth day from Sitebi Mt. we reached a regular footpath not far from L. Tanganyika and a few hours
later, at dusk, we arrived at the first village, Mugombazi. That day we had only eaten some mushrooms, but we
still had some food left, which I had saved in case we should not be able to reach people that day, and we
wouldn't have done so if we had not hit upon that nice footpath.

In this Village we got some food and rested for two days to get some skin back on our feet. The skin on the top
and on the sides heals quickly, but it takes a long time to get back that thick skin on the sole. Luckily, the
Africans did not get that trouble. Then we continued on to Helembe, not very far away. Our feet were still in
bad shape so I hired a canoe at Helembe to take us to a small fishing village at the mouth of the Kasye River.
From here it was only a one and a half hour's walk inland to Kasye Forest, where several rivers form a basin.
This forest is one of my favourites, with a large number of interesting butterflies in it. We had anomer rest for
our feet here in the village and next morning we arrived at myoid camping site in the forest.

My main purpose here was to get more specimens of Charaxes mixtus which I had discovered the year before.
Only a few males were taken then and I needed more, as well as its female, to be able to describe this new race
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(which has since been named Charaxes mixtus tanzanicus). We were lucky to get enough specimens of both
sexes, both here and in a forest further on, Mihumu Forest. We spent two weeks at Kasye, after having sent
home the two porters who were no longer needed.

To my delight, chimpanzees were still present in Kasye Forest and a leopard as well as a lion were frequently
heard at night. One day I sent Elias down to get more food and bananas for baiting the butterfly traps. He did
not come back the first day, which meant that he would have had to go far to obtain what we wanted. In
particular, ripe bananas were difficult to get nearby. Two hours after dark on the second day he arrived back to
the accompaniment of a lion's roaring. He did not seem to be in the least perturbed by the lion, while Jason, on
the other hand, was in quite a state. He was also frightened when the leopard coughed nearby; he was used to
the presence of cattle only! It turned out that Elias had had to go to Lukoma, near Mgambo, to get ripe bananas,
ten hour's walk each way, so no wonder it took him two days, and he had quite a load to carry as well.

From Kasye we went back to Helembe, and early next morning we caught the 'Mwangozo', a steamer which
took us to a place called Kansanga (not the Kansanga down the lake to Zambia). Jason who had had enough of
lions and skinned feet continued to Kigoma to take the train back to Dares Salaam. It took quite a time for him
to get there as the railway line had been disrupted by flood water near Dodoma. Elias and I took a canoe to
Zunuka Village, opposite Lugufu River, and after I had seen the chairman of the village (who remembered me
from an earlier safari years back), and bought some cassava flour from him, we set off, with two extra men to
help carry our loads. We needed only one actually, but one man did not dare to go back through the bush alone,
which meant we had to take two. So, for a rare change, I did not have to carry my own load.

We walked until dark and camped near water. One of the porters was supposed to know the way, but next
morning we soon got lost. I knew the direction though, so we only had to do some cross-country walking and
soon hit a track, but further on the trail went in the wrong direction, so again we had to cut across country.
I had been to Mihumu several times before, the last time in 1979, and have approached it from several
directions, but now all the old elephant paths were gone; they were only visible now and again. Elias and
I stayed a week at Mihumu, which is situated in a flat valley (the Kasikati basin) crossed by numerous small
rivers lined by quite extensive forest. The basin itself, around 900 m. above sea level, is encircled by hills up to
1300 m. in height. Beside Ntakatta and Kasye Forests, Mihumu is amongst the best places I know of for
butterflies. Every time I go there something new for Tanzania turns up, and this safari was no exception. We got
the Liptenine Citrinophila erastus pallida there (a Lyceanid mimicking a Pierid), and I observed Papilio lormieri
flying, both being new records for Tanzania. I also saw a Lyceanid which I could not identify; there were several
specimens of it, but all the time they were too high up in the trees to reach, even with my extension-handled
net. We trapped several specimens ofCharaxes mixtus tanzanicus with banana bait. It is extraordinary that I have
not seen it before, except perhaps once in Kasye Forest, although I have collected at Kasye more than a dozen
times, and at Mihumu four times.

We arrived at Kigoma one and a half months after leaving Dar es Salaam, and, with my recent train
experience in mind, I took the plane back to Dar!
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In 1951 he started prospecting for mica and gold
and mined mica in Kigoma and later Mpanda
Districts. He seriously began collecting and
studying Tanzanian butterflies after 1969, (the
year in which he re-visited Norway for the first
time after settling in Tanzania). At that time he
had little else to do as mica prices were low and he
was gradually winding down his business.
Nevertheless he had a grand time collecting in,
and exploring the remotest parts of Tanzania,
areas where few foreigners had visited before.

In November 1974, he left Tanzania to try and
resettle in Norway I but he found life there to be
very dull. Since then he has very often visited
Tanzania, staying from 3 to 12 months at a time,
conducting research on butterflies. In this capacity
he has collected in most parts of Tanzania.

The author has also been on a short collecting
visit to Venezuela in South America, and to
Thailand.

Jan Kielland is the author of many scientific
papers and has described many new species and
races of Tanzanian butterflies, some of which are
published for the first time in this work.
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SYNOPSIS OF THE GENERA
OF THE TRIBE GNORIMOSCHEMINI

(LEPIDOPTERA: GELECHIIDAE)
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ABSTRACT.- The genera currently recognized in the tribe Gnorimoschemini are listed, together with a summary of their current species composition.

KEYWORDS: Afrotropical, Australian, biology, catalog, distribution, Ethiopian, fauna, hostplants, Nearctic, Neotropical, New World, Oceania, Old World, Oriental.
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Gnorimoschemine moths have been recognized as a group of
similar species for some years, and finally segregated as a tribe of
Gelechiidae nearly 40 years ago (Povolny, 1964b). Since then, more
and more genera have been added to what is mainly a Holarctic
group. Some of these subsequent additions resulted in their transfer,
once identified as gnorimoschemine, from where they had been
placed, scattered among the different gelechiid generic groups and
even among other families like Lecithoceridae. Gnorimoschemine
genera were provisionally arranged phylogenetically by Povolny and
Sustek (1988), but are today further rearranged following numerous
faunal additions. The studies by Povolny (l985a, 1991) offer the
most comprehensive reviews of the tribe to date, and some of the
introductory notes are reviewed below.

It should be noted that regardless of the extensive work already
done on this group of moths, some of whose species are economi
cally important, there nonetheless still remain a number of taxonomic
and life history problems to elucidate, particularly among the tropical
species. Nearly nothing is known of the actual genetics of the group,
and few larvae have been described. We have some idea of the size
of the tribe even though new species are still being described in large
numbers (see Powell and Povolny, 2001), but biological studies are
still greatly needed for most of the species.

The tribe Gnorimoschemini is now recognized to be one of the
few discrete monophyletic entities of the Gelechiidae. The purely
habitus definition of its taxa on external appearance of the moths is,
however, rather difficult because of their overall~imilarity.Neverthe
less, as shown by Povolny (l967b), there exist certain common
trends in the forewing pattern characteristic of more or less extensive
groups of species and genera (e.g., certain related species groups
within the genera Scrobipalpa, Euscrobipalpa, Gnorimoschema, or
the genera Caryocolum and Microcraspedus). These features include
the presence of a triad of (dark) stigmata in the center of the
forewing, a row of submarginal spots and a paler transverse subapical
band (many species of Euscrobipalpa), or a dark forewing with more
or less prominent white bands and or spotting (generally in Caryocol
urn). From such or similar groups of medial stigmata there often has
developed a radiate pattern of uniformly longitudinal veins with or
without a trace of spots (in several Nearctic and Neotropical species
of the genus Scrobipalpopsis or in specialized Palearctic species of
Microcraspedus) , plus other probable derived forms of forewing
pattern. On the other hand, a black forewing with white spotting
characteristic of Caryocolum may occasionally and surprisingly occur
also in other gnorimoschemine genera (Euscrobipalpa, Scrobitasta,
Eurysacca). The triad of (dark) stigmata mentioned above is,
however, present also in several other gelechiine genera, and it seems
that convergent forms of the forewing pattern (possibly also
archetypic) may occur in various genera of this tribe which are not
necessarily close relatives. Consequently, irrespective of the above

trends, no tangible characters are categorically indicative of the
forewing pattern in tribe Gnorimoschemini.

The labial palpus is usually moderately long with some erect or
roughened scales on the second segment, the third segment being a
little, or visibly shorter, covered by appressed scales, moderately
curved and usually not very acutely pointed. But there exist species
having strikingly erect or roughened scales on the second segment
(e.g., in the genus Tila and Pogochaetia, or in Scrobitasta varians
Povolny), or the whole palpus is considered elongate with an
extremely long, straight second segment (in Tecia venosa (Butler)
from Colombia), reminiscent of numerous genera in Dichomeridinae.
But numerous other "exceptions" could be given, and these make it
difficult to apply this character generally.

Wing venation is an adaptive character and unfortunately is liable
to be inconstant. Consequently, it is of little value in separating many
genera of Gelechiinae (Sattler, 1973). Irrespective of these facts,
experience has shown that with practice based on a synthesis of
identification characters it is possible to recognize the members of
this tribe from even among little known or unknown taxa of
Gelechiinae. Such experience is, of course, difficult to transmit to
other persons and, moreover, individual species still reveal new
surprises. Thus, the only really indisputable characters by which the
gnorimoschemine taxa can be unambiguously identified are to be
found in the genitalic structures of both sexes. In general, gnorimo
schemine moths can be characterized as follows:

Forewing mostly without groups of (slightly) roughened scales. 3rd
segment of labial palpus usually slender, moderately pointed. Male genitalia
with uncus prominent, hood-shaped, not differentiated from tegumen, its
upper margin smooth with only poor pubescence. Gnathos a deeply hanging
hooklet (obviously secondarily reduced in Caryocolum, Lutilabria, and
related genera). Aedeagus usually straight, rather heavy and simple with basal
inflation, short or long, occasionally with secondary spines or spiny fields on
its wall. Valva simple and slender, clavate, often dilated terminally, slightly
pubescent apically or with a row of bristles and having a distinct parabasal
process. Sacculus fold distinct, with a medial excision and with a paired
process. Female genitalia with subgenital plate usually simple, with
moderately long anterior apophyses, periostially often with foam-like
sculpture. Ostium bursae supported usually by a sclerotized narrow ringlet,
ductus bursae sometimes (proximally) sclerotized. Signum of corpus bursae
usually a little plate provided with a distinct to prominent thorn-formed
hooklet or with a spine which is sometimes reduced (especially in several
New World groups). Asymmetry of both male and female genitalia is rare
and found in obviously specialized, mainly Neotropical taxa.

Adults have forewing lengths generally from 3.5-4mm in small species,
as in the genera Euscrobipalpa and Schmidtnielsenia, and to 13-14mm in
larger species like Gnorimoschema gallaesolidaginis, but the typical forewing
length for species in the tribe is 6.5-7mm.

The distribution of the tribe is worldwide (Povolny, 1967b), and
nearly 900 species have been described. About 550 species are re
stricted to the Palearctic region. This reflects more the intensity of
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Plate I. Typical Nearctic gnorimoschemine moths (from Powell and Povolny, 2001), all Californian: 1-2) Gnorimoschema grindeliae Povolny & Powell, females; 3)
G. debenedictisi Povolny & Powell, male; 4) Scrobipalpula gutierreziae Povolny & Powell, female; 5) Tuta chiquitella (Busck), male; 6) Exceptia sisterina Povolny
& Powell, male; 7-8) Euscrobipalpa arenaceariella Povolny & Powell, male, female dark form (Dr. F. Gregor, painter; all greatly enlarged).
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Old World genera Vladimirea and Microcraspedus, respectively.
There exists, however, obvious oligorhagy of several species of
Gnorimoschemini on such families as Rhamnaceae, Zosteraceae,
Plumbaginaceae, Ericaceae, Labiatae, Rosaceae, Cruciferae, Polygon
aceae, and Salicaceae. It remains unclear whether this is just a part
of certain survival strategies (e.g., in saline or in other similar
habitats offering limited choice of food plants), or whether mutualis
tic relationship (parallel speciation) is a more general trend in the
relationship between Gnorimoschemini and their hostplants.

The following synopsis provides a current listing of the genera of
the tribe as far as is known to date, with a total of 878 species
worldwide. Based on the numbers of new species that continue to be
found, the eventual worldwide fauna of Gnorimoschemini will
probably exceed 1000 species. The most up-to-date classification
based on the presumed phylogeny gives the following listing of the
genera, their current species totals and their general distribution
(more details for each genus follows in the alphabetical listing):

GNORIMOSCHEMINI

research than the real situation, since discoveries of new species may
be expected from the other regions. A revision of Afrotropical taxa
remains an important task, and many undescribed species can be
expected to exist, especially in the eremic steppes and semideserts of
Africa. The present knowledge seems to indicate comparatively close
relationship of the Afrotropical Gnorimoschemini with the taxa of the
eremic habitats of the Palearctic Mediterranean (Povolny, 1981b),
including the semideserts of the Near and Middle East. The Notogean
(Oceania to Australia) Gnorimoschemini are generally poor in taxa
and only a very limited number of endemic genera and species
occurs in Australia and New Zealand. The Notogean members of
some genera (Kiwaia, Microcraspedus, Scrobipalpa) show clear
relationship to the Gnorimoschemini of adjacent semidesert habitats
of Asia or are of pan-paleotropical distribution.

New World Gnorimoschemini comprise nearly 300 species,
belonging obviously to deeply isolated genera outnumbering those of
the Old World. The present picture of the Nearctic Gnorimoschemini
remains very incomplete, as evidenced for example, by the fact that
about 10 new species have recently been discovered just amongst
material from the territorially limited sand dunes of California (see
Powell and Povolny, 2001). Overall, Gnorimoschemini have been
studied by relatively few authors and our present knowledge is rather
scattered and nebulous. The present author has endeavoured for years
to improve this situation (see Povolny, 1964-2001), but any estimate
of the number of existing taxa is premature. The only way towards
progress there seems to be with systematic regional research and the
study of extensive series necessary for profound understanding of the
species diversity and of the generic differentiation of the Neotropical
Gnorimoschemini. We only may state that numerous relationships at
the generic level exist in the Nearctic Gnorimoschemini (due to the
obvious radiation of such genera as Symmetrischema and Keiferia,
from South to North America) and that a high degree of Neotropical
endemism exists, reflected by deeply isolated genera comprising
often numerous species, of which many are still to be described.

Gnorimoschemini are essentially concealed feeders (Povolny,
1980b), living in shoots, buds, flowers, fruits and roots of their
hostplants. Especially amongst the American (Nearctic) species, there
is a strong trend towards development of galls (e.g., Gnorimoschema,
s. str.), an apparent specialized feeding habit. Gall makers are less
common or exceptional in other regions, but include Scrobipalpa
gallincolella (Mann, 1872) in the Mediterranean and species of the
genus Vladimirea on certain Zygophyllaceae in eremic habitats of the
Palearctic region. A number of gnorimoschemine species have
become pests of crops, and South America in particular has produced
species of economic importance, mainly of cultivated Solanaceae
which have been introduced to the Old World (e.g., Phthorimaea
aperculella (Zeller, 1873) and Symmetrischema tangolias (Gyen,
1913». Some of them were described only comparatively recently,
as for example Eurysacca quinoae Povolny, 1997, Scrobipalpopsis
salanivora Povolny, 1973, Symmetrischema capsicum (Bradley &
Povolny, 1965) (see also Povolny, 1979; Rasmussen et al., 2001).
Among the approximately 600 species of the tribe, the food plants of
about 150 are known (Povolny, 1980a, 1981b). Asteraceae are
frequent hosts of many Holarctic species. Another important family
of food plants is the Solanaceae, preferred mainly by New World
(both Nearctic and Neotropical) species, irrespective of the still
limited knowledge of these relationships. Halophilous Chenopodiace
ae are known to be characteristic food plants of a considerable
number of semidesert species of Palearctic Scrobipalpa (Euscrobipal
paY, and this same plant family probably hosts gnorimoschemines in
other regions, including South America. The related Caryophyllaceae
seem to be nearly exclusive hostplants of the essentially Palearctic
genus Caryocolum, which represents the best known group of
Gnorimoschemini in this respect. Finally, Zygophyllaceae and
Poaceae are known to be the hosts of the essentially Palearctic or

Symmetrischema
Paraschema
Scrobipalpoides
Eurysacca
Eurysaccoides
Scrobipalpula
Keiferia
Magnifacia
Tuta
Scrobipalpulopsis
Phthorimaea
Schmidtnielsenia
Scrobipalpomima
Scrobitasta
Tecia
Scrobipalpopsis
Scrobipalpa
Euscrobipalpa
Ilseopsis
Turcopalpa
Gobipalpa
Ergasiola
Australiopalpa
Exceptia
Microcraspedus
Ephysteris
Ochrodia
Vladimirea
Phloeocecis
Hedma
Kiwaia
Gnorimoschema
Neoschema
Neopalpa
Cosmardia
Tila
Nevadopalpa
Sattleria
Caryocolum
Klimeschiopsis
Lutilabria
Pogochaetia
Agonochaetia
Frumenta

TOTAL

55
I
I

24
2

49
24

5
20
15
4
1

18
1
5
8
3

297
I
2
I
I
3
2

63
1
1

13
1
6

20
83

2
1
1
2
6
I

120
3
2
I
6
2

878

New World
South America
South America
South America
USA (California)
New World
New World
South America
New World
New World
Neotropical (I cosmopolitan)
South America
South America
Neotropical
Argentina
NearcticlNeotrQpical (I Holarctic)
Australia
Palearctic, also to Australia; USA
Palearctic
Palearctic
Palearctic
Mediterranean to Japan, Africa
Australia
USA (California)
Palearctic to Australia; USA
Palearctic; Africa
Palearctic, also to Australia
Palearctic
Oriental
Palearctic, Africa, Oriental
New Zealand; Palearctic
Holarctic
USA (California/Nevada)
USA (California); Mexico
Palearctic
Palearctic
USA (California)
Palearctic
Palearctic (2 Holarctic)
Palearctic (I Holarctic)
Palearctic
Palearctic
Palearctic; 1 Nearctic
Nearctic

(plus ca. 175 undescribed)
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Plate 2. Typical Palearctic gnorimoschemine moths (No.8 is Nearctic) (from Povolny, 1964b): 1) Phthorimaea opercu/ella (Zeller), Morocco; 2) Euscrobipa/pa saline/hi
(Zeller), Corsica; 3) Ergasiola ergasima (Meyrick), Spain; 4) Euscrobipa/pa soffneri Povolny, Bulgaria; 5) Gnorimoschema herbichi (Nowicki), Slovakia; 6) same,
Macedonia; 7) Euscrobipa/pa instabi/e/la (Douglas), Germany; 8) Gnorimoschema gallaesolidaginis (Riley), USA (Connecticut); 9) Scrobipa/pu/a psi/ella psi/ella
(Herrich-Schaffer), Austria; 10) Microcraspedus treskensis (Povolny), Macedonia; 11) Microcraspedus insu/ellus (Heinemann), Bulgaria; 12) Scrobipa/pu/a psi/ella
seniorum (Povolny), Macedonia. (Dr. F. Gregor, painter; all greatly enlarged).
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Plate 3. Typical Palearctic gnorimoschemine moths (from Povolny, 1964b): 1) Microcraspedus inustellus (Zeller), Slovakia; 2) Euscrobipalpa samadensis (Pfaffenzeller),
Switzerland; 3) [Mirificarma burdonella (Rebel), Corsica (since the publication of this plate the species has been excluded from Gnorimoschemini»); 4) Euscrobipalpa
obsoletella (Fischer von Roslerstarnrn, Europe (introduced to South Africa); 5) Euscrobipalpa gallincolella (Mann), Spain; 6) Euscrobipalpa suaedella (Richardson),
England; 7) Euscrobipalpa erichi Povolny, Hungary. (Dr. F. Gregor, painter; all greatly enlarged).

GENERIC NOTES

AGONOCHAETIA Povo1ny, 1965
6 sp. in total: 5 sp. are Palearctic and 1 sp. is Nearctic.

AUSTRALIOPALPA Povo1ny, 1974
3 sp. from Australia, with 2 sp. ~ing in the subgenus Australia

palpula Povolny, 1974.

BRACHYPSALTIS Meyrick, 1931
See Tecia Strand, 1910.

CARYOCOLUM Gregor & Povolny, 1954
120 sp. are Palearctic, 2 of which are Holarctic (possibly 2-3 sp.

remain undescribed in the Nearctic) (see Huemer, 1988).

COSMARDIA Povolny, 1965
1 sp. in the Palearctic.

DlSTINXIA Povolny, 1967
See Vladimirea Povolny, 1967; a subgenus of Vladimirea.

ECHINOGLOSSA Clarke, 1965
See Micracraspedus Janse, 1958.

EMPISTA Povolny, 1968
See Kiwaia Philpott, 1930; a subgenus of Kiwaia.

EPHYSTERIS Meyrick, 1908
I sp. from Europe to central and southern Asia, plus Africa.

ERGASIOLA Povolny, 1967
1 sp. in India, now also distributed in Africa, the Mediterranean

area (including Canary Is.) and Arabia to Japan, and in the Oriental
Region: the species is a pest of eggplant.

EURYSACCA Povolny, 1967
24 sp. from South America (additional species remain to be

described); 2 sp. are economic on potatoes (see Povolny, 1997).

EURYSACCOIDES Povolny, 1998
2 sp. in California.

EUSCROBIPALPA Povolny, 1967
297 sp. described (possibly with as many as 400 sp.): 292 sp. are

Palearctic, plus 1 sp. from Australia, 1-2 sp. are Afrotropical, I sp.
is Oriental, and 1 sp. is in California (USA) (possibly 2-3 other
species remain undescribed in the Nearctic).

EXCEPTIA Povolny, 1967
2 sp. in California.

FAPUA Strand, 1910 (in Kieffer & JOrgensen)
See Tecia Strand, 1910.

FAPUA Strand, 1911, redesc.
See Tecia Strand, 1910.

FRUMENTA Busck, 1939
2 sp. in the Nearctic.
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Plate 4. Typical Palearctic Gnorimoschema moths (from Povolny, 1992): 1) G. antiquum antiquum Povolny, Turkey; 2) G. antiquum montanum Povolny, Iran; 3) G.
bodillum Karsholt & Nielsen, Denmark; 4) G. elbursicum Povolny, Iran; 5) G. epithymellum epithymellum (Staudinger), Spain; 6) G. epithymellum brunneomaculellum
Hackman, Finland; 7) G. streliciellum streliciellum (Herrich-Schaffer), Czech Rep.; 8) G. streliciellum hoejneri (Rebel), Austria; 9) G. mongolorum Povo!ny, Mongolia;
10) G. cinctipunctellum (Erschoff), Russia (Amur); 11) G. valesiellum (Staudinger), Switzerland); 12) G. vibei (Wolff), Greenland. (Dr. F. Gregor, painter; all greatly
enlarged).
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GNORIMOSCHEMA Busck, 1900
Lerupsia Riedl, 1965

83 sp. described so far, with 65 sp. in the Nearctic and 15 sp. in
the Palearctic region, while 3 sp. are Ho1arctic. The total number of
species may exceed 80 sp. in the Nearctic.

POVOLNY: Synopsis of Gnorimoschemini

PARASCHEMA Povolny, 1990
1 sp. from South America.

PHLOEOCECIS Chretien, 1908
1 sp. in the Oriental Region, including Pakistan.

43

GOBIPALPA Povo1ny, 1973
1 sp. in the Pa1earctic.

HEDMA Dumont, 1932
6 sp. described: 4 sp. are Pa1earctic, of which 1 sp. is also

distributed in the Afrotropical region; 1 sp. is Oriental; and 1 sp. is
from South Africa.

ILSEOPSIS Povolny, 1965
I sp. in the Palearctic.

KEIFERIA Busck, 1939
Tildenia Povo1ny, 1967

24 sp. in the New World, with 20 sp. being Neotropical, 3 sp.
Nearctic, and 1 sp. widespread in both regions.

KIWAlA Philpott, 1930
Zeempista Povolny, 1974

20 sp. dscribed: 15 sp. in New Zealand, plus 5 sp. in the
Palearctic in the subgenus Empista Povo1ny, 1968.

KLIMESCmOPSIS Povolny, 1967
3 sp. are Palearctic, 1 of which is Ho1arctic.

LATA Strand, 1910 (in Kieffer & JOrgensen)
See Tecia Strand, 1910.

LATA Strand, 1911, redesc.
See Tecia Strand, 1910.

LERUPSIA Riedl, 1965
See Gnorimoschema Busck, 1900.

LUTILABRIA Povolny, 1965 .
2 sp. in the Palearctic.

MAGNIFACIA Povolny, 1967
5 sp. in South America.

MICROCRASPEDUS Janse, 1958
Opacopsis Povo1ny, 1964
Echinoglossa Clarke, 1965

63 sp. described: 60 sp. are Palearctic and in the eastern Oriental;
I sp. is Australian; 2 sp. are from California.

NEOPALPA Povolny, 1998
I sp. in California and Baja California.

NEOSCHEMA Povolny, 1967
2 sp. from California and Nevada.

NEVADOPALPA Povo1ny, 1998
6 sp. in California.

OCHRODIA Povolny, 1966
1 sp. in the Palearctic, ranging to Africa and Australia.

OPACOPSIS Povolny, 1964
See Microcraspedus Janse, 1958.

PHTHORIMAEA Meyrick, 1902
4 sp. in the Neotropical region (only 2 sp. may be valid).

Phthorimaea operculella (Zeller) is now cosmopolitan as an
introduced pest of potatoes.

POGOCHAETIA Staudinger, 1879
1 sp. in the Palearctic.

PRIMISCHEMA Povolny, 1989
See Symmetrischema Povolny, 1967; subgenus of Symmetri

schema.

[PTYCERATA Ely, 1910]
This genus is not gnorimoschemine, but related to Monochroa

and Isophrictis (Powell and Povolny, 2001). Hodges, in the 1983
North American Lepidoptera catalog erroneously listed Ptycerata as
a senior name for Scrobipalpopsis.

SATTLERIA Povolny, 1965
1 sp. in the Palearctic (with 3-4 sibling species).

SCHMIDTNIELSENIA Povolny, 1987
1 sp. from South America.

SCROBIPALPA lanse, 1951
3 sp. from Australia.

SCROBIPALPOIDES Povolny, 1985
1 sp. from South America (Argentina).

SCROBIPALPOMIMA Povolny, 1985
18 sp. in the Neotropical region (possibly a number more remain

undescribed).

SCROBIPALPOPSIS Povolny, 1967
8 sp., of which 6 sp. are Nearctic. 1 sp. is from the northern

Neotropics, and 1 sp. is Holarctic.

SCROBIPALPULA Povo1ny, 1964
49 sp. known, with 30 sp. described being Neotropical and lisp.

Nearctic, plus 1 sp. widespread in the New World and reaching the
Palearctic (additional Neotropical species are expected).

SCROBIPALPULOIDES Povolny, 1987
See Tuta Strand, 1910.

SCROBIPALPULOPSIS Povolny, 1987
15 sp. known, with 8 sp. being described thus far for the

Neotropical Region and 2 sp. in the Nearctic (mainly California and
Nevada).

SCROBISCHEMA Povolny, 1980
See Tecia Strand, 1910.

SCROBITASTA Povo1ny, 1985
1 sp. in the Neotropical region.

SYMMETRISCHEMA Povolny, 1967
55 sp. from the New World (possibly many more to be de-
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scribed). Three subgenera are involved in this Neotropical group:
Symmetrischemulum Povolny, 1989, with 7 sp.; Primischema
Povolny, 1989, with 7 sp.; and the nominate Symmetrischema, with
33 sp. in the Neotropical region, 3 also to the Nearctic (with 1 sp.
introduced now to Australia), 5 only in the Nearctic.

SYMMETRISCHEMULUM Povolny, 1989
"See Symmetrischema Povolny, 1967; subgenus of Symmetri

schema.

[SYNTHES/oPALPA Povolny, 1966]
See Trychnopalpa Janse, 1958.

TEClA Strand, 1910 (in Kieffer & JOrgensen)
Fapua Strand, 1910 (in Kieffer & JOrgensen)
Lata Strand, 1910 (in Kieffer & Jorgensen)
Tecia Strand, 1911, redesc.
Fapua Strand, 1911, redesc.
Lata Strand, 1911, redesc.
Brachypsaltis Meyrick, 1931
Scrobischema Povolny, 1980

5 sp. in Argentina.
This genus and its synonyms have confused authorship due to the

antecedent publication of the names by the botanists Kieffer and
JOrgensen in 1910, with the Strand paper not published until 1911.
Kieffer and Jorgensen reared the moths from galls in Argentina,
which they sent to Strand for identification. Strand replied that the
species were undescribed and even considered them in 3 genera:
these new names he sent to Kieffer and JOrgensen who then
published the new names with Strand as author in their paper of
1910. The formal publication by Strand did not occur until 1911.
Later study of the types has revealed that all the species are
congeneric, thus they all belong in the first genus named, Tecia (see
Povolny, 1993a). Sattler (1973) and Hodges and Becker (1990)
attributed the names to Kieffer and Jorgensen, but these botanists
knew nothing of moth taxonomy and only used the names Strand had
given them ahead of his publication. My conclusion is that Strand
should be attributed as author of these names, as Strand in Kieffer &
JOrgensen, 1910; the Strand, 1911 names would be redescriptions.
Tecia was erroneously placed in Lecithoceridae on the basis of their
unusual labial palpi. In the world catalog of Lepidoptera genera part
on generic nam~s of Microlepidoptera (Nye and Fletcher, 1991),
Tecia was placed in Gelechiidae and Strand, 1911 was given
authorship; Nye and Fletcher state that the 1910 publication of the
names by Kieffer and Jorgensen was inadvertant use of manuscript
names; since the names were published, this cannot be stated in this
way, and thus listing Strand, 1910 in Kieffer & Jorgensen is the
proper solution in this case.

TEClA Strand, 1911, redesc.
See Tecia Strand, 1910.

TILA Povolny, 1965
2 sp. in the Palearctic.

TILDENIA Povolny, 1967
See Keiferia Busck, 1939.

[TRYCHNOPALPA Janse, 1958]
Synthesiopalpa Povolny, 1966

This African genus is now excluded from Gnorimoschemini.

TURCOPALPA Povolny, 1973
2 sp. in the Palearctic.

TUTA Strand, 1910
Scrobipalpuloides Povolny, 1968

20 sp. from the New World (mostly in saline and maritime
habitats).

VLADIMlREA Povolny, 1967
13 sp. in the Palearctic (subgenus Distinxia Povolny, 1967, with

1 sp., the remainder in the nominotypic subgenus).

ZEEMPISTA Povolny, 1974
See Kiwaia Philpott, 1930.

APPENDIX

The other tribes of the subfamily Gelechiinae include Gelechiini,
Apatetrini, Anomologini, Metzneriini (or Isophrictini), Teleiodini,
Anacampsini, and Chelariini.

Gelechiini
This tribe appears to still be heterogeneous and polyphyletic. The

genus Gelechia s. str. has no gnathos, which is substituted by two
ligulate ledges. Chionodes has the valva so reduced that it is like a
filament. Filatima and Neofriseria have extremely short ungulate
saccus, slender valva, extremely strong hook-shaped gnathos, uncus
with spines, and a very short aedeagus.

Apatetrini
This tribe seems to be a well defined group. They show very

subtle genitalia with the unculo-tegumen bilobate and membranous,
valva short and armored with groups of minor but striking spines;
aedeagus is minute.

Anomologini
A monophyletic tribe when certain genera are included, such as

Megacraspedus, Aristotelia, and Bryotropha, with uncus distinct,
gnathos spined and extremely robust, saccus well developed, and
aedeagus strong.

Metzneriini
This is one of the best defined tribes (also called Isophrictini),

other than Gnorimoschemini. The genera Chrysoesthia, Xystophora,
Isophrictis, Metzneria (the largest genus in the tribe), Ptocheusa,
Monochroa (another large genus), and Eulamprotes form a well
defined monophyletic group, all showing completely reduced
elements of the uncus, with tegumen reduced to only its base and
membranous, valva short and crescent-like, with dense hair-like setae,
aedeagus extremely robust with strong subovate caecum aedeagi and
short corpus aedeagi (often with striking comuti), sacculus part of
valva foliate or lobate; and female genitalia with entire perigenital
sclerites membranous, signa either absent (membranous) or present
as small plates with a minor spine, with distal part of ductus bursae
sometimes with sclerotized walls.

Teleiodini
Also a well defined tribe, with rather complex male genitalia,

with saccus either membranous or completely absent, valva com
pletely altered as filiform and long spine-like branches, with sacculus
elongate lobate or sceondarily changed and sometimes forming a
complex structure together with the valva; gnathos membranous or
absent, aedeagus mostly membranous, tubulose; uncus often with a
double tuft of stiff setae; female genitalia with subgenital plate (8th
stemite) mostly membranous but periostium well visible due to
sclerotization; ductus bursae thin and extremely long, and bursa short
and globate; signum a sclerotized subtrapezoidal plate with lateral
indentation. Genera included are Teleiodes, Coleotechnites, Exoteleia,
Carpatolechia, Pseudotelphusa, Teleiopsis, Xenolechia, and Altenia.
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Plate 5. Typical Neotropical gnorimoschemine moths (from Povolny, 1994a): 1) Scrobipalpomima excel/ens Povolny, Argentina (Chubut); 2) Scrobitasta varians Povolny,
Argentina (Neuquen); 3) Scrobipalpulafalcata Povolny, Argentina (Neuquen); 4) Scrobipalpula patagonica Povolny, Argentina (Neuquen); 5) Tuta inapparens Povolny,
Argentina (Neuquen); 6) Magnifacia uncispina Povolny, Argentina (Salta); 7) Phthorimaea robusta Povolny, Argentina (Santa Cruz); 8) Schmidtnielsenia nielseni
Povolny, Argentina (Neuquen). (Dr. F. Gregor, painter; all greatly enlarged).
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4

Plate 6. Typical Neotropical gnorimoschemine moths (from Povolny, 1994a): 1) Eurysacca annulata Povolny, Argentina (Neuquen); 2) Eurysacca splendida Povolny,
Argentina (Neuquen); 3) Eurysacca tenebrosa Povolny, Argentina (Santa Cruz); 4) Symmetrischerrul disciferum Povolny, Argentina (Neuquen); 5) Symmetrischema
symmetricum Povolny, Peru (Lima); 6) Symmetrischerrul striatellum (Murtfeldt), Chile; 7) Symmetrischema nummulatum Povolny, Argentina (Rio Negro); 8)
Symmetrischema tangolias (Gyen), Peru (Uyurparnpa). (Dr. F. Gregor, painter; all greatly enlarged).
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Anacampsini

The tribe is possibly monophyletic but morphologically with very

heterogeneous genital characters. Genera included are Sophronia,
Stomopteryx, [waruna, Anacampsis, Mesophleps, and Syncopacma.
All the main parts of the male genitalia (uncus, tegumen, valva,
saccus, sacculus, aedeagus) well developed and often extremely
"exaggerated": the aedeagus in Syncopacma is gigantic, bipartite with
a filiform bifurcation, etc. The female perigenital sclerites, ductus
bursae and bursa are mostly membranous; signum bursae either
absent or more or less small and reduced.

Chelariini

The main genus is Anarsia, and together with Hypatima and
Nothris show partly strongly asymmetrical male genitalia (Anarsia
with valva asymmetrical), with long filiform process on a stronger
valva, and valva with fields of striking osmeteric scales which are

also sometimes present on the sacculus of Hypatima and Nothris
when symmetrical; aedeagus well developed, terminally provided
with a filiform ending; 8th stemite of female genitalia short and
broad, poorly sclerotized; ductus and bursa complex membranous,
and in Nothris a surprisingly long, spiral ductus bursae; signum a
small subovate plate with serrate margin.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO THE
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BUTTERFLIES,

IN THE ATLAS OF NEOTROPICAL LEPIDOPTERA
No. V. COMPRISING MOSTLY WORKS PUBLISHED IN 2000

GERARDO LAMAS

Museo Nacional de Historia Natural, Aptdo. 14-0434, Lima, Peru

The fourth set of Additions and Corrections to the annotated
Bibliography ofButterflies (Lamas, Robbins, and Field, 1995) in the
series Atlas of Neotropical Lepidoptera, Vol. 124, was published a
year ago (Lamas, 2001, Lepidoptera News 2000(3): 21-35. The 289
additional references included herein comprise mostly works
published in 2000, such as were recorded until August 31, 2001.

In the Corrections section, rather than repeating whole biblio
graphic entries, I have used bold typeface to indicate corrections
made, which I hope will be self explanatory.

Olaf Mielke, Lazaro Roque, Zsolt Balint, Julian Salazar, George
Beccaloni, Keith Willmott and Angel Viloria were particularly
helpful in providing data on publications omitted previously, and I
am most grateful for their kind interest and assistance.

ADDITIONS

Acosta, Rosario
1993. See Guerra, M. et aI., 1993.

Aguilar, Claudia
1999. See Morrone, J. J. et aI., 1999.

Aiello, Annette
2000. See Penz, C. M. et aI., 2000.

Almeida, Jose Mario de
2000. See Otero, L. S. et al., 2000.

Alonso, Alfonso, Eduardo Rendon, and Eneida Montesinos
1995. Realidades energeticas de la Mariposa Monarca. Ciencias

(Mexico) 39: 48-49, 1 fig. [Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus);
ecology; conservation; Mexico]

Altizer, Sonia M., Karen S. Oberhauser, and Lincoln Pierson
Brower

2000. Associations between host migration and the prevalence of a
protozoan parasite in natural populations of adult monarch
butterflies. Ecological Entomology 25(2): 125-139,9 figs., 4
tabs. (May) [Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); Mexico]

Alvarez, Jaime A.
2000. See Andrade, M. G. & J. A. Alvarez, 2000.

Amat, German
2000. See Andrade, M. G. & G. Amat, 2000.

Anderson, Robert B.
1995. Shoeflies. Natural History (New York) 104(4): 88-89, 1 fig.

(April) [Pieridae; behavior; Amazon]
Andrade, H. T. de

1995. See Varela-Freire, A. A. et al., 1995.
Andrade, Isabel, Helena Castanheira Morais, Ivone Resende Diniz,

and Cassion van den Berg
2000. Richness and abundance of caterpillars on Brysonima

(Malpighiaceae) species in an area of cerrado vegetation in
Central Brazil. Revista de Biologia tropical 47(4): 691-695,
3 figs., 2 tabs. ("December 1999", July 2000) [Chiomara
punctum Mabille; host plant]

Andrade, Miguel Gonzalo, and Jaime A. Alvarez
2000. Mariposas, pp. 645-652, tabs. 92-98. In: Rangel, J. O. (Ed.),

Colombia. Diversidad Biotica l/I. La region de vida paramu
na. Bogota, Instituto de Ciencias Naturales, Universidad
Nacional de Colombia (November) [general]

Andrade, Miguel Gonzalo, and German Amat
2000. Guia preliminar de insectos de Santa Fe de Bogota y sus

alrededores. Bogota, Aicaldfa Mayor de Santa Fe de Bogota.
96 pp., figs. [general; host plants; behavior; Colombia]

Aponte, Cesar
2000. See Shahabuddin, G. et al., 2000.

Arai, Hisayasu, and Takeo Inoue
2000. A new variation of Agrias phalcidonfournierae (Lepidoptera,

Nymphalidae) with forewing trifid yellow patches. Transac
tions of the lepidopterological Society of Japan 51 (1): 75-76,
3 figs. (1 January) [Brazil]

Armas, Luis F.
1999. Observaciones sobre una migraci6n de mariposas (Lepidop

tera: Pieridae) en EI Toldo, Moa, provincia de Holguin.
Cocuyo 9: 16-17 (December) [Cuba]

Arnal, Eustaquio
1998. See Delgado, A. et al., 1998.

Arnqvist, Goran, Martin Edvardsson, Urban Friberg, and Tina
Nilsson

2000. Sexual conflict promotes speciation in insects. Proceedings
of the national Academy of Sciences of the USA 97(19):
10460-10464, 1 fig., I tab. (12 September) [general; evolu
tion]

Attal, Stephane
2000. Nouveaux Nymphalidae neotropicaux (Lepidoptera, Rhopalo

cera). Bulletin de la Societe entomologique de France
105(2): 177-180,1 fig. ([9] June) [Agrias claudinapatriciae,
Callicore eunomiaferrerorum, C. brome angusta; Venezuela,
Costa Rica]

Austin, George T.
2000. Hesperiidae of Rondonia, Brazil: "Antigonus" genus group

(Pyrginae), with taxonomic comments and descriptions of new
species from Brazil and Guatemala. Journal of the
Lepidopterists' Society 54(1): 1-28, 114 figs. (6 November)
[Mylon simplex, M. argonautarum, M. cristata, Carrhenes
recurva]

Austin, George T., and Olaf Hermann Hendrik Mielke
2000. Hesperiidae of Rondonia, Brazil: Cephise Evans (Pyrginae),
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with descriptions of new species from Mexico and Brazil.
Revista brasileira de Zoologia 17(3): 757-788, 55 figs. (30
September) [CO impunctus. C. malesedis. C. maculatus, C.
burnsi, C. mexicanus]

Baker, Irene
1990. See Erhardt, A. & I. Baker, 1990.

Balint, Zsolt
2000a. A confession on naming Neotropical Iycaenid butterflies.

Lepidoptera News 1999(4): 3 ("30 January" [7 February])
[general]

[2000]b. A new species of Madeleinea (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae)
from Colombia, with synonymy and notes for other species
occurring in the high Andes. Annales historico-naturales
Musei nationalis hungarici 91: 87-95,6 figs. ("1999" [after 6
March 2000]) [M. malvasa]

Balint, Zsolt, Kurt Johnson, and Robert C. Eisele
2000. Description of the northern sister species of Pseudolucia

chilensis (Blanchard, 1852) (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae). Folia
entomologica hungarica 61: 169-179, 9 figs., 1 tab. (30
November) [Po jujuyensis; biogeography]

Barbosa, Luiz C. de A.
2000. See Paula, V. F. de et ai., 2000.

Barkin, David
1995. See Chapela, G. & D. Barkin, 1995.

Barone, John A.
2000. Comparison of herbivores and herbivory in the canopy and

understory for two tropical species. Biotropica 32(2): 307
317, 3 figs., 2 tabs. (June) [Adelpha; host plant; Panama]

Basset, Yves, and Elroy Charles
2000. An annotated list of insect herbivores foraging on the seed

lings of five forest trees in Guyana. Anais da Sociedade
entomol6gica do Brasil 29(3): 433-452 (September) [Hesperii
dae, Thestius pholeus (Cramer), Chalybs janias (Cramer); host
plants]

Batalha, V. C.
1996. See Pican90, M. C. et al., 1996.

Baus, Carolyn
1991. See Heyden, D. & C. Baus, 1991.

Becker, Johann
2000. See Otero, L. S. et al., 2000.

Bello, Segundo
1991. Cultivo de la pifia en la selva central del Peru. Informe

tecnico INIAA-PICT (Lima) 15: 1-46. [Thecla basilides
(Geyer); host plant]

Berg, Cassion van den
2000. See Andrade, I. et ai., 2000.

Bollino, Maurizio
2000a. See Vitale, F. & M. Bollino, 2000a.
2000b. See Vitale, F. & M. Bollino, 2000b.

Bollino, Maurizio, and Fabio Vitale
2000. On the early stages of Parides phalaecus (Hewitson, 1869)

from southern Ecuador (Lepidoptera: Papilionidae).
Lambillionea 100(1)(2): 120-122, 2 figs. (March) [larva, pupa;
host plant]

Bonato, Vinicius
2000. See Vanini, F. et al., 2000.

Bordelon, Charles, Jr., and Edward C. Knudson
2000. New records of Lepidoptera for Texas and the USA, and

illustrations of other interesting species. News of the
Lepidopterists' Society 42(1): 3-7, 19, 2 pIs. (15 March)
[general; host plants; Mexico]

Bortoli, Sergio Antonio de, and Antonio Carlos Busoli
1987. Pragas, pp. 111-123. In: Ruggiero, C. (Ed.), Maracuja.
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Cultura do maracujazeiro. Ribeirao Preto, UNESP. [Dione
juno juno (Cramer), Agraulis vanillae (Linnaeus); host plants;
Brazil]

Botelho, A. M. F.
1999. See Diniz, I. R. et al., 1999.

Bowden, John
1973. See Johnson, C. G. & J. Bowden, 1973.

Bowden, John, and Cecil George Johnson
1976. Migrating and other terrestrial insects at sea, pp. 97-117, 5

figs., 3 tabs. In: Cheng, L. (Ed.), Marine insects. Amster
dam, North-Holland Publishing Company. [Danaus plexippus
(Linnaeus), Vanessa cardui (Linnaeus), V. virginiensis f.
braziliensis (Moore)]

Boyd, Brian, and Robert Michael Pyle
2000. Nabokov's Butterflies. Unpublished and uncollected writings.

Boston, Beacon Press. xiv + 782 pp., 31 pis., 53 figs.
([April]) [general]

Brettas, Eduardo Parentoni, Fernando Correa Campos Neto, and
Luiz Soledade Otero

[2000]. Borboletas e mariposas. Belo Horizonte, Instituto Pau Brasil
de Hist6ria Natural. [7] pp., [26] pis. [general; host plants;
distribution; Brazil]

Brevignon, Christian
2000a. Description d'une nouvelle sous-espece d'Electrostrymon

angelia (Hewitson, 1876) de la Guadeloupe (Lepidoptera,
Lycaenidae). Lambillionea 100(1)(2): 128-130, 8 figs.
(March) [E. a. karukera]

20oob. Contribution a I'etude des Lycaenidae de Guyane Fran9aise.
Le groupe de gabriela sensus [sic] Draudt (1917) (Lepidop
tera, Lycaenidae, Theclinae) (1ere partie). Lambillionea
100(4)(1): 533-540,22 figs. (December) [Ipocia (new genus)
claudia]

20ooc. Description d'un nouveau Lycaenidae provenant de la foret
cotiere guadeloupeenne (Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae, Theclinae).
Lambillionea 100(4)(2): 625-626, 8 figs. (December) [Chloro
strymon lalitae]

20ood. Description d'un nouveau Lycaenidae provenant de la foret
cotiere guyanaise (Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae, Theclinae).
Lambillionea 100(4)(2): 627-629, 6 figs. (December)
[Gigantorubra macouria; French Guiana]

Briceno, Armando Jose
1980. Gusanos defoliadores del platano (Lepidoptera) en el sur del

Lago de Maracaibo, Venezuela. Revista de la Facultad de
Agronomia (Maracaibo) 6(1): 628-635, 2 tabs. (January
December) [Opsiphanes tamarindi C. Felder & R. Felder,
Caligo memnon C. Felder & R. Felder, C. eurilochus (Cram
er), Hesperiidae; host plants]

1985. Posible mimetismo de las pupas de Opsiphanes tamarindi
Felder como mecanismo de protecci6n a enemigos naturales
en platano (Musa paradisiaca). Revista de la Facultad de
Agronomia (Maracaibo) 6(3): 788-794, 2 figs., 4 tabs.
(December) [host plant; Venezuela]

Brower, Andrew Van Zandt
20ooa. See Campbell, D. L. et al., 2000.
20oob. Phylogenetic relationships among the Nymphalidae (Lepidop

tera) inferred from partial sequences of the wingless gene.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London (B) 267(1449):
1201-1211,4 figs., I tab. (22 June) [general]

20ooc. On the validity of Heliconius tristero Brower and Heliconius
melpomene mocoa Brower, with notes on species concepts in
Heliconius Kluk (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae). Proceedings of
the entomological Society of Washington 102(3): 678-687 (14
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July) [taxonomy; nomenclature; Colombia]
Brower, Lincoln Pierson

1995. Revisi6n a los mitos de Jiirgen Hoth. Ciencias (Mexico) 39:
50-51, I fig. [Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); ecology; conser
vation; Mexico]

2000. See Altizer, S. M. et at., 2000.
Brown, Keith Spalding, Jr.

2000a. Insetos indicadores da hist6ria, COmpOSlraO, diversidade e
integridade de matas ciliares, pp. 223-232, 2 tabs., 2 figs. In:
Rodrigues, R. R. & H. de F. Leitao Filho (Eds.), Matas
ciliares. Sao Paulo, Editora da Universidade de Sao Paulo.
[general; Brazil)

2000b. See Klitzke, C. F. & K. S. Brown, Jr., 2000.
2000c. See Otero, L. S. et al., 2000.

Brown, Keith Spalding, Jr., and Andre Victor Lucci Freitas
2000. Diversidade de Lepidoptera em Santa Teresa, Espirito Santo.

Boletim do Museu de Biologia Mello Leitiio (N.S.) 11/12: 71
116, 10 figs., 6 tabs. (December) [general; Brazil)

Bruckner, Claudio Horst
2000. See Moura, M. F. de et al., 2000.

Briickmann, Markus, Jose Roberto Trigo, Mary Ann Foglio, and
Thomas Hartmann

2000. Storage and metabolism of radioactively labeled pyrrolizidine
alkaloids by butterflies and larvae of Mechanitis polymnia
(Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae, Ithomiinae). Chemoecology
10(1): 25-32, 8 figs. [M. p. casabranca Haensch; host plant;
Brazil]

Burns, John McLauren
2000. Pyrgus communis and Pyrgus albescens (Hesperiidae: Pyrgi

nae) are separate transcontinental species with variable but
diagnostic valves. Journal of the Lepidopterists' Society
54(2): 52-71, 377 figs. (15 November) [Mexico]

Burns, John McLauren, and Daniel H. Janzen
2000. Drephalys: Division of this showy Neotropical genus, plus a

new species and the immatures and food plants of two species
from Costa Rican dry forest (Hesperiidae: Pyrginae). Journal
of the Lepidopterists' Society 53(3): 77-89, 32 figs., 4 tabs.
(16 June) [D. kidonoi; new subgenus: Paradrephalys]

Burns, John McLauren, J. Donald Lafontaine, Paul Alexander
Opler, Robert Kanner Robbins, and Felix A. H. Sperling

2000. Pre~is of first meeting. Committee on scientific names of
North American butterflies. News of the Lepidopterists'
Society 42(1): 9, 13, 23 (15 March) [general; Mexico]

Busoli, Antonio Carlos
1987. See Bortoli, S. A. de & A. C. Busoli, 1987.

Cabral, B. C.
1999. See Diniz, l. R. et al., 1999.

Calhoun, John V.
2000. See Glassberg, 1. et at., 2000.

Calvo, Renan
1999. Exito reproductivo de Caligo atreus (Lepidoptera: Nymphali

dae) en condiciones de cultivo. Revista de Biologia tropical
47(3): 539-544, 4 tabs. ("September", October) [host plants;
Costa Rica]

Campbell, Dana L., Andrew Van Zandt Brower, and Naomi E.
Pierce

2000. Molecular evolution of the wingless gene and its implications
for the phylogenetic placement of the butterfly family
Riodinidae (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea). Molecular Biology
and Evolution 17(5): 684-696, 5 figs., 5 tabs. (May)

Campos, R. P.
1996. See Pican90, M. C. et al., 1996.

Campos, Rodolfo
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1995. See Cibrian, D. et at., 1995.
Campos Neto, Fernando Correa

2000. See Brettas, E. P. et at., [2000].
Canals, Gustavo R.

1999. Guia para la identificaci6n de mariposas de las sierras
bonaerenses. La Plata, Author. 24 pp., figs. (May) [general;
Argentina]

2000. Mariposas bonaerenses. Butterflies of Buenos Aires. Buenos
Aires, Edici6n L.OLA. (Literature of Latin America). 347
pp., figs. (30 March) [general; behavior; Argentina]

Canals, Gustavo R., and Kurt Johnson
2000. A new species of Angulopis (Lycaenidae, Eumaeini) from

relict coastal forest in East-Central Argentina. The taxonomic
Report of the international Lepidoptera Survey 2(3): 1-5, 3
figs'. (15 July) [A. puntalaraensis]

Cardenas, Reinaldo, and Juan Raigosa
1973. Observaciones sobre una plaga de la cafia de azucar. Caligo

ilioneus [sic] - Cramer ssp. oberon Butler. Fitotecnia latino
americana 9(1): 40-45, 8 figs. [egg, larva, pupa, imago; host
plant; behavior; parasitoids; predators; Colombia]

Cardoso, Aldo de Sa
1983. Aprecia90es sobre a fauna de lepid6pteros de Alagoas. Anais

da Sociedade nordestina de Zoologia 1(1): 41-46. [general;
Brazil]

Carnevale, Paola
1998. See Raineri, V. & P. Carnevale, 1998.

Carstairs, Jamie
2000. A Mexican monarchy. Geographical (London) 72(9): 60-62

(September) [Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); migration)
Carvajal, Rafaela

1998. See Delgado, A. et al., 1998.
Casagrande, Mirna Martins

2000a. See Duarte, M. et al., 2000.
2000b. See Mielke, O. H. H. et at., 2000.

Casagrande, Mirna Martins, and Olaf Hermann Hendrik Mielke
2000a. Larva de quinto estadio e pupa de Caligo martia (Godart)

(Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae, Brassolinae). Revista brasileira
de Zoologia 17(1): 75-79, 10 figs. (31 March) [host plants;
Brazil]

20oob. Larva de quinto estactio e pupa de Dasyophthalma rusina
rusina (Godart) (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae, Brassolinae).
Revista brasileira de Zoologia 17(2): 401-404, 10 figs. (30
June) [host plant; Brazil]

Cassels, Bruce K.
1982. See Urzua, A. et at., 1982.
1987. See Urzua, A. et al., 1987.

Castello, Teresa
1990. See Maria y Campos, T. & T. Caste1l6, 1990.

Castner, James Lee
2000. Amazon insects. A photo guide. Gainesville, Feline Press.

160 pp., figs. [general]
Chacon, Patricia

1999. See Prieto, A. V. et al., 1999.
Chapela, Gonzalo, and David Barkin

1995. Monarcas y campesinos. Estrategia de desarrollo sustentable
en el oriente de Michoacan. Mexico, Centro de Ecologfa y
Desarrollo. 224 pp., 12 figs., 24 tabs., 1 map (15 May)
[Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus); conservation; Mexico)

Charles, Elroy
2000. See Basset, Y. & E. Charles, 2000.

Cibrian, David, J. Tulio Mendez, Rodolfo Campos, Harry O. Yates
III, and Jaime E. Flores

1995. Insectos forestales de Mexico. Forest Insects of Mexico.
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Chapingo, Universidad Aut6noma Chapingo. 456 pp., 176
pis., figs., tabs., I map (April) [Eucheira socialis Westwood,
Pterourus multicaudata (Kirby), Papilio cresphontes Cramer,
Danaus plexippus (Linnaeus), Nymphalis antiopa (Linnaeus),
Thessalia theona (Menetries); host plants; life histories]

Classey, Eric W.
2000. See Peigler, R. S. & E. W. Classey, 2000.

Constantino, Luis Miguel
1999. See Prieto, A. V. et ai., 1999.
2000. See Salazar, J. A. & L. M. Constantino, 2000.

Cordero, Carlos
2000a. Is spermatophore number a good measure of mating fre

quency in female Callophrys xami (Lycaenidae)? Journal of
the Lepidopterists' Society 53(4): 169-170, I fig. (22 June)
[Mexico]

2000b. Trade-off between fitness components in males of the
polygynous butterfly Callophrys xami (Lycaenidae): the effect
of multiple mating on longevity. Behavioral Ecology and
Sociobiology 48(6): 458-462, I tab. (November) [Mexico]

Cordero, Carlos, Rogelio Macias and Gabriela Jimenez
2000. The number of copulations of territorial males of the butterfly

Callophrys xami (Lycaenidae). Journal of Research on the
Lepidoptera 35: 78-89, 3 tabs. (15 March) [Mexico]

Corseuil, Elio
2000a. See Teston, J. A. & E. Corseuil, 2000a.
2000b. See Teston, J. A. & E. Corseuil, 2000b.

Costa, James T.
1999. See Fitzgerald, T. D. & J. T. Costa, 1999.

Costa, James T., and Naomi E. Pierce
1997. Social evolution in the Lepidoptera: ecological context and

communication in larval societies, pp. 407-442, 3 figs., 2 tabs.
In: Choe, J. C. & B. J. Crespi (Eds.), The evolution of social
behavior in insects and arachnids. Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press. [general]

Costa, Janira Martins
2000. See Otero, L. S. et al., 2000.

Costa, L. V. N. da
1995. See Varela-Freire, A. A. et al., 1995.

Cowan, Charles Francis
1970. Tatura Butler [1888] (Insecta, Lepidoptera): Request for a

ruling on the type-species. Z.N.(S.) 1912. Bulletin ofzoologi
cal Nomenclature 27(1): 63-64 (5 June) [Thecla lebena
Hewitson; French Guiana]

Cruz, Ivan
2000. See Oliveira, H. N. de et al., 2000.

Danson, Jeff W.
2000. See Yack, J. E. et ai., 2000.

Davis, R. H.
1985. See Nahrstedt, A. & R. H. Davis, 1985.

Davis, R. H., and Adolf Nahrstedt
1987. Biosynthesis of cyanogenic glucosides in butterflies and

moths. Effective incorporation of 2-methylpropanenitrile and
2-methylbutanenitrile into linamarin and lotaustralin by
Zygaena and Heliconius species (Lepidoptera). Insect
Biochemistry 17(5): 689-693, I fig., 3 tabs. [H. melpomene
(Linnaeus); host plant]

Dejean, Alain
2000. See Orivel, 1. & A. Dejean, 2000.

Delgado, Anolaima, Thamara Rojas, Rafaela Carvajal, Miguel
Garcia, Eustaquio Arnal, and Amado Rondon

1998. Reconocimiento de insectos plagas y enfermedades en el
Estado Cojedes. Memoria. Sociedad de Ciencias naturales La
Salle 57(147): 101-118, I tab. (October) [Papilio sp.,
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Hesperiidae; host plants; Venezuela]
Demuner, Antonio J.

2000. See Paula, V. F. de et ai., 2000.
DeVries, Philip James

2000. See Lande, R. et ai., 2000.
DeVries, Philip James, and Carla Maria Penz

2000. Entomophagy, behavior, and elongated thoracic legs in the
myrmecophilous Neotropical butterfly Alesa amesis (Riodini
dae). Biotropica 32(4a): 712-721,3 figs., I tab. (December)
[Ecuador]

DeVries, Philip James, Carla Maria Penz, and Thomas R. Walla
2000. The biology of Batesia hypochlora in an Ecuadorian rainfor

est (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae). Tropical Lepidoptera 10(2):
43-46, 2 figs. ("20", [22] November) [egg, larva, pupa; host
plant; ecology; behavior]

Dingle, Hugh [1946- ]
1996. Migration. The biology of life on the move. New York,

Oxford University Press. vi + 474 pp., figs., tabs. [general]
Diniz, Ivone Resende

1997a. See Pinheiro, F. et al., 1997.
1997b. See Milhomen, M. S. et al., 1997.
2000a. See Andrade, I. et al., 2000.
2000b. See Morais, H. C. et al., 2000.

Diniz, Ivone Resende, Helena Castanheira Morais, A. M. F. Botel
ho, F. Venturoli, and B. C. Cabral

1999. Lepidoptera caterpillar fauna on lactiferous host plants in the
central Brazilian cerrado. Revista brasileira de Biologia
59(4): 627-635, 2 tabs. (22 December) [Emesis russula
Stichel, Symmachia sp.]

Dominguez, Oscar Enrique
1998. Fauna fit6faga de parchita maracuya (Passiflora edulis f.

jlavicarpa) en las regiones oriental y suroriental de la cuenca
del Lago de Maracaibo, Venezuela: Caracterfsticas morfol6gi
cas. Boletfn del Centro de Investigaciones biol6gicas. La
Universidad del Zulia 32(1): 13-44, 7 figs., I tab. (May)
[Dione juno juno (Cramer), Eueides isabella huebneri Mene
tries, Agraulis vanillae (Linnaeus); egg, larva, pupa, imago;
host plants]

1999. See Ramirez, R. et ai., 1999.
Dominguez, Oscar Enrique, R. Ramirez, O. Liscano, M. Vnchez,

and R. Urdaneta
1999. Parasitoides de lepid6pteros defoliadores del platano (Musa

AAB, cv. Hart6n) en el sur del Lago de Maracaibo, Vene
zuela. Revista de la Facultad de Agronomfa (Maracaibo)
16(supl. I): 95-101, I tab. [Opsiphanes tamarindi C. Felder
& R. Felder; host plant]

Duarte, Marcelo
2000. See Otero, L. S. et al., 2000.

Duarte, Marcelo, Olaf Hermann Hendrik Mielke, and Mirna
Martins Casagrande

2000. Copula "inter mares" in Pirascca sagaris satnius (Dalman)
(Lepidoptera, Riodinidae, Riodininae). Revista brasileira de
Zoologia 17(2): 557-560, 2 figs., I tab. (30 June) [Brazil]

Dudley, Robert
1995. Aerodynamics. energetics and reproductive constraints of

migratoryjlight in insects, pp. 303-319, 3 figs. In: Drake, V.
A. & A. G. Gatehouse (Eds.), Insect migration. Tracking
resources through space and time. Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press. [general; behavior; Panama]

2000. The Biomechanics of Insect Flight. Form. function. evolution.
Princeton, Princeton University Press. xii + 476 pp., 6 pis.,
figs., tabs. [general]

Dyer, Lee A., and Ted Floyd
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Gilbert

2000.
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1993. Determinants of predation on phytophagous insects: the
importance of niche breadth. Oecologia 96(4): 575-582, 3
figs., 3 tabs. (December) [general; host plants; Costa Rica]

Ebert, Giinter
1964. Die Macrolepidopteren-Sammlungen der Landessammlungen

fUr Naturkunde in Karlsruhe und ihre Neugestaltung.
Beitrage zur naturkundlichen Forschung in SUdwestdeutsch
land 23(2): 87-106 (I November) [general]

Eckhardt, Gert
1982. See Urzua, A. et al., 1982.

Edvardsson, Martin
2000. See Arnqvist, G. et ai., 2000.

Eisele, Robert C.
2000. See Balint, Z. et ai., 2000.

Eitschberger, VIC
2000. Verhulst, J. T.: Les Colias du Globe. Monograph of the genus

Colias. 2000. Atalanta 31 (3/4): 575-576 (December) [gen
eral; book review]

Ellington, C. P.
1999. See Srygley, R. B. & C. P. Ellington, 1999.

Elster, Carola, Laura Perdomo, Jaime Polama, and Marie-Luise
Schnetter

1999. Control of Avicennia germinans recruitment and survival by
Junonia evarete larvae in a disturbed mangrove forest in
Colombia. Journal of tropical Ecology 15(6): 791-805, 5
figs. (November) [host plant]

Emmel, Thomas Chadbourne
2000a. Nabokov's Blues: the scientific odyssey of a literary genius,

by Kurt Johnson and Steve Coates. Tropical Lepidoptera
10(2): 83 ("20", [22] November) [general; book review]

20oob. Mariposas bonaerensis [sic]: Butterflies of Buenos Aires by
Gustavo R. Canals. Tropical Lepidoptera 10(2): 83 ("20",
[22] November) [general; Argentina; book review]

2000c. A world of [sic] butterflies: their lives, behavior and future,
by Phil Schappert. Tropical Lepidoptera 10(2): 84 ("20", [22]
'November) [general; book review]
Helene C., Kevin C. Spencer, and Lawrence Edmund

Preventing cyanide release from leaves. Nature (London)
406(6792): 144-145, 1 fig. (13 July) [Heliconius sara
(Fabricius); host plant]

Erhardt, A., and Irene Baker
1990. Pollen amino acids - an additional diet for a nectar feeding

butterfly? Plant Systematics and Evolution 169: 111-121, I
fig., 3 tabs. [Heliconius]

Espinosa, David
1999. See Morrone, J. J. et ai., 1999.

Etienne, J.
1999. See Saur, E. et ai., 1999.

Faynel, Christophe, and Kurt Johnson
2000. A new species of Strymon HUbner from French Guiana

(Lepidoptera, Lycaenidae). Bulletin de la Societe entomologi
que de France 105(4): 375-379, 8 figs. ([10] November) [So
gallardi; host plant]

Figueiredo, Osmar Salles de
2000. Manual de criariio de borboletas. Mensageiras da paz.

Campinas, Reino Magico das Borboletas. 72 pp., figs.
[general; host plants; Brazil]

[Fischer, Heinz]
1960. Ausstellung. Wunderwelt tropischer Schmetterlinge und Kafer.

Augsburg, Naturforschende Gesellschaft Augsburg. 35 pp.,
14 figs. (12 November) [Morpho; distribution; Central and
South America]
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Fitzgerald, Terrence D., and James T. Costa
1999. Collective behavior in social caterpillars, pp. 379-400, I tab.

In: Detrain, C. et al. (Eds.), Information processing in social
insects. Basel, Birkhauser Verlag. [Brassolis isthmia Bates,
Eucheira socialis Westwood]
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20ooa. Egg size in butterflies (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea and
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2000b. Body size, egg size, and their interspecific relationships with
ecological and life history traits in butterflies (Lepidoptera:
Papilionoidea, Hesperioidea). Biological Journal of the
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2000. A new North American swallowtail butterfly; Description of
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1999. See Soto, G. & A. Gonzalez, 1999.
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2000. See Stekolnikov, A. A. et ai., 2000.
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1999b. See DomInguez, O. E. et al., 1999.
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Diversidad Entomologica en Iberoamerica: PrlBES 2000.
Zaragoza, Sociedad Entomologica Aragonesa. [general]
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2000. See Stekolnikov, A. A. et aI., 2000.
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lepidopteros defoliadores de la soja en el noroeste de Buenos
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2000. See Otero, L. S. et aI., 2000.
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2000. See Cordero, C. et aI., 2000.
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2000. Errata. Studies in the genus Hylephila Billberg, I. Introduction
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chilenas 6: 15-47, 9 pis., 22 figs. (15 July) [general]
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Mexico, Fomento Cultural Banamex. 180 pp., figs. (July)
[Eucheira socialis Westwood; life history; host plant]
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1995. See Cibrian, D. et al., 1995.
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1975. Colour receptors in insects, pp. 121-153, 17 figs. In: Horr-
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idge, G. A. (Ed.), The compound eye and vision of insects.
Oxford, Clarendon Press. [Heliconius]
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1999. See Saur, E. et ai., 1999.
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2000a. See Mielke, O. H. H. et al., 2000.
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20ooa. See Casagrande, M. M. & O. H. H. Mielke, 20ooa.
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2000. Urn novo Parides do sui do Brasil (Lepidoptera: Papilionidae:
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2000. See Glassberg, J. et al., 2000.
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2000. Mass migration of Kricogonia lyside (Lepidoptera, Pieridae)

in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, in 1995. Transac
tions of the lepidopterological Society of Japan 51(4): 281
286, 14 figs. (30 September) [Phoebis sennae (Linnaeus),
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2000. See Andrade, I. et ai., 2000.
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2000. Caterpillar seasonality in a central Brazilian cerrado. Revista
de Biologia tropical 47(4): 1025-1033, 2 figs., 2 tabs.
("December 1999", July 2000) [Chiomara punctum (Mabille),
Siderone marthesia nemesis (Illiger); host plants]

Moreira, Gilson Rudinei Pires
2000. See Rodrigues, D. & G. R. P. Moreira, 2000.

Morrone, Juan Jose
2000. See Onate, L. et ai., 2000.

Morrone, Juan Jose, David Espinosa, Claudia Aguilar, and Jorge
Enrique Llorente

1999. Preliminary classification of the Mexican biogeographic
provinces: A parsimony analysis of endemicity based on
plants, insect, and bird taxa. The Southwestern Naturalist
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44(4): 507-514, 3 figs. (December) [Papilionidae, Pieridae]
Motta, Paulo Cesar

1997. See Pinto, A. S. & P. C. Motta, 1997.
Moura, Jose Imicio Lacerda

2000. See Zanetti, R. et al., 2000.
Moura, Marcelo Fialho de, Marcelo C. Pican~o, Alfredo Henrique

Rocha Gonring, and Chiudio Horst Bruckner
2000. Seletividade de inseticidas a tres Vespidae predadores de

Dione juno juno (Lepidoptera: Heliconidae [sic]). Pesquisa
agropecuaria brasileira 35(2): 251-257, 1 fig., 4 tabs.
(February) [host plant; Brazil]

Moya, Gonzalo Efrafn
2000. See Otero, L. S. et ai., 2000.

Murata, Yasutaka
1996. Butterflies in Nature. Kyoto, Hoikusha. [ii] + 136 + 15 pp.,

101 figs., 1 map [In Japanese] [Includes separate essay in
English, titled "Agrias of the Amazon"] [general; Argentina,
Brazil]

Murray, Debra L.
2000. A survey of the butterfly fauna of Jatunsacha, Ecuador

(Lepidoptera: Hesperioidea and Papilionoidea). Journal of
Research on the Lepidoptera 35: 42-60, 2 tabs. (15 March)
[general]

Nahrstedt, Adolf
1987. See Davis, R. H. & A. Nahrstedt, 1987.
1988. Cyanogenesis and the role of cyanogenic compounds in

insects, pp. 131-150, 8 figs., 3 tabs. In: Evered, D. & S.
Harnett (Eds.), Cyanide compounds in Biology. Chichester,
John Wiley & Sons. [Heliconiinae]

Nahrstedt, Adolf, and R. H. Davis
1985. Biosynthesis and quantitative relationships of the cyanogenic

glucosides linamarin and lotaustralin, in genera of the
Heliconiini (Insecta: Lepidoptera). Comparative Biochemistry
and Physiology (B) 82(4): 745-749, 4 tabs. [Heliconius
melpomene (Linnaeus), Agraulis vanillae (Linnaeus), Dryas
iulia (Fabricius)]

Nascimento, E. S.
1999. See Ruszczyk, A. & E. S. Nascimento, 1999.

Navarrete, Sylvia
1991. Los insectos en el arte contemponineo mexicano. Artes de

Mexico 11: 54-78, figs. [Ed. 2, 1997] [general; ethnoentomo
logy]

Navarro, Luis
1999. Pollination ecology and effect of nectar removal in Macleania

bullata (Ericaceae). Biotropica 31(4): 618-625, 4 figs., 3
tabs. (December) [Pronophila orcus (Latreille); Colombia]

Nekrutenko, Yuri P.
2000. A catalogue of the type specimens of Lycaenidae deposited

in the collection of the Staatliches Museum fUr Tierkunde
Dresden (Insecta: Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera). Entomologische
Abhandlungen und Berichte aus dem staatlichen Museum fur
Tierkunde in Dresden 59(6): 143-215, 1 fig. (20 October)
[Thecla echion f. echiolus Draudt; Mexico]

Neukirchen, WaIter Michael
2000. Zwei neue Heliconiinae aus Ecuador (Lepidoptera: Nymphali

dae). Entomologische Zeitschrift 110(5): 141-143,4 figs. (12
May) [Heliconius pardalinus julia, Neruda aoede aliciae]

Nicolay, Stanley Swenson
2000. Revista de Theclinae colombianoslReview of Colombian

Theclinae. 1997. Journal of the Lepidopterists' Society 54(2):
76 (15 November) [general; book review]

Nilsson, Tina
2000. See Arnqvist, G. et ai., 2000.
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Nylin, Soren, and Niklas Janz
1999. The ecology and evolution of host-plant range: butterflies as

a model group, pp. 31-54, 3 figs., I tab. In: OIff, H., V. K.
Brown & R. H. Drent (Eds.), Herbivores: Between plants and
predators. Oxford, Blackwell. [general; Nymphalini]

Oberhauser, Karen S.
2000. See Altizer, S. M. et ai., 2000.

Olalquiaga, Gabriel
1965. Identificaciones entomol6gicas. Agricultura tecnica (Santiago

de Chile) 23/24: 81-84. [Leptotes trigemmatus (Butler); host
plant; Chile]

Oliveira, Harley Nonato de, Jose Cola Zanuncio, Dirceu Pratissoli,
and Ivan Cruz

2000. Parasitism rate and viability of Trichogramma maxacalii
(Hym.: Trichogrammatidae) parasitoid of the Eucalptus [sic]
defoliator Euselasia apison [sic] (Lep.: Riodinidae), on eggs
of Anagasta kuehniella (Lep.: Pyralidae). Forest Ecology and
Management 130(1/3): 1-6, I fig., I tab. [host plant; Brazil]

Oliveira, M. F. de
1995. See Varela-Freire, A. A. et ai., 1995.

Onate, Leonor
2000. See Sober6n, J. et at., 2000.

Onate, Leonor, Juan Jose Morrone, and Jorge Enrique Llorente
2000. Una evaluaci6n del conocimiento y de la distribuci6n de las

Papilionidae y Pieridae mexicanas (Insecta: Lepidoptera).
Acta zool6gica mexicana (N.S.) 81: 117-132, 10 figs., 1 tab.
(December) [general]

Opler, Paul Alexander
2000. See Burns, J. M. et ai., 2000.

Orellana, Andres M.
2000a. Una nueva subespecie de la mariposa Prepona praeneste Hew

del area limftrofe venezolana con Colombia (Lepidoptera:
Nymphalidae). Boletin cientifico. Museo de Historia natural.
Universidad de Caldas 4: 92-97, 4 figs. (May) [Po p. isabel
ae]

20oob. See Fullard, J, H. et al., 2000.
20ooc. Adiciones, rectificaciones y actualizaciones a "Mariposas de

Venezuela" por Teophile [sic] Raymond. Introducci6n,
Charaxinae y Brassolinae (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae).
Boletin de Entomologia venezolana (N.S.) 15(2): 255-258
(December) [general]

Orivel, Jerome, and Alain Dejean
2000. Myrmecophily in Hesperiidae. The case of Vettius tertianus

in ant gardens. Compte Rendu hebdomadaire des Seances de
l'Academie des Sciences (Paris) (Sciences de la Vie) 323(8):
705-715, 3 figs., 3 tabs. [life history; host plant; parasitoid;
French Guiana]

Osborn, Frances, Fredi Sanchez, and Klaus Jaffe
2000. Ultrastructure of the spines and neck gland of Abananote

hylonome Doubleday, 1844 (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae).
International Journal of Insect Morphology and Embryology
28(4): 321-330, 5 pIs. [host plant; Venezuela]

Osuna, Eduardo
2000. Entomologia del Parque Nacional Henri Pittier, Estado

Aragua, Venezuela. Caracas, Fundaci6n Polar/Museo del
Instituto de Zoologfa "Francisco Fernandez Yepez". 200 pp.,
214 figs., 10 graphs, I map (October) [general]

Otero, Luis Daniel
20ooa. See Fullard, J. H. et ai., 2000.
2000b. See Yack, J. E. et ai., 2000.

Otero, Luiz Soledade
2000. See Brettas, E. P. et ai., [2000].

Otero, Luiz Soledade, Keith Spalding Brown, Jr., Olaf Hermann
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Hendrik Mielke, Ricardo Ferreira Monteiro, Janira
Martins Costa, Margarete Valverde de Macedo, Norma
Crud Maciel, Johann Becker, Norma Campos Salgado,
Sonia Barbosa dos Santos, Gonzalo Efrafn Moya, Jose
Mario de Almeida, and Marcelo Duarte

2000. Invertebrados terrestres, pp. 53-64, 2 pIs. In: Bergallo, H. de
G., C. F. da Rocha, M. A. dos S. Alves & M. Van Sluys
(Eds.), A fauna amea~ada de extin~iio do Estado do Rio de
Janeiro. Rio de Janeiro, UERJIFAPERJ. [general; Brazil]

Parra, Marfa Liliana, Jose Ignacio Vargas, and Mauricio Tabares
2000. Mariposas de Manizales. Manizales, Instituto para la Ciencia.

[i] + 118 pp., figs. (December) [general; Colombia]
Paula, Vanderhicia F. de, Luiz C. de A. Barbosa, Antonio J.

Demuner, Dorila Pilo-Veloso, and Marcelo C. Pican~o
2000. Synthesis and insecticidal activity of new amido derivatives

of piperine. Pest Management Science 56(2): 168-174, 2
figs., 3 tabs. [Ascia monuste orseis (Godart); Brazil]

Peigler, Richard S., and Eric W. Classey
2000. Seitz' Macrolepidoptera of the World: Prespectives from a

taxonomist and a publisher. News of the Lepidopterists'
Society 42(4): 93-95, 108-109, 3 figs. (15 November) [gen
eral]

Penz, Carla Maria
20ooa. See DeVries, P. J. et ai., 2000.
20oob. See DeVries, P. J. & C. M. Penz, 2000.

Penz, Carla Maria, Annette Aiello, and Robert B. Srygley
2000. Early stages of Caligo illioneus and C. idomeneus (Nymphali

dae, Brassolinae) from Panama, with remarks on larval food
plants for the subfamily. Journal of the Lepidopterists'
Society 53(4): 132-152,2 figs., 2 tabs. (22 June) [general]

Penz, Carla Maria, and Harald W. Krenn
2000. Behavioral adaptations to pollen-feeding in Heliconius

butterflies (Nymphalidae, Heliconiinae): An experiment using
Lantana flowers. Journal of Insect Behavior 13(6): 865-880,
3 figs., 3 tabs. (November) [general; Panama]

Perdomo, Laura
1999. See Elster, C. et ai., 1999.

Pican~o, Marcelo C.
2000a. See Moura, M. F. de et at., 2000.
2000b. See Paula, V. F. de et al., 2000.

Pican~o, Marcelo C., R. N. C. Guedes, V. C. Batalha and R. P.
Campos

1996. Toxicity of insecticides to Dione juno juno (Lepidoptera:
Heliconidae [sic]) and selectivity to two of its predaceous
bugs. Tropical Science 36(1): 51-53, 2 tabs. [host plant;
Brazil]

Pican~o, Marcelo C., Luciano J. Ribeiro, Germano L. D. Leite and
Jose Cola Zanuncio

1997. Seletividade de inseticidas a Podisus nigrispinus predator de
Ascia monuste orseis. Pesquisa agropecuaria brasileira
32(8): 369-372, 2 tabs. (April) [host plants; Brazil]

Picon, Mariano
1958. Las nieves de antano. Pequena anoranza de Merida.

Maracaibo, Universidad del Zulia. 141 pp. [general; Vene
zuela]

Pierce, Naomi E.
1997. See Costa, J. T. & N. E. Pierce, 1997.
2000. See Campbell, D. L. et ai., 2000.

Pierre, Jacques
2000. Christian Brevignon et Jean-Yves Gallard.- Riodinides de

Guyane Fran~aise, lepidopteres diurnes sud-americains, notes
sur les Argyrogrammana et inventaire. Extraits de la Revue
Lambillionea, 1995-1999. Bulletin de la Societe entomologi-
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que de France 105(3): 310 ([13 September]) [review]
PHo·Veloso, Dorila

2000. See Paula, V. F. de et ai., 2000.
Pinheiro, F.

1997. Composiriio de herbivoros em plantas hospedeiras com Latex:
Lepidoptera em Kielmeyera spp. (Guttiferae), pp. 101-106, I
fig., 4 tabs. In: Leite, L. L. & C. H. Saito (Eds.), Contribui
riio ao conhecimento ecol6gico do cerrado . Trabalhos
selecionados do 30 Congresso de Ecologia do Brasil.
Brasilia, Universidade de Brasilia. [Opsiphanes invirae
(Hubner); Brazil]

Pinto, A. S., and Paulo Cesar Motta
1997. Diniimica populacional de urn grupo de borboletas

transparentes (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Ithomiinae), pp.
148-152,4 figs., I tab. In: Leite, L. L. & C. H. Saito (Eds.),
Contribuiriio ao conhecimento ecol6gico do cerrado 
Trabalhos selecionados do 3 0 Congresso de Ecologia do
Brasil. Brasilia, Universidade de Brasflia, Departamento de
Ecologia. [general; Brazil]

Pittier, Henri Fram;ois
1923. Exploraciones botanicas y otras en la cuenca de Maracaibo.

Caracas, Tipograffa Mercantil. 100 pp. [first published in
Boletin comercial e industrial (Caracas) 4; 1923] [Mysoria
venezuelae Scudder, Caligo telamonius C. Felder & R. Felder;
Venezuela]

Poinar, George 0., Jr.
2000. Butterflies in amber. American Butterflies 8(1): 22-27,9 figs.

[Riodinidae; Republica Dominicana]
Poirier, Jules H.

1995. From darkness to light to flight. Monarch - the miracle
butterfly. El Cajon, Institute for Creation Research. vii + 64
pp., 8 pis., figs. [general]

Polania, Jaime
1999. See Elster, C. et ai., 1999.

Posada, Francisco Javier
2000. See Gil, Z. N. et al., 2000.

Pratissoli, Dirceu
2000. See Oliveira, H. N. de et ai., 2000.

Prieto, Aida Viviana, Luis Miguel Constantino, and Patricia Chacon
1999. Estudios sobre crfa de seis especies de mariposas (Lepidop

tera: Rhopalocera) del bajo Anchicaya (Valle) y contribuci6n
al conocimiento de su historia natural. Revista colombiana de
Entomologia 25(112): 23-32, 18 figs., 5 tabs. (July) [Heliconi
us cydno zelinde (Doubleday), Battus chalceus ingenuus
(Dyar), Heraclides anchisiades (Esper), Parides childrenae
latifasciata (Kruger), P. eurimedes emilius Constantino, P.
panares erythrus (Rothschild & Jordan); host plants; Colom
bia]

Prpic, Nikola-Michael
1999. Vanessa braziliensis Moore, 1838 [sic]: Faunal element of the

Canary Islands? Nachrichtenblatt der bayerischen
Entomologen 48(3/4): 109-111 (IS September) [V. virginiensis
(Drury), V. altissima (Rosenberg & Talbot)]

Pyle, Robert Michael
2000a. See Boyd, B. & R. M. Pyle, 2000.
2000b. Butterflies and moths named by and for Vladimir Nabokov,

pp.751-758. In: Boyd, B. & R. M. Pyle (Eds.), Nabokov's
Butterflies. Unpublished and uncollected writings. Boston,
Beacon Press. [general]

Pyrcz, Tomasz Wilhelm
2000a. Contributions to the knowledge of Ecuadorian Pronophilini.

Part IV. New taxa of Pronophila Doubleday (Lepidoptera:
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Nymphalidae: Satyrinae). Genus II (I): 69-86, 18 figs. (15
April) [Po isobelae, P. i. benevola, P. attali, P. margarita, P.
unifasciata nanegalito, P. epidipnis lathyi, P. rosenbergi
puyango; Peru]

2000b. See Viloria, A. L. & T. W. Pyrcz, 2000.
Quesnel, Victor Clement

1980. A field trip to Morne Catherine. Trinidad Naturalist Maga
zine 3(1): 32 (January-February) [Aeria eurimedia (Cramer),
Philaethria dido (Linnaeus), Heliconius ethillus Godart,
Metamorpha epaphus (Latreille); Trinidad]

Raigosa, Juan
1973. See Cardenas, R. & J. Raigosa, 1973.

Raineri, Valter, and Paola Carnevale
1998. Le specie del genere Colias della collezione Bari conservate

nel' Museo Civico di Storia Naturale "G. Doria" di Genova
(Lepidoptera Pieridae). Annali del Museo civico di Storia
naturale "Giacomo Doria" 92: 247-271, 1 fig. (December)
[general]

Ramirez, Nelson
1999. See Grases, C. & N. Ramfrez, 1999.

Ramirez, R.
1999. See Dominguez, O. E. et ai., 1999.

Ramirez, R., Oscar Enrique Dominguez, O. Liscano, M. Vflchez,
and R. Urdaneta

1999. Importancia de Antichloris viridis Druce como lepid6ptero
defoliador del platano (Musa AAB cv. Hart6n) en la zona sur
del Lago de Maracaibo, Venezuela. Revista de la Facultad
de Agronomia (Maracaibo) 16(supl. 1): 88-94,2 tabs. [Opsi
phanes tamarindi C. Felder & R. Felder, Caligo memnon C.
Felder & R. Felder; host plant]

Ramos, Frederico Araujo
2000. Nymphalid butterfly communities in an amazonian forest

fragment. Journal ofResearch on the Lepidoptera 35: 29-41,
1 fig., 1 tab. (15 March) [general; Brazil]

Reavey, Duncan
1993. Why body size matters to caterpillars, pp. 248-279,2 figs., 2

tabs. In: Stamp, N. E. & T. M. Casey (Eds.), Caterpillars.
Ecological and evolutionary constraints on foraging. New
York, Chapman & Hall. [general]

Rendon, Eduardo
1995. See Alonso, A. et ai., 1995.

Ribeiro, Luciano J.
1997. See Picanc;o, M. C. et ai., 1997.

Rice, Judy
1999. In the clear. Natural History (New York) 108(5): 84-85, I

fig. [Pteronymia; Costa Rica]
Rice, Tony

2000. Voyages of discovery. Three centuries of natural history
exploration. London, The Natural History Museum. 335 pp.,
figs. [general]

Ricklefs, Robert E., and Irby J. Lovette
1999. The roles of island area per se and habitat diversity in the

species-area relationships of four Lesser Antillean faunal
groups. Journal ofanimal Ecology 68(6): 1142-1160, 4 figs.,
5 tabs. (November) [general]

Riley, Norman Denbigh, and Lionel George Higgins
1971. Papilio actaeon Fabricius 1775 v. Papilio acteon von Rottem

burg 1775 (Lep. Rhopalocera). Z.N.(S.) 1937. Bulletin of
zoological Nomenclature 28(112): 53-55 (10 August)

Robbins, Robert Kanner
2000a. The New World hairstreak genus Arawacus Kaye (Lepidop

tera: Lycaenidae: Theclinae: Eumaeini). Proceedings of the
entomological Society of Washington 102(1): 162-169, 14
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figs. (10 January) [general; taxonomy]
20oob. See Burns, J. M. et aI., 2000.

Rocha Neto, M.
1995. See Varela-Freire, A. A. et aI., 1995.

Rodiles, Roclo
1995. See Stanley, K. A. B. et aI., 1995.

Rodrigues, Daniela, and Gilson Rudinei Pires Moreira
2000. Feeding preference of Heliconius erato (Lep.: Nymphalidae)

in relation to leaf age and consequences for larval perfor
mance. Journal ofthe Lepidopterists' Society 53(3): 108-113,
4 figs., 2 tabs. (16 June) [host plant; behavior; Brazil]

Rodriguez, Ricardo
1993. See Guerra, M. et aI., 1993.

Rodriguez, Ronald
1987. See Urzua, A. et ai., 1987.

Rojas, Hector
1995. See Stanley, K. A. B. etal., 1995.

Rojas, Thamara
1998. See Delgado, A. et at., 1998.

Roncero, Vicente [1959- ]
2000. See Tormo, J. E. & V. Roncero, 2000.

Rondon, Amado
1998. See Delgado, A. et at., 1998.

Ruiz, Flaminio
1940. Una visita al museo particular del Dr. Edwyn P. Reed.

Presidente de la Sociedad Cientffica de Valparaiso. Revista
universitaria. Universidad cat6lica de Chile 25(3): 269-274,
3 figs. [general]

Ruszczyk, Alexandre, and E. S. Nascimento
1999. Biologia dos adultos de Methona themisto (Hubner, 1818)

(Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae, Ithomiinae) em pra~as publicas
de UberlfuJdia, Minas Gerais, Brasil. Revista brasileira de
Biologia 59(4): 577-583, 3 figs., 2 tabs. (22 December) [host
plant; behavior]

Rutowski, Ronald R., and Megan B. Kimball
2000. Seeing the world through butterfly eyes. American Butterflies

8(4): 18-25, 10 figs. [morphology; behavior; Mexico]
Salazar, Julian Adolfo

2000a. Dos nuevas especies de licenidos colombianos. Una nota
sobre Adelpha egregia Rober, 1927 y descripci6n de Adelpha
pseud,odonysa sp. n. (Lepidoptera: Lycaenidae, Nymphalidae).
Boletfn cientifico. Museo de Historia natural. Universidad de
Caldas 4: 83-91, 7 figs. (May) [Parrhasius nicanoriana,
Argentostriatus johnsoni]

20oob. New records in females of Colombian Rhopalocera. Boletfn
cientifico. Museo de Historia natural. Universidad de Caldas
4: 102-103 (May) [Epiphile epicaste (Hewitson), Aveexcreno
ta anna (Druce)]

Salazar, Julian Adolfo, and Luis Miguel Constantino
2000. Contribuci6n al conocimiento de las especies del genero

Symmachia Hubner, [1819] en Colombia (Lepidoptera:
Lycaenidae: Riodininae). Shilap 28(112): 375-383, 16 figs.
(30 December) [new subspecies: S. virgaurea caucaensis]

Salgado, Guillermo
1982. See Urzua, A. et aI., 1982.

Salgado, Norma Campos
2000. See Otero, L. S. et aI., 2000.

Sanchez, Fredi
2000. See Osborn, F. et aI., 2000.

Sanchez, Norma E.
1999. See Luna, M. G. & N. E. Sanchez, 1999.

Sanchez, Saul
2000. Insectos asociados con la carambola (Averrhoa carambola L.)
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(Oxalidaceae) en el Estado de Tabasco, Mexico. Folia
entomol6gica mexicana 108: 121-124 (March) [Urbanus
proteus (Linnaeus), Anartia fatima (Fabricius); pollination]

Santos, Sonia Barbosa dos
2000. See Otero, L. S. et at., 2000.

Saur, E., D. Imbert, J. Etienne, and D. Mian
1999. Insect herbivory on mangrove leaves in Guadeloupe: effects

on biomass and mineral content. Hydrobiologia 413: 89-93,
2 figs., 2 tabs. (15 October) [Junonia evarete (Stoll); host
plant]

Sazima, Marlies
2000. See Varassin, I. G. & M. Sazima, 2000.

Schappert, Phillip J.
2000. A world for butterflies. Their lives, behavior and future.

Buffalo, Firefly Books. 320 pp., figs. [general]
Schappert, Phillip J., and Joel S. Shore

1995. Cyanogenesis in Turnera ulmifolia L. (Turneraceae). I.
Phenotype distribution and genetic variation for cyanogenesis
on Jamaica. Heredity 74: 392-404, 6 figs., 6 tabs. [Euptoieta
hegesia (Cramer); host plant]

1999a. Cyanogenesis, herbivory and plant defense in Turnera
ulmifolia on Jamaica. Ecoscience 6(4): 511-520, 4 figs., 7
tabs. [Eutoieta hegesia (Cramer); host plants]

1999b. Effects of cyanogenesis polymorphism in Turnera ulmifolia
on Euptoieta hegesia and potential Anolis predators. Journal
of chemical Ecology 25(6): 1455-1479,2 figs., 8 tabs. (June)
[host plant; Jamaica]

2000. Cyanogenesis in Turnera ulmifolia L. (Turneraceae): II.
Developmental expression, heritability and cost of cyanogene
sis. Evolutionary Ecology Research 2: 337-352, 3 figs, 4
tabs. [Euptoieta hegesia (Cramer); host plant; Jamaica]

Schauff, Michael E.
2000. A new genus and species of Eulophidae (Hymenoptera) from

Costa Rica with notes on the genus. Proceedings of the
entomological Society of Washington 102(2): 403-407, 6 figs.
(11 April) [Mnasicles hicetaon Godman]

Schnetter, Marie-Luise
1999. See Elster, C. et aI., 1999.

Schuler, J. E.
1955. Fliegende Kleinodien. Ein farbiges Falterbuch. Stuttgart,

Seewald & Schuler Verlagsgesellschaft. 194 pp., 42 pIs.
[general]

Shahabuddin, Ghazala, Gudrun A. Herzner, Cesar Aponte, and
Marla del C. Gomez

2000. Persistence of a frugivorous butterfly species in Venezuelan
forest fragments: the role of movement and habitat quality.
Biodiversity and Conservation 9(12): 1623-1641, 6 figs., I
tab. (December) [Hamadryas februa (Hubner); Venezuela]

Shahabuddin, Ghazala, and John W. Terborgh
1999. Frugivorous butterflies in Venezuelan forest fragments:

abundance, diversity and the effects of isolation. Journal of
tropical Ecology 15(6): 703-722, 4 figs., 3 tabs. (November)
[general]

Shore, Joel S.
1995. See Schappert, P. J. & J. S. Shore, 1995.
1999a. See Schappert, P. J. & J. S. Shore, 1999.
1999b. See Schappert, P. 1. & J. S. Shore, 1995.
2000. See Schappert, P. J. & J. S. Shore, 1999.

Shull, Ernest M.
2000. Observation of orange-barred giant sulphur, Phoebis philea,

in Indiana. News of the Lepidopterists' Society 42(4): 109 (15
November) [Mexico, Brazil]

Silva, Americo Gomes da
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1967. Catalogo de lepid6pteros cearenses. Revista do Instituto do
Ceara 81: 91-112. [general; host plants; Brazil]

Silva, Carlos
1915. Informe del Jefe de 1a Secci6n Entomol6jica. Boletfn del

Museo nacional de Chile 8: 69-72. [general; Chile]
1917. Secci6n entomol6jica. Boletfn del Museo nacional de Chile

9: 169-170 (after 23 March) [Eroessa chilensis (Guerin-Mene
ville); Chile]

Silva, Delano M. S.
2000. See Morais, H. C. et ai., 2000.

Simon, Robert B.
2000. Art of the butterfly. American Butterflies 8(1): 33-35, 1 fig.

[Morpho menelaus (Linnaeus); Brazil]
Soberon, Jorge, Jorge Enrique Llorente, and Leonor Onate

2000. The use of specimen-label databases for conservation pur
poses: an example using Mexican papilionid and pierid
butterflies. Biodiversity and Conservation 9(10): 1441-1466,
12 figs., 3 tabs. (October) [general]

Soler, Pablo
1991. Los insectos coloniales. Artes de Mexico 11: 44-51, figs. [Ed.

2, 1997] [general; history; Mexico]
Sonora, Humberto

1993. See Guerra, M. et ai., 1993.
Sorimachi, Yasushi

1997. [Notes]. Apollo 4: 74, 3 figs. (1 October) [Morpho cisseis
phanodemus Hewitson, Agrias phalcidonfournierae Lathy, A.
hewitsonius Bates; Peru, Brazil]

1998. The primer of Agrias. Kitamoto, Author. 178 pp., 64 pis.,
figs., maps. [In Japanese] [general; new forms: A. claudina
sardanapalus f. david, A. phalcidon phalcidon f. poseidon, A.
p. fournierae f. aristoteles, A. p. If. medusa, A. p. I f.
augustus, A. p. I f. solomon, A. excelsior excelsior f. jupiter,
A. e. e. f. yokozuna; Central and South America]

2000. The primer of Colias. Kitamoto, Author. 235 pp., 40 pis.,
figs., maps. [In Japanese] [general]

Sosnosky, Theodor von
1914. Exotische Falterpracht. 56 exotische Schmetterlinge in ihren

Originalfarbe. Leipzig, E. A. Seemann. 7 pp., 6 pis.
[general]

Soto, Gerardo
1999. See,Gonzalez, A. & G. Soto, 1999.

Soto, Gerardo, and Allan Gonzalez
1999. Parasitoides de Pythonides hyacinthinus (Lepidoptera:

Hesperiidae) en aguacate, Persea americana (Lauraceae).
Revista de Biologfa tropical 47(3): 628 ("September",
October) [Costa Rica]

Sourakov, Andrei
2000. Notes on the genus Calisto, with descriptions of the immature

stages (Part 2) (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae: Satyrinae).
Tropical Lepidoptera 10(2): 73-79, 8 figs. ("20", [22] Novem
ber) [general; life histories; host plants; behavior; Dominican
Republic]

Spencer, Kevin C.
2000. See Engler, H. S. et al., 2000.

Sperling, Felix A. H.
2000. See Burns, J. M. et al., 2000.

Srygley, Robert B.
2000. See Penz, C. M. et ai., 2000.

Srygley, Rober B., and C. P. Ellington
1999. Estimating the relative fitness of local adaptive peaks: the

aerodynamic costs of flight in mimetic passion-vine butterflies
Heliconius. Proceedings of the Royal Society of London (B)
266(1435): 2239-2245, 3 figs. (22 November) [Panama]
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Srygley, Robert B., and Joel G. Kingsolver
2000. Effects of weight loading on flight performance and survival

of palatable Neotropical Anartia fatima butterflies. Biological
Journal of the Linnean Society 70(4): 707-725, 5 figs., 1 tab.
([14] August) [Panama]

Stamp, Nancy E.
1996. Predator! American Butterflies 4(4): 30-35, 14 figs. [Danaus

plexippus (Linnaeus); Mexico]
Stanley, Kathleen Ann Babb, Hector Rojas, and Rodo Rodiles

1995. Anexo II. Biologfa de la mariposa Danaus plexippus. Una
bibliografia anotada, pp. 161-224,2 figs., 2 tabs. In: Chapela
G. & D. Barkin, Monarcas y campesinos. Estrategia de
desarrollo sustentable en el oriente de Michoacan. Mexico,
Centro de Ecologfa y Desarrollo (15 May) [general; Mexico]

Stekolnikov, A. A.
1997. See Kuznetzov, V. I. & A. A. Stekolnikov, 1997.

Stekolnikov, A. A., V. D. Ivanov, V. I. Kuznetzov, and Vladimir A.
Lukhtanov

2000. [Evolution of the chromosome mechanism, wing articulation,
and genitalia, and phylogeny of butterflies (Lepidoptera:
Hesperioidea, Papilionoidea)]. Entomologicheskoe Obozrenie
79(1): 123-149,7 figs. [In Russian, translated into English in
Entomological Review 80(4): 371-392 (May 2000)] [general]

Steppan, Scott J.
2000. Flexural stiffness patterns of butterfly wings (Papilionoidea).

Journal of Research on the Lepidoptera 35: 61-77, 6 figs., 1
tab. (15 March) [general; biomechanics]

Sterrer, Wolfgang
1998. How many species are there in Bermuda? Bulletin ofmarine

Science 62(3): 809-840, 1 tab. (May) [general]
Suarez, Eduardo

1993. See Guerra, M. et ai., 1993.
Surlykke, Annemarie

2000a. See Fullard, J. H. et al., 2000.
2000b. See Yack, J. E. et ai., 2000.

Swengel, Ann B.
2000a. 4th of July Butterfly Count Column. News from the '99

counts. American Butterflies 8(1): 46, 1 graph [Mexico]
2000b. 4th of July Butterfly Count Column. How many species can

you count? American Butterflies 8(3): 46, 1 graph [Mexico]
2000c. 4th of July Butterfly Count Column. How many individuals

can you count? American Butterflies 8(4): 50, 1 graph
[Mexico]

Tabares, Mauricio
2000. See Parra, M. L. et al., 2000.

Tablante, A.
[1992]. See Jaffe, K. et ai., [1992].

Teixeira, Dante Martins
1998. Dutch Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, Editora Index Ltda. 1: 1-95,

figs.,; 2: 1-171, figs.; 3: 1-127, figs. [general; history]
Tellez,Juana

1988. See Maes, J.-M. & J. Tellez, 1988.
Teran, Jorge B.

1981. Lista preliminar de Hymenoptera parasitos de otros insectos
en Venezuela. Revista de la Facultad de Agronomia (Mara
cay) 11(114): 283-389 (October) [general]

Terborgh, John W.
1999. See Shahabuddin, G. & 1. W. Terborgh, 1999.

Teston, Jose Augusto, and Elio Corseuil
20ooa. Borboletas (Lepidoptera, Rhopalocera) ocorrentes no Centro

de Pesquisas e Conserva~ao da Natureza Pr6-Mata. 2 Pieridae.
Divulgar;:oes do Museu de Ciencias e Tecnologia (Porto
Alegre) 5: 143-155,27 figs. (July) [general; Brazil]
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20oob. Lista documentada dos pierfdeos (Lepidoptera, Pieridae) do
Rio Grande do Sui, Brasil. Biociencias (Porto Alegre) 8(2):
115-132 (31 December) [general]

Tormo, Jose Enrique [1956- ], and Vicente Roncero
2000. Identification guide to butterflies protected by the CITES

Convention and the European Union. Gufa de identificacion
de mariposas protegidas por el Convenio de Washington
(CITES) y la Union Europea. Melbourne, Hill House. 112
pp., 19 pis. [Papilionidae]

Torres, Jorge A.
2000. CicIo de vida de Biblis hyperia (Cramer) en Puerto Rico

(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae). Caribbean Journal of Science
36(1/2): 87-93, 12 figs. (May) [egg, larva, pupa, imago; host
plant; behavior]

Trigo, Jose Roberto
2000. See Brtickmamm, M. et ai., 2000.

Underwood, Dessie L. A.
1998. See Fitzgerald, T. D. & D. L. A. Underwood, 1998.
2000. See Fitzgerald, T. D. & D. L. A. Underwood, 2000.

Urdaneta, R.
1999a. See Ramfrez, R. et ai., 1999.
1999b. ~ee Domfnguez, O. E. et ai., 1999.

Urzua, Alejandro, Ronald Rodrfguez, and Bruce K. Cassels
1987. Fate of ingested aristolochic acids in Battus archidamas.

Biochemical Systematics and Ecology 15(6): 687-689, I tab.
[host plant; Chile]

Urzua, Alejandro, Guillermo Salgado, Bruce K. Cassels, and Gert
Eckhardt

1982. Aristolochic acids in Aristolochia chilensis. Planta medica
45: 51-52 [Battus archidamas (Boisduval); host plant; Chile]

Vanderplank, John
2000. Passion flowers. Cambridge, The MIT Press. 224 pp., figs.

[Ed. 3; Ed. I, 1991; Ed. 2, 1996] [Heliconiinae; host plants]
Vanini, Fabio, Vinfcius Bonato, and Andre Victor Lucci Freitas

2000. Polyphenism and population biology of Eurema elathea
(Pieridae) in a disturbed environment in tropical Brazil.
Journal of the Lepidopterists' Society 53(4): 159-168, II figs.,
4 tabs. (22 June)

Varassin, Isabela G., and Marlies Sazima
2000. Recursos de Bromeliaceae utilizados por beija-flores e

borboletas em mata atUintica no sudeste do Brasil. Boletim
do Museu de Biologia Mello Leitao (N.S.) 11/12: 57-70, 6
figs., 3 tabs. (December) [Heliconius erato phyllis (Fabricius),
H. ethilla narcaea Godart, H. nattereri C. Felder & R. Felder,
H. numata ethra (HUbner), H. sara apseudes (HUbner);
behavior]

Varela-Freire, A. A., H. T. de Andrade, M. Rocha Neto, L. V. N. da
Costa, and M. F. de Oliveira

1995. Levantamento entomofaunfstico da Esta~ao Ecol6gica do
Serid6, Serra Negra do Norte, RN. Revista de Biociencias
(Natal) 1(1): 35-48,4 figs., I tab. (May) [general; Brazil]

Varga, Andres Eugenio
2000. Mariposas argentinas. Gufa practica e ilustrada para la

identificacion de las principales mariposas diurnas y nocturn
as de la Provincia de Buenos Aires. Merodos y tecnicas para
la crfa, coleccion y preservacion de mariposas. [San Mig
uel], Museo Mariposas del Mundo. 148 pp., figs. [general;
Argentina]

Vargas, Isabel
20ooa. Zone II Mexico. Mexico & the Caribbean Islands, pp. 75-78.

In: 1999 Season Summary. News of the Lepidopterists'
Society 42(SI): 1-80 (I April) [general; Bahamas, Barbados,
St. Lucia, St. Johns]
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20oob. See Luis, M. A., J. E. Llorente et al., 2000.
20ooc. See Luis, M. A., I. Vargas et ai., 2000.

Vargas, Jose Ignacio
2000. See Parra, M. L. et ai., 2000.

Velasquez, Estrella
1993. See Guerra, M. et ai., 1993.

Venturoli, F.
1999. See Diniz, I. R. et ai., 1999.

Vilchez, M.
1999a. See Ramfrez, R. et ai., 1999.
1999b. See Domfnguez, O. E. et ai., 1999.

Vilela, Evaldo Ferreira
2000. See Zanetti, R. et ai., 2000.

Viloria, Angel Luis
2000. Estado actual del conocimiento taxonomico de las mariposas

(Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera) de Venezuela, pp. 261-274, 4
tabs. In: Martfn-Piera, F., J. J. Morrone & A. Melic (Eds.),
Hacia un Proyecto CITED para el Inventario y Estimacion
de la Diversidad Entomologica en Iberoamerica: PrlBES
2000. Zaragoza, Sociedad Entomol6gica Aragonesa. [general]

Viloria, Angel Luis, and Tomasz Wilhelm Pyrcz
2000. New pronophiline butterflies from the Venezuelan tepuyes

(Nymphalidae: Satyrinae). Journal of the Lepidopterists'
Society 53(3): 90-98, II figs. (16 June) [Protopedaliodes
ridouti, P. profauna, Pedaliodes terramaris, P. yutajeana]

Vitale, Fabio
2000. See Bollino, M. & F. Vitale, 2000.

Vitale, Fabio, and Maurizio Bollino
20ooa. Ithomiidae dell'Ecuador, secondo contributo. Su alcune specie

del genere Hyalyris Boisduval, 1870, con descrizione di nuovi
taxa (Lepidoptera: Ithomiidae). Lambillionea 100(1)(2): 164
172, 2 pis., 3 tabs. (March) [H. cana amarilla, H. c. macas
ana, H. achuar, H. a. sabanillana]

20oob. Ithomiidae dell'Ecuador, terzo contributo. II genere Ithomia
HUbner, 1816. Descrizione di quattro nuove sottospecie
(Lepidoptera: Ithomiidae). Lambillionea 100(3)(1): 343-358,
6 pis., I tab., 5 maps (September) [I. adelinda rachelii, I.
avella salazari, I. terra jasinskii, I. jucunda lamasi]

Vitali-Veiga, Maria J., and Vera L. L. Machado
2000. Visitantes florais de Erythrina speciosa Andr. (Leguminosae).

Revista brasileira de Zoologia 17(2): 369-383,3 figs., 6 tabs.
(30 June) [Hesperiidae, Danainae, Lycaenidae; Brazil]

Wahlberg, Niklas, and Marie Zimmermann
2000. Pattern of phylogenetic relationships among members of the

tribe Melitaeini (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) infrerred from
mitochondrial DNA sequences. Cladistics 16(4): 347-363, 4
figs., 3 tabs. (December) [general]

Walla, Thomas R.
20ooa. See Lande, R. et ai., 2000.
20oob. See DeVries, P. J. et al., 2000.

Warren, Andrew D.
2000. Hesperioidea (Lepidoptera), pp. 535-580, 2 tabs. In: lloren

te, J. E., E. Gonzalez & N. Papavero (Eds.), Biodiversidad,
taxonomfa y biogeografia de artropodos de Mexico: Hacia
una sfntesis de su conocimiento. Mexico, Universidad
Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico. 2. [general]

Werren, John H., Donald Windsor, and Lirong Guo
1995. Distribution of Wolbachia among neotropical arthropods.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London (B) 262(1364):
197-204, 2 tabs. (22 November) [general; Panama]

Wetherbee, Kris
1999. Gardening for butterflies. Audubon 101(3): 92-95, 5 figs.
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(May-June) [Heliconius]
Williams, Ted

1999. The great butterfly bust. Audubon 98(2): 30-37, figs. (March
April) [general]

Willmott, Keith Richard
2000. See Hall, J. P. W. & K. R. Willmott, 2000.

Windsor, Donald
1995. See Werren, J. H. et al., 1995.

Winhard, Walter
2000. Pieridae I. In: Bauer, E. & T. Frankenbach (Eds.),

Schmetterlinge der Erde. Tagfalter. Keltern, Goecke &
Evers. 10: 1-40,48 pIs. (September) [general]

Winter, William David, Jr.
2000. Basic techniques for observing and studying moths &

butterflies. Memoirs of the Lepidopterists' Society 5: xviii +
444 pp., figs., tabs. [general]

Wiskott, Max [1840-1911 ]
1897. Die Lepidopteren-Zwitter meiner Sammlung. Verzeichniss

derselben mit kurzer Beschreibung und 4 Lichtdrucktafeln.
Fest-Schrift zur Feier des jUnfzigjdhrigen Bestehens des
VereinsjUr schlesische Insektenkunde in Breslau 1847-97, pp.
91-141 + [2], 4 pis. [Papilio lycophron Hubner; Brazil]

1898. Lepidopteren-Zwitter meiner Sammlung. Deutsche entomolo
gische Zeitschrift "Iris" 10(2): 377-389, pis. 10-11 (12
January) [Papilio lycophron Hubner]

Witz, Brian W.
1990. Antipredator mechanisms in arthropods: a twenty year

literature survey. Florida Entomologist 73(1): 71-99,4 figs.,
2 tabs. (30 March) [general]

Woods, W. A., Jr.
1998. Mass scaling of standard metabolic rate in Neotropical

butterflies. American Zoologist 38(5): 121A. [general;
abstract]

Wrobel, Murray
2000. Elsevier's Dictionary of Butterflies and Moths in Latin,

English, German, French and Italian. Amsterdam, Elsevier.
xiii + 278 pp. [general; common names]

Wust, Walter H.
2000. EI misterio de la vida en Machu Picchu. Rumbos de Sol &

Piedra (Lima) 5(22): 6-20, figs. [general; Peru]
Yack, Jayne E., and James H. Fullard

1993. What is an insect ear? Annals of the entomological Society
ofAmerica 86(6): 677-682, I fig., I tab. (November) [Helico
nius erato (Linnaeus); morphology]

Yack, Jayne E., Luis Daniel Otero, Jeff W. Danson, Annemarie
Surlykke, and James H. Fullard

2000. Sound production and hearing in the blue cracker butterfly
Hamadryas feronia (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae) from Vene
zuela. Journal of experimental Biology 203(24): 3689-3702,
9 figs., I tab. (December) [anatomy; physiology]

Yates, Harry 0., III
1995. See Cibrian, D. et al., 1995.

Yoshimoto, Hiroshi
2000. Wood whites (Pieridae), the most primitive pierids? Butter

flies (Tokyo) 26: 52-59, 17 figs. [In Japanese] (10 August)
[general]

Young, Allen M.
1994. The chocolate tree. A natural history of cacao. Washington,

D.C., Smithsonian Institution Press. xv + 200 pp., 8 pis.,
figs. [general; Costa Rica]

Zabala, N. A.
[1992]. See Jaffe, K. et aI., [1992].

Zanetti, Ronald, Evaldo Ferreira Vilela, Jose Cola Zanuncio, and
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Jose Imicio Lacerda Moura
2000. Busqueda de alimento y marcaci6n de trilla por larvas de

Brassolis sophorae (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae) en condicio
nes naturales. Revista de Biologia tropical 47(4): 1035-1038,
2 tabs. ("December 1999", July 2000) [host plant; Brazil]

Zanuncio, Jose Cola
1997. See Pican~o, M. C. et aI., 1997.
20ooa. See Oliveira, H. N. de et al., 2000.
2000b. See Zanetti, R. et aI., 2000.

Zimmermann, Marie
2000. See Wahlberg, N. & M. Zimmermann, 2000.

Zirlin, Harry
1999. Taxonomists just wanna have fun. A place in the sun.

American Butterflies 7(4): 40-42, 5 figs. [general; Mexico]
Zockler, Christoph

1995. Panguana. Naturkundliches Tagebuch aus dem peruanischen
Regenwald. Bremen, Author. 156 pp., figs. [general]

CORRECTIONS

Alata, Julio Vicente [1941-1999]
Balint, Zsolt, and Kurt Johnson

1994. Polyommatine Iycaenids... 36 figs. (after 24 March)
[Polytheclus...

[1995]. Polyommatine lycaenids... 70 figs. [after 31 August] [system
atics...

Balint, Zsolt, and Gerardo Lamas
1994. Polyommatine Iycaenids... 3 tabs. [after 17 October] [Itylos...

Beingolea, Oscar Demetrio [1920-2001]
Blanchard, Everardo Eels

1930. Principales insectos... 43 figs. (August)
Bourgogne, Jean

1951b. Ordre des... figs. 192-437...
Burmeister, Hermann Carl Conrad

1878-[81]. Description physique... vi + 526 pp. (1878); Atlas, (1): [i
ii], 1-40, pis. 1-13 (1879); (2): [iii-iv], 41-60, pis. 14-24
(1880); (3): 61-64, pI. [25] ([1881]) [general... Eudamus
punctiger, Eurycides [sic] phanias]

Clench, Harry Kendon
1980a. See Elliott, N. B. et aI., 1980.

Eitschberger, Vlf
1983. Systematische... pis., figs. ([December]) [Theochila ...

Felder, Cajetan, and Rudolf Felder
1862a. Specimen... hippalus, C. sataspes, Tmetoglene]

Ferris, Clifford Duras
1985. A new... [A. h. wellingi; Mexico]

Feyer, Erich
1933. Bilder... (15 February), (5): 68-72 (1 March), (6): 78-80 (15

March), (7): 99-102 (1 April) [general]
Figueiredo, Eduardo Rodrigues de, Jr.

1939. Notas sobre...
Fox, Richard Middleton

1960b. A postscript on the Ithomine [sic] tribe...
Gottfried, Carlos F.

1984. Monarcas... figs. (after 3 May) [Danaus...
Grodnitsky, Dmitry L. [1962- ], Robert Dudley and Lawrence

Edmund Gilbert
Guerin-Menevil!e, Felix Edouard [passim]
Hemming, Arthur Francis

1943a. Notes on... 23-30...
International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
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1959b. Opinion 577 (15 December) .
1967e. Opinion 829 (7 December) .
1985b. Direction 118 Bulletin of zoological Nomenclature...

Karsten, Dietrich Ludwig Gustav
1789. Museum Leskeanum... [suppressed; ICZN, Opinion 1877,

1997]
Kitching, Ian James [1958- ]
Krauss, Noel Louis Hilmer [1910-1996]
Labrador, Jose Ram6n

1961. EI genero... Ingenieria agron6mica (Maracay)...
Landing, Benjamin Harrison [1920-2000]
Larrafiaga, Damaso Antonio [1771-1848]
Larsen, Torben Bj~rn [1944- ]
Lichy, Rene
[1984]. Mariposas... fisicas. matematicas...

Lillo, Miguel [1862-1931]
Lukhtanov, Vladimir A.

1991. [Evolution... [In Russian, translated into English in Ento
mological Review 71(6): 57-82 (January 1993)] [general]

Macfas, Samuel
1914b. Nota acerca...

May, Edward George Last
I924a. Migra~6es de borboletas no Brasil e em particular da

Mechanitis nessaea [sic] Hubner [sic]...
Menetries, Edouard
MUller, Philip Ludwig Statius

1774. Des Ritters... [general [delete "new species: Papilio bates, P.
idas]

Nielsen, Ebbe Schmidt [1950-2001]
Oken, Ludwig Lorenz

1815. Lehrbuch... pupae, imagines; ecology] [rejected for nomen
clatural purposes; ICZN, Opinion 417, 1956]

Reichholf, Josef H. [1945- ]
Rober, Johannes Karl Max

1915b. 42. Gattung: Callithea Bsd. - 46. Gattung: Dynamine Hbn.
In: Seitz... 505-508 (13 September) .

I925e. Neue Falter... 45-46 (15 December) .
Sabrosky, Curtis Williams [1910-1997]
Salazar, Juan Aurelio [1917-1999]
Salinas, Pedro Jose [1939- ]
Sefn, Franciscq
Silva, Carlos

1916. Contribuci6n...
1917a. Algunas... 5 pIs. (after 23 March) [general]
1917b. Descripci6n...

Urueta, Eduardo J. [1943-2001]
Waldbauer, G. Paul, and James G. Sternburg
Wallace, Alfred Russel

1852. [Notes]...
Winter, William David, Jr. [1923-1998]
Wirth, Willis Wagner

1956. New species... 356-364, 5 figs...
Wolfe, Kirby Lance [1939- ]
Wytsman, Philogene, Auguste Galilee, and William Forsell Kirby

1894-1908. Sammlung... [of vol. 3, pp. 1-32 appeared in [1900],
and pp. 33-172 probably in [1902]]

To Additions and Corrections, No. I (1997):
Balint, Zsolt, and Kurt Johnson

1995a. Description of... [after 17 April] ...
1995b. Neotropical... [after 4 December] [general]

Karlsson, Bengt
1994. Feeding... 3 tabs. (March) [Heliconius...
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To Additions and Corrections, No. II (1998):
Balint, Zsolt

1997. A report... 6 figs. (30 October) [general]
Balint, Zsolt, and Kurt Johnson

1997. Reformation .
[1998]. New species 18 figs. ("1997" [after 9 February 1998]) [C.

mykros...
Balint, Zsolt, and Gerardo Lamas
[1997]. On the taxonomy... ("1996" [after 9 January 1997])...

Murata. Yasutaka [1947- ]
Murray, Debra L.
Rey, Fernando [1958- ], and Tomasz Wilhelm Pyrcz
Wolf, Theodor [1841-1924]

To Additions and Corrections, No. III (1999):
Fitzgerald, Terrence D., and Dessie L. A. Underwood
Rinc6n, Ascanio D.

1998. Lepid6pteros... I fig. (August) [general]

To Additions and Corrections, No. IV (2000):
Balint, Zsolt, and Kurt Johnson
[1996]. Systematic... 5 figs. ("1995" [after 14 March 1996]) [new

genus...
Balint, Zsolt, Kurt Johnson and George T. Austin
[1999]. New species... (" 1998" [after 9 February 1999])...

Balint, Zsolt, and Gerardo Lamas
[1999]. Another. .. ("1998" [after 9 February 1999])...

Debrot, Adolphe 0., Jacqueline Yvonne Miller, Lee Denmar Miller and
B. T. Leysner

Stiling, Peter D.
1999. Butterflies... viii + 120 pp....
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the StaudingerlRebel catalog of 1901) will be produced first, following the LSDS numbering format.

Series ISBN: 0-945417-75-6
Plan: 10 vol., includes color synopsis; LSDS species pages

$81.50 (non-ATL: $125.50)

LEPIDOPTERA OF TAIWAN
SERIES EDITORS: Dr. 1. B. Heppner & Dr. Hiroshi Inoue

Vol. 1. Part 1: Introduction and Color Synopsis
In prep. ca. 200 pp (including 60 color pI). (8V2 x 11 in). ISBN: 0-945417-76-4

Vol. 1. Part 2: Checklist. 1992. xlix + 276 pp. (8V2 x 11 in). ISBN: 0-945417-77-2

LEPIDOPTERORUM CATALOGUS (NEW SERIES)
SERIES EDITOR: Dr. J. B. Heppner Plan: 125 parts

Fasc.7. Neopseustidae (Davis) 1997. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-51-9 (Fasc. 7)
Fasc.9. Neotheoridae (Kristensen). viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-51-9 (Fasc. 9)
Fasc. 11. Prototheoridae (Davis). 2003. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-51-9 (Fasc. 11)
Fasc. 28. Amphitheridae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 12pp. ISBN: 0-945417-52-7 (Fasc. 29)
Fasc. 29. Schreckensteiniidae (Heppner) In prep. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-52-7 (Fasc. 29)
Fasc. [47] 48. Epermeniidae (Gaedike) 1996. viii + 16pp. ISBN: 0-945417-54-3 (Fasc. 47)
Fasc. 48. Ochsenheimeriidae (Davis) 1998. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-55-1 (Fasc. 48)
Fasc. 49. Glyphipterigidae (Heppner). viii + 48pp. ISBN: 0-945417-55-1 (Fasc. 49)
Fasc. 55. Acrolepiidae (Gaedike) 1997. viii + 16pp. ISBN: 0-945417-55-1 (Fasc. 55)
Fasc. 61. Tineodidae (Heppner) 1998. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-58-6 (Fasc. 61)
Fasc. 62. Oxychirotidae (Heppner) 1997. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-58-6 (Fasc. 62)
Fasc. 64. Brachodidae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 24pp. ISBN: 0-945417-58-6 (Fasc. 64)
Fasc. 66. Urodidae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 28pp. ISBN: 0-945417-59-4 (Fasc. 66)
Fasc. 71. Lacturidae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 32pp. ISBN: 0-945417-60-8 (Fasc. 71)
Fasc. 72. Somabrachyridae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-60-8 (Fasc. 72)
Fasc. 84. Ratardidae (Owada). In prep. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-64-0 (Fasc. 84)
Fasc. 93. Hedylidae (Scobie) 1998. viii + 16pp. ISBN: 0-945417-66-7 (Fasc. 93)
Fasc. 99. Libytheidae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-67-5 (Fasc. 99)
Fasc. 105. Carthaeidae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-69-1 (Fasc. 105)
Fasc. 115. Oxytenidae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-69-1 (Fasc. 115)
Fasc. 116. Cercophanidae (Heppner). In prep. viii + 8pp. ISBN: 0-945417-69-1 (Fasc. 116)
Fasc. 117. Saturniidae (Lemaire/Peigler). viii + 120pp. ISBN: 0-945417-69-1 (Fasc. 117)
Fasc. 118. Sphingidae (Heppner). viii + 120pp. ISBN: 0-945417-70-5 (Fasc. 118)
Fasc. [124] 118. Noctuidae (Poole) 1989. 3 pts., 1314pp. ISBN: 0-916846-45-8
Fasc. 124A. Noctuidae: Introduction (Heppner). ca. 260 pp. (8V2 x 11 in). ISBN: 0-945417-99-3

$21.50 (non-ATL: $39.95)

Series ISBN: 0-945417-50-0

$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
In prep.

$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$2.00 (non-ATL: $6.00)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$2.50 (non-ATL: $7.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)

In prep.
$2.50 (non-ATL: $7.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$3.50 (non-ATL: $9.50)
$2.50 (non-ATL: $7.50)

$4.50 (non-ATL: $12.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$2.50 (non-ATL: $7.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)
$1.50 (non-ATL: $4.50)

In prep.
In prep.

$50.00 (non-ATL: $150.00)
In prep.

SHIPPING HANDLING: $2 first book, $1 each added book (outside USA, add another $1 for each book).
Lepidopterorum Catalogus only: $2 for first 80 pages (e.g., 5 parts each with viii+8 pp. =80pp), $1 each added 40 pages (outside USA, add $1 for first 80pp and
another $1 for each added 250pp) [NOTE: Pasco 124 ships at bookrate of $7 in the USA, for 3 volumes].



BOOK NEWS
BUTTERFLIES OF THE WORW

12. Papilionidae VI. Ornithoptera
by Oliver Schaffler

200 I. Goecke & Evers, Keltem, Germany. 2 pts. (19pp, 52 pl.) (24 x 34cm), (ca.
$37) paper. ISBN 0-931374-83-1 (also in German edition).
Also available from Flora & Fauna Books, P. O. Box 15718, Gainesville, FL.
Continuing the series Butterflies of the World, this 12th part covers
birdwing butterflies not treated in or updated from Bela von Knotgen's
1997 book, entitled Omithoptera. Part 12 is published in 2 sections, one
for the text and one for the 52 color plates. The text section also has a
color plate on the back cover, being a copy of a Rippon plate from
1892. The text section also has some black and white plates of some
species. Various forms are noted, some of which are invalid according
to the Zoological Code. The series is also available with German text.

Supplement 4. Catalogue of the Genera of Oeneis and Davidiana
by V. Lukhtanov and U. Eitschberger

2001. Goecke & Evers, Keltem, Germany. 37pp (24 x 34cm), $25 paper. ISBN:
3-931374-52-1.
This issue in the Butterflies of the World series presents a catalog for
color part No. II. The issue is titled as a supplement, even though the
previous suplements were only French language editions of texts
published in English and German. The main text and color plates for
this supplement were published in 2000 by the same authors, so the
catalog summarizes the taxonomy involved. There are distribution maps
added, plus some genitalia figures. There also is the description of one
additional new subspecies for an Oeneis from Russia (Siberia).

MACROMOTHS OF NORTHWEST FORESTS AND WOODLANDS
by Jeffrey C. Miller and Paul C. Hammond

2000. USDA Forest Service, Morgantown, WV (U. S. Geological Survey,
Corvallis, OR). l33pp (21 x 28cm), paper (FHTET-98-18).
This large-format booklet illustrates, in color, 251 of the larger moths
to be found in the northwestern United States, plus diagnostic notes on
another 300 species, thus covering about a third of the macro-moth
fauna of the region. Families treated include Arctiidae, Dioptidae,
Drepanidae, Geometridae, Lasiocampidae, Lymantriidae, Noctuidae,
Notodontidae, Saturniidae, Sphingidae, and Thyatiridae. Also noted
briefly in the preliminary text is the family Epiplemidae, but no species
are illustrated. A brief introduction covers Lepidoptera biology and
techniques of moth collecting and rearing. Species texts are brief, with
notes on identification markings, habitat, flight period, and known
hostplants. This is the first book to illustrate western North America
moths in color since Holland included a few western species in his
Moth Book of 1898.

NOCTUID MOTHS OF TAIWAN
by H.-Y. Wang

2001. Ban County Museum, Ilan, Taiwan. 295pp (15 x 2lcm), paper.
This new book presents an overview of Taiwan Noctuidae, but mainly
concentrates on the deltoid and catocaline species, with a scattering of
other species added in at the end. The book treats 245 of the more than
950 noctuid species known for Taiwan. Text is entirely in Chinese
except for the translated title and some English notes about the author
in the cover flaps. Species have Latin names. There is no index, so one
must peruse the contents pages to find a species. The excellent color
photographs are all from museum specimens except for a few photos
taken from nature, like on the cover, that are scattered throughout the

book. The book will help enthusiasts identify some of the noctuids in
Taiwan by comparison with the figures.

A WORW REVISION OF THE GENUS Spodoptera GUENEE
(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)
by M. G. Pogue

2002. American Entomological Society, Philadelphia, PA (Memoir 43). 202pp
(19 x 27cm), $30.00 paper.
This revision treats an important economic genus of moths, commonly
called armyworms for their often devastating caterpillar ravages, and
provides the first modern and comprehensive worldwide revision of the
genus. The world fauna encompasses 30 species and about half of these
are often serious pests. In North America there are 9 species. The
revision includes detailed descriptions of all species, and both for adults
and larvae, amply illustrated (no color), plus range maps. There is a
checklist, cladistic analysis, keys to adults and larvae, bibliography and
index. The checklist is alphabetical and does not indicate localities, so
one must dig through the main text to follow the phylogenetic
relationships of the species and the distributions. Some new synonymies
are recorded, mainly for the more obscure species.

A REVIEW OF THE AFROTROPICAL SPECIES OF THE GENUS
Graphium (Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera: Papilionidae)
by Campbell R. Smith and R. L. Vane-Wright

2001. Bull. Nat. Hist. Mus. (Ent.) (London), 70:503-719, (17 x 25cm), £45 paper.
(from Intercept, Hampshire, England. e-mail: intercept@andover.co.uk).
The authors have produced a major revision of the Graphium swallow
tails of tropical Africa, recognizing 37 species, including one new
species described from the Central African Republic. The revision
includes a modern cladistic analysis of all taxa. There also is a
clarification of the correct tribal name to be applied to what has been
usually called "Graphini" in recent years and, thus, Leptocircini is the
correct name to apply to this group of swallowtails. The prices for parts
of the Natural History Museum journal is exceedingly high due to the
Museum letting a commercial dealer handle production and sales;
previously, the prices for each part were about 30% of what they now
cost. The current revision includes 12 pages of color figures of adults
and larvae; there also are some color distribution maps. The revision is
based only on European collections plus two in Africa, with the only
exception being study of material at the Carnegie Museum, in Pennsyl
vania (no other American collections were studied for added specimen
data).

BUTTERFLIES OF EUROPE
by T. Tolman (illustrations by R. Lewington)

2002. Princeton Univ. Press, Princeton, Nl. 320pp, 106 color pI. (13 x 19cm),
$26.95 paper.
This is a new edition of the 1997 Tolman book in the Collins Field
Guides series, Butterflies of Britain & Europe, and now produced as a
Princeton Field Guide. The text and plates are identical with the 1997
printing, thus this really is only a reprint edition in paperback. The
color plates (104 numbered, plus two added plates as A and B) appear
to be as excellent as the 1997 version, possibly reproduced even slightly
better (the color printing was done in Hong Kong, while the 1997
version was printed in Singapore). Richard Lewington is the artist for
the color plates. The price is about the same as the original cloth
edition; it is uncertain if there previously was a paper edition.

Association for Tropical Lepidoptera, Gainesville, Florida, USA
Societas Europaea Lepidopterologica, KorS9!r, Denmark
Lepidopterists' Society, Charleston, South Carolina, USA
Association for Tropical Lepidoptera, Gainesville, Florida, USA
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2006 lun 30-lul 3 joint meeting of ATL and the Lepidopterists' Society, Gainesville, Florida, USA (dates tentative)
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The Butterfly in Ancient Literature and Art (1889)

Arctonotus lucidus in San Diego County, California (Sphingidae)
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